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ABSTRACT
Implementing Innovations in Organisations
H. A. Roff
Initial investigations with six small and medium sized firms were 
carried out where innovation of products and processes played a major 
role. On the basis of preliminary analysis one company was chosen for 
an in-depth investigation and analysis through participant observation. 
Innovation implementation situations were identified in the manufact­
uring unit of a small engineering firm and studied through observation 
of the process and in-depth interviews with participants. The concept 
of technological innovation was widened to include structural innovation 
and a theoretical framework was developed to describe and promote the 
innovation implementation process. This linked a classification of 
innovation with organisation structure and appropriate decision making 
process.
As a result it was found that the innovation process was only 
influenced marginally by overall structural characteristics of organi­
sation. It was more influenced by the local structures made up of the 
individuals actively involved in the process - their decision making 
and communication patterns with each other and other parts of the org­
anisation.
As these local structures were composed of different people for 
different innovations or changed in composition as the innovation 
implementation process proceeded, a need for one person to act as over­
seer - interpreter and integrator emerged. The researcher found her­
self fulfilling this role. Further work was carried out in examining 
this key role through an analysis of the researcher's own contribution 
and role within the company in innovation situations. This also contri­
buted to the research process in its implications for research methodo­
logy, particular the Action Research model where the researcher is 
actively involved in learning and change.
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Organisation of the Thesis
The inseparability of the changing objectives of the research 
and the different phases of research role are introduced and 'flogged* 
in Chapter I. Personal issues end insights relevant to the researchers 
role are given. It is essential to understand this perspective for it 
illuminates end binds togetherthe whole of the research work with its. 
emphasis on understanding and learning.
Chapter II contains the main literature relevant to the thesis 
and Chapter III sets out the main methodological considerations which 
hove influenced the present design, and shows how e philosophy of 
research emerged over time. The next two chapters (IV & V) are con­
cerned with the actual fieldwork in the organisation, while the findings 
on innovation and findings on role are set out in Chapters VI & VII 
respectively. A summary of findings, implications for research role 
and contributions to understanding the innovation process ere included 
in Chapter VIII, together with some possible areas for further research.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
As I started research work within one particular company, and as 
work progressed, my understanding of both the research task (how to go 
about it) and the area of research (what I was looking at) underwent a 
change* At the beginning I think I could say that I was firmly in the 
camp of traditional problem-solving: i.e. innovation implementation
situations could be studied, information compiled and categorised, 
conclusions drawn and guidelines for future innovation situations rec- 
commended* The art of the soluble:-
"Good scientists study the most important problems they think 
they can solve* It is, after all, their professional business 
to solve problems, not merely to grapple with them*”
(Medawor 1967)
For successful action, what was needed was to know what would be the 
results of alternative courses of action and therefore to be able to 
select the course most suitable for the company's purposes - so I 
thought* The goal was prediction and control* Proof of a correct 
course of action was in successful implementation* Whet I discovered 
was that anything predictable was so only on account of its 'fixed* 
nature; and that where people were involved (and perhaps more so in 
innovatory situations where the very nature of the gome is change and 
flexibility) predictability became a nonsense* What would work and 
be true in one situation, no longer applied - or did not necessarily 
apply in another* There could be speculations, theories, classifi­
cations, observed regularities but never a certain re-applicotion of 
'the solution** What I was left with was not a solving of problems 
or an explaining of mysteries: more on identifying of problems.
Schumacher divides problems into too kinds - those able to be 
solved (convergent) and those not ablG to be solved (divergent). He 
says:
’’Convergence may be expected with regard to any problem that does 
not involve life, consciousness or self-awareness,"
On the other hend:-
"Divergence incorporates elements of freedom and inner experience 
,,,•• divergent problems can not be solved in the sense of estab­
lishing the 'correct formula'. They can however bo transcended 
by forces such as understanding, empathy etc,*1
Innovation falls into the divergent category: all sorts of rec-
commendations could be found to work in one particular isolated instance 
but these could not be repeated. The transcending force that seemed to 
arise out of the tensions of disparate innovation situations, however, 
was that of integration, based on individuals' perceptions and under­
standing both of themcolves and others.
Let me regress a little to make this clear, My initial area of 
research (as stated on registration forms) was: "An investigation into
decision-making processes during the stages of initiation and intra-firm 
diffusion in technological innovation" by which I meant - when a 
firm decides to innovate how does it make that abstract decision into 
a practical reality? - what is the process that is gone through? - 
how conscious is this process? - who is involved? - how do they 
interact? - what ore the effects of the way the process is handled?
— etc, etc. All fascinating stuff, - off we go, — observe, inter­
view, gather data, analyse, evaluate, theorise, recommend. Ales, it was 
not so. This was all outside of myself - I had forgotten to takG
myself into consideration.
As I began work inside the firm I found I couldn't do it all from
e detached 'outside* position. Because of the very nature of innovatory
situations and the intimate interweaving of personalities snd ection 
I needed to know more about the company and the people involved - 
what made them tick? - how did they see their job? - how did they 
see themselves and their role within the company? - what was their 
perception of others? etc* Theso sorts of questions made necessary and 
acceptable a different order of data of a more subjective and anecdotal 
kind* But, I hastened to reassure myself, there is precedent for this 
in the concept of 'grounded theory* - so proceed, with caution!
I got to know the company - I had a 'feel* for what was happening 
- I became familiar with factory life and routines - what was normal, 
what was out of the ordinary: I understood the context of the innovatory
situations I was looking at. With this ceme acceptance, familiarity 
with personnel at ell levels from cleaner to tool room to industrial 
engineer* : Incredible as it may sound, I still thought that £ was safely
observing from outside - a more participative position perhaps, but 
not outrageously so*
What I was unaware of, during that time, was that method end task 
are inextricably bound up: as my method (ways of gathering information)
changed, so my task subject imperceptibly changed too* Questions that 
I now asked myself were - do members of the firm thsmselves see the 
process that they are going thcoogh? - can they see the totality of 
the situation? - do they learn from taking port? - do they epply 
any learning to another innovatory situation? - what is their under­
standing of Innovation?
You could soy that the first questions that pre-occupied me were 
to do with the situation: the second questions were to do with the
people: the third set were to do with the people in the situation*
The more I looked at this, the more I began to question and exam­
ine my own role - and the more I became aware of the significance my 
role was taking on in the Innovation implementation process: - I was
part of the vary thing I was trying to study!
I become aware of the significant way in which I woo being used 
as part of the innovation implementation process by members of the firm 
- os an identifier of (possible) problems, os a communicator, integ­
rator and innovator* This led me on to examine the specialist role of 
the integrator through my own experiences* This was not something 
planned at the beginning of the research programme, but something of 
importance which evolved from a combination of the nature of the ree- 
earch and my own personality*
I can see how the research objectives have shifted focus over time* 
Again this was not planned and although the objectives finally emerged 
out of an evolving shifting research programme, my real contribution 
is in the very combination of different elements* So that instead of 
answering the questions - what were my objectives and how did I 
tackle them in the research programme and what contribution hove I mode 
to existing knowledge, I would reverse the order and say - this is 
whore I started, this is what happened and how I and the research task 
and topic changed, and this is my ultimate contribution in terms of 
understanding the Innovation implementation process* I feel that this 
is an equally valid and responsible way of doing research, with an 
equally valid and responsible outcome*
On the basis of analysis of data from various innovation situations 
a theoretical framework for classifying innovations was developed, 
together with suggested appropriate organisational structures for 
decision making and implementation* The conceptualisation of this 
model of innovation will possibly be of use to others in looking at 
the totality of the innovation process* But equally there was the key 
element of the role of integrator and identifier of the totality of 
the process* My contribution also lies in the conceptualisation of 
this role* It is in the combination of these elements that I feel
new understanding of the Innovation process will develop*
Out of the research has come:-
(i) a theoretical framework underlying the totality of the
innovation process;
(ii) a framework of five mainline issues depicting the on-going 
nature of innovation implementation;
(iii) the conceptualisation of the role of integrator underlying the
understanding of the innovation process;
(iv) the combination of these elements providing for learning from
the experience of taking part in the innovation process for the 
people (organisation) involved*
In conclusion, to represent me, the researcher, as learner, permits 
mnny (hitherto unacceptable?) thoughts* Among these are:-
- No, I do not have all the answers*
- Yes, I'm still discovering, uncovering ideas and possibilities os
I change as e person*
- Research is an untidy business, and can rarely be neatly packaged
and put away complete*
- This research means most and has most value for me*
This is not to say that ife is of no value to anyone else, nor is 
it to present excuses for incomplete work or the on-going nature of 
research, but to claim recognition for the significance of the actual 
person involved in the research, and to try and highlight some of the 
personal and task dilemmas faced by the researcher*
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim of this chapter is to review briefly existing theories 
and concepts of the innovation situation within organisations, and to 
set the present research in a contextual fremouork* A selection hes 
been made on two counts:- (i) those studies which offer a wide bock- 
ground of innovation study, e.g# Sappho, Nobseth & Roy, and (ii) those 
studies more particularly affecting the interactive nature of the process 
e.g* Rogers & Shoemaker, Descant* Attention has been drawn to the 
generelistic nature of most findings and the lack of practical appli­
cability for organisational managers. A special emphasis has been on 
how practicing managers can benefit from research findings end this has 
led on to studies of the role of innovation consultants* It was seen as 
important to interweave appropriate experiences from my own research 
throughout the review to aid on enalytic discrimination of the various 
contributions*
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The subject of innovation and the diffusion of innovations has 
been fairly extensively explored from a number of viewpoints. Before 
briefly reviewing some of the more significant areas in relation to 
this study however, I would like to clarify how this research differs 
from prior research in three important ways.
Firstly it is to do with the 'how* of innovations. There is a 
bewildering variety of case studies and reports on the why/where/when 
of innovation, but surprisingly little is knownabout the actual exper­
ience of managing the process. Many studies hsvc concentrated on the 
determinants of adoption decisions - how the characteristics of an 
innovation effect its adoption (Rogers 1971); what characteristics 
ore related to innovation success (Fliegel & Kivlin 1966) etc. Ostlund 
(1974) tried to use innovation perceptions as predictors of adoption and 
similar work has bean done by Heyward ft Masterson (1979) and Rothwell 
(1977). Another related orea is the examination of adopter categories 
(Rogers 1962).
It is evident that this type of study has concentrated almost 
exclusively on why a particular innovation was or was not adopted - 
what were the facilitating/retarding factors and what was the measure of 
success or failure. Many analysts hove tended to ignore what happens 
to the innovation after adoption, whereas it should be clear that 
adoption is only the beginning of an implementation process that can 
lead to widely differing kinds of outcomes.
Implementation is the process of actually doing the innovating. In 
practical terms moat innovations do not rely on one single adoption 
decision but on a series of adoption decisions affected by a aeries
of variables ond taking placo over time. This research aimed to study 
how the intangible adoption decision became a practical reality within 
the firm; in other words it was studying the 'how* of innovation 
rather than the 'why'
This leads on to the second important difference in approach to 
prior research. Most other reports have tended to be generalistic in 
approach and outcome. They have looked retrospectively at a range of 
innovation within a variety of industries and attempted to determine 
emergent patteree^ (e.g* Rogers & Shoemaker (1971). Chakraboti & 
Rubenstein (1976) ). The usefulness of this information to managers 
is limited because of the very general andran-specific nature of the 
conclusions. For instance Rothwell (1977) has summarised the conclu­
sions of several recent studies of this kind to provide an indication 
of thcs range of factors associated with 'successful1 innovetion (usually 
judged on commercial criteria). But statements such os 'good internal 
co-ordination and co-operation', 'good use of management techniques',
'an effective selling policy', are not much real help to the practising 
manager.
"Uhat does this mean to me in my situation with these people?" Is whet 
he wants to know.
Prescriptive approaches are typified by offering theoretical evid­
ence of supposedly key issues in the process of innovation - derived 
from studies like SAPPHO - and then offering o set of techniques aimed 
ot handling these issues. But, opart from covering almost ell aspects 
of organisational well-being in what turns out to be a ratiher non- 
eelective way, these key issues are different for each organisation 
ond need to bo handled according to the particular unique setting of 
that firm ond its people. So this research has concentrated on pro­
viding a contingency approach to the implementation of innovations 
qllftiin one organisation* It is specific rather than general, with
relevance for operating conditions within one firm, but hopefully with 
significonce for others in the understanding of the process. It was 
not intended to provide prescriptive recommendations to facilitate the 
process of innovation, as I do not believe this to be practically 
possible, but central to the heart of this study was the belief that 
innovation implies learnino - learning of new organisational behaviour*
This is the third area of difference. Technological innovation 
inevitably brings with it changes of bdher kinds - social, political, 
psychological, organisational etc. In fact the manegement of innovation 
could be regarded as a specific instonce of the management of chonge*
If this is allowed then the enormous variety of elements which may 
affect the process becomes frighteningly apparent. Haw can anyone hope 
to grapple with this morosBe?
Perhaps one answer is for people, i.e. organisations, to be able 
to loom from their experience of taking part in the innovation imple­
mentation process end to be able to take that learning forward into 
new situations. Is chonge just on unavoidable consequence of innov­
ation or can it be anticipated and planned for? If we are unable to 
foresee ell the changes thet are coming how quickly can we adept end 
learn?
The research was concerned to be of practical uilue and help to the 
firm where work was undertaken through this emphasis on learning from 
the situation. This meant taking n further logical decision end 
becoming pert of the innovation learning process myself; sn investi­
gation of my own role within the company constitutes an important pert 
of the research programme.
So the three areas of difference between this research ond much 
prior research are in focusing on:- 
(l) the *hou/ of the process
(ii) the specificity of the epprosch ond outcomes
(iii) the understanding ond learning about the innovation process 
for the people involved.
These are the three organising principles of the research. It is imp­
ortant to set the research in a historical context of other research 
findings, so with these three principles in mind I propose to briefly 
review other significant research findings which relate to this work.
One method of writing would be to select themes of importance ond 
present each separately* This would provide a clear-cut structure but 
one which would be counter productive to the wholeness of the nature of 
the thesis. Differentiation in this way was not seen os compatible 
with the nature of the subject under discussion. Innovation requires 
an integrative approach and it was decided to use on integrative approach 
in the writing. The binding together of different areas of research 
with my own experience means that it is difficult to separate out com­
partments of specialised knowledge relating to one aspect of innovation 
but there ore more important gains in an appreciation of the wholeness 
ond complexity of innovation situations.
I begin the literature review at the historical beginning of re­
search into innovation with economic interpretations and then move 
through the three organising principles towards the core of the thesis 
- the concept of integration.
Until very recently investigations into the nature of industrial 
innovation have tended to concentrate almost exclusively upon the econ­
omics of the process, an emphasis which may be ascribed to two basic 
reasons. Firstly, economic theory implies that firms seek to oaximise 
the return on the resources they employ, so that measurement of the 
economic benefits accrued after adoption is seen as critical to the 
adoption decision. Secondly, economic factors ore perhaps easier to 
identify and measure than other less tangible non-economic factors. 
Mansfield (1968) has been one of the moot prolific researchers in this
area investigating such things os the relationships between the rate 
of adoption end:-
1. The proportion of firms which had already introduced the innovation
2. The profitability of installing the innovation
3. The size of investment required to install it
4. The size of firm
5. Its growth rate
6* Post profits ond liquidity
7. The rate of return
0. A measure of riskiness at the time
9* The age distribution of existing stock
10. The average number of innovations o firm had to buy to go frorp
10./ to 90.* adoption
11. The structure of the market*
From n summary of Mansfield’s work the rcletionchip between rate 
cfi adoption and some of the purely economic factors is not entirely 
clcar-cut. Relationships (profitability and size of investment excepted) 
ore not consistent end economic factors appear to have only limited 
capacity to explain rates of diffusion. A basic assumption which under­
lies most of the economic studios of the diffusion process is that 
organisational adoption decisions are motivated by the purpose of the 
organisation (assumed to be the maximisation of one or several economic 
functions) end constrained by the organisation’s financial, technological 
and human resources. However the failure of economic interpretations 
to explain fully the rate ot which a firm is likely to adopt e new 
technique has led to a search for other explanations. Mansfield himself 
otated!-
”... perhaps these variables (profitability, liquidity end growth 
rote) are less important then other more elusive end essentially
non-economic variables* The personal attributes, training and 
other characteristics of top and middle management may pley a 
very important role in determining how quickly a firm introduces 
an innovation* The presence or absence of a feu men in the right 
place, who believe strongly in the value of a new technique may 
make a crucial difference,”
This is echoed by Nnbseth & Ray (1974) in thoir international study of 
the diffusion of technology in different countries. They suggest that 
managerial attitudes ploy an important part in influencing diffusion 
ratesj explicitly they soys-
”the least tangible factor is however likely to hove the greatest 
impact on the application of new techniques - the attitude of 
management.”
If this is true for the adoption of on innovation it is probably equally 
true for the implementation of on innovation. Yet once more we are left 
with a rather vogue implication for those actually concerned with innov­
ation. Also it seems strange, that if as far back as 1968 these ideas 
obout the human element in the innovation process were jbeing mooted, 
so little of it hes percolated through to practising managers. There 
is still a great deal of emphasis on the hard end of technology end 
economic criteria, ond little on the process of introducing technological 
change or on the people involved.
A second tradition in the analysis of adoption behaviour is the 
study of ways in which new ideas ond practices spread through a popul­
ation. This approach traces originally to Ryan & Gross's (1943) work 
on the adoption of hybrid seed corn, and is approximately porellel to 
what others have called the 'social interaction* approach. Its major 
theme is that communication is the basic process by which people become
oware of new things and decide to use them, and therefore the dynamics 
of the communication process ere important to understanding innovative 
behaviour. There are many exponents of this theory of which I will 
cite o few; in many of the reports the original concept of understand­
ing the dynamics of the communication process seems to have been 
watered down into observing how information or date is relayed* For 
instance Chakrabati & Rubenstein's (1976) studies of NASA innovations 
and their diffusion found that top management interest was important in 
the product cases only and that the success of process innovations was 
dependent upon the quality of information and the specificity of relot- 
ionship between the technology and some recognised existing problem.
Burke (1965) isolates an important obstacle to innovation as being 
a lack of understanding between sponsor ('basiness innovator') and inno­
vator ('technical innovator'). The National Academy of Science Committee 
on 'Principles of Research Engineering Interaction' states that 'close 
communication is critical! Suits & Bueche (1967) in looking at success­
ful innovations in the General Electric Research Laboratories come up 
with 'the industry-university "interface” is a factor in successful 
innovation*.
These examples of necessity focus on the transferral of an innov­
ation from outside to within a company - so of course quality of 
information is very important. But equally important is the manner 
in which information is communicated. I observed this at first hand 
during my research programme when the R & D department of the company 
(based at another site) sent off drawings and a prototype for a new 
product to the draughtsman at the manufacturing unit. He then had to 
redraw it to make it possible to produce it in sufficient quantities 
on existing machinery* Before production however, it had to be re­
submitted to the R & D department for approval ond there were deioys, 
frustrations ond needless 'aggro' because of a basic lock of under­
standing end communication. According to the draughtsman e i knowledge
of the machinery, the tooling, the manufacturing process, as well as 
direct contact with the shop floor is vital* The Industrial Engineer 
put it more forcefully:- ^
"People who have to manufacture parts ere the furthest removed from V 
the ordering situation or the discussion situation. This isn’t an Y
v ■
isolated instance. The chains of information and communication are 
too lengthy; it doesn't work: there are too many hitches and person­
alities involved; you have to piece together what information you can. 
Crucial people don't speak directly to each other: things get out of
hand."
I have quoted this at length because it does seem to highlight 
this basic difference between information and communication - and 
that people in organisations are aware of this difference. Technicalities 
are not enough - how information is transmitted is just as important. 
There nlso seemed to be a plea to recognise the two-way interactive 
nature of communication. Too often it seemed the attitude was one of 
being in a passive receiver position with no felt power to contribute or 
influence events in an active uey. This was resented, and also applied 
to the 'industry-university interface1 mentioned by Suits & Bueche. Too 
often academics were seen to theorise and compile knowledge which they 
then wanted to bestow on industrialists without much thought for c 
common language or a readiness to receive information themselves. This 
lack of reciprocity is, I believe, one of the mein stumbling blocks to 
a deepening of the understanding of the innovation process. A lot of 
intense research has been done but remairf5 unread and unpractised on the 
library shelves. Hopefully research of a more interactive nature, 
tooted in the experiences and learning of industrialists will have a 
greater contribution to make to the dynamics of the process.
Communication has a major port in the adoption process and to e 
extent the diffusion of an innovation can be considered a communication
process. This is ol60 true of the intra-firm diffusion process as 
the adoption decision becomes part of the company and transformed into 
a tangible outcome. In the process of interpreting and sharing the 
information concerning an innovation, it is clear thet the decision­
making unit will be influenced by several possibly conflicting sets of 
goals - organisational, interpersonal and personal - such that if 
we accept a behavioural model of the firm as proposed by Cyert & March 
(1963) then it would be surprising if any single optimisation formula, 
such as ife Implicit in the economists* model, could prove an adequate 
explanation of organisational adoption and implementation behaviour.
Cyert & March hypothesised that the innovative behaviour of an organi­
sation will differ depending upon whether it perceives itself as 
successful or unsuccessful. Knight (1967) also sees innovative behaviour 
os a response to one of two kinds of situations which are roughly 
parallel to Cyert & March's successful or unsuccessful situations. He 
terms them os 'slack* or distress' situations.
In 'slack* conditions the firm perceives itself as being successful 
and conducts a wide search for new ideas. Knight suggests that organi­
sational members try not to dlstorb the internal structure and operation 
of the organisation in slack conditions, but often a new group of 
specialist personnel is brought in, and in applying their skills ond 
knowledge these people often bring about innovations in the organisat­
ional structure and people, although these represent changes that the 
company had not planned on.
In 'distress' conditions, a firm perceives itself os unsuccessful 
end internal changes will occur rather than changes in products or 
processes. The firm will emphasise cost-reduction projects. Unde* 
conditions of ®ild distress he suggests that the organisation behaves 
logically, adopting moderate rather than extreae steps or great alter­
ations.
I respect both those points of view - they seem logical enough 
end innovative behaviour Ijb in some way tied up with a firm's percept­
ions of its own success - but I think it is a less straightforward 
relationship than Knight has suggested.
In fact* when looked at more closely Knight's two categories seem 
to have the same result. In slack conditions new personnel are brought 
in resulting in organisational change: in distress conditions internal
changes of a cost reducing nature occur. This often means moving or 
reducing numbers of personnel, changing their Jobs end their relation­
ship to others - in other words resulting in organisational change.
The fact that from outside tho firm one change seems more extreme than 
the other is irrelevant. UJlthin the firm changB is change, and each 
kind of change will being with it consequences of one kind or another. 
The important thing Is how far these consequences are considered as 
unavoidable (desirable or otherwise) and how far they can be anticipated 
and planned for. Success in managing the innovatory process requires 
accompanying planned organisational innovation or at least the ability 
to recognise change and learn from it. As said before innovation 
implies learning new organisational behaviour.
Also, in Knight's terms, the compeny I was in, was operating under 
both slack and distress conditions. Management perceived the overall 
'successful* trend abd brought in new personnel (specifically the 
Industrial Engineer end the Production Engineer) resulting in organi­
sational change i.e. new systems of requisition and the setting up of 
an Industrial Engineering Department. They were also aware of the esse 
in which the company could lose its successful image and operated 
according to distress conditions, i.e. continually trying to cut costs 
through time/energy/material/labour saving exercises, (cf Smith- 
Petereen profile.)
It isn't so easy in practice to distinguish between slack and
distress. Obviously at extremo ends of the continuum the difference is 
clear, but many organisations ore caught in the middle somewhere, 
oscillating almost doily from success to distress. The overall trend 
may be upward end successful, but in the day to day minutiae of organi­
sational affairs perceptions of success con change very quickly. As 
one manager said:
"It all depends ••••"
illustrating again tho frustrations engendered by generalictic theories, 
and supporting the contingent specific approach.
There can also be conflicting perceptions within the same company, 
for instance, management perceived the firm's success in terms of full 
order books. In order to keep the books full and to ensure that more 
work could be taken on they introduced ioute cards as a method of 
ensuring a more even flow of work from section to section. Success on 
the shop floor however was measured in terms of having stock-piled a 
little mound of work to be done next to your bench. With the intro­
duction of route cards these stock piles tended to diminish. The people 
on the shop floor interpreted this (especially in these times of high 
unemployment) as the first signs of a shortage of work - with all 
the ensuifig fears of lack of overtime or redundancy - and tried 
harder to hoard work, giving them the visible security they needed.
Try as they might management could not convince them of full order 
books. So two sets of people had perceptions that were in direct con­
flict and which caused them to puli against each other.
Knight's proposals also lead naturally to the conclusion that 
successful firms make more radical and more frequent product and poo- 
cess innovations than unsuccessful firms (radicalness being the degree 
to which on innovation departs from the present operation of the 
existing organisation). This may bB so, and at the beginning of my 
research I thought the degree of rodicalness might be important, but 
as research progressed I found that this was largely immaterial and
that uhat mattered was how the process of innovation ues handled, 
regardless of the type of innovation. Associations of distress or 
slock cto have implications for the innovation process however, part­
icularly with regard to time pressure. If the firm is seeking to 
change in order to survive it is more likely to adapt existing pro­
cedures then to adopt the more risky opproech of bringing in new 
products or processes, and this had application for the ensuing imple­
mentation. The shortage of capital, resources ond time will often 
mean that the process is hurried; there will be less inducement to 
carefully examino what changes the innovation will moke and how these 
changes con be plonnod 6nd prepared for. I think we con all recognise 
the temptation, particularly when time is short, to concentrate on 
'content' rather than 'process'.
In connection with perceptions of slack and distress Carter and 
Williams (195?) isolated 24 characteristics which they claim ore present 
in progressive firms but absent in non-progressive firms. (§x. l)
They suggest o number of factors which ore likely to influence posit­
ively managerial attitudes towards new technology incorporated in 
products and processes, bufcegain I find their conclusions disturbingly 
generalistic with not a groat deal to say to a practising manager.
A number of other studies suggest a positive association between 
certain forms of organisational structure and a firm's overall recept­
ivity to innovation. Most of these studies build on the findings of 
Burns £ Stalker, first published in 1961. Prior to this, however,
Joan Woodward (1958) in a study of the organisational structure of 203 
firms, found that those using similar technical methods had similar 
organisational structures and that there was a relationship between 
successful performance and the organisational structure within eac 
industry.
Characteristics present in technically progressive firms and 
absent in unprogressivo firms* (Cefcfepr & Williams (195?))
1* High quality of incoming communication
2. A deliberate survey of potentiol ideas 
3* A willingness to shore knowledge
4* A willingness to take new knowledge on licence end to enter 
Joint ventures 
5* A readiness to look outeide the firm 
6* Effective internal communication and co-ordination 
7* High status of science and technology in the firm 
8* A consciousness of costs and profits in the R & D departments 
Cif any)
9. Rapid replacement of machines
10. A sound policy of recruitment for management
11. An ability to attract talented people
12. A willingness to arrange for tho effective training of staff
13. Use of management techniques
14. Identifying the outcome of investment decisions
15. High quality in the chief oxecutive(s)
16. Adequate provision for intermediate managers 
17* Good quality in intermediate management
18. An ability to bring the best out of managers
19. Use of scientists end technologists on the Board of Directors
20. A readiness to look ohcod
21. A high rate of expansion
22. Ingenuity in getting round material and equipment shortages
23. An effective selling policy
24. Good technical service to customers
Following separate studies of two companies, nn engineering 
concern with very large developmental interests, end a royon mill,
Burns identified two types of management practice almost diametrically 
opposed to each other. The authors relate that neither of these pract­
ices hod been consciously adopted by management but none the less both 
practices appeared to operate effectively. They ssys-
”... one system to which wo gave the name 'mechanistic* appeared 
to be appropriate to on enterprise operating under relatively 
stable conditions. The other 'organic* appeared to bo required 
for conditions of change.”
See Ex. 2 overleaf*
They toko this further in their study of twenty electronic firms 
where they tried to elucidate factors making for successful end unsuc­
cessful innovation - saying that unsuccessful firms fail to adept 
their orgoniection structure end mansgement sfcyle to meet the demands 
of technological change (i.e. they ere mechanistic) end that successful 
firms do so adapt (i.e. they are organic). They also point out that 
there is e relationship between the different organisational structures 
and the norms end bohnviour of members of the system: low structure
appears to be oppropriate for a changing environment and high structure 
for n stable environment.
The main implication of Burns & Stalker's work in the present 
context is that organic systems ere better able to accejbt change in the 
form of new technology then are mechanistic systems* Hence firms whose 
subsystems are relatively formol are likoly to be slower to adopt new 
technology*
Uhat ore the implications of this for the process of implementation? 
Ac we have seen it is suggested that organic firms are more likely to 
adopt innovations successfully; that they ere better able to adapt 
to change because of relatively informal low organic structure.
EX. 2 Mechanistic and Oroonic Systems (Burns & Stalker 1961)
Mechanistic systems ere characterised by:-
- the specialised differentiation of functional tateks into which the 
problems end tasks facing the concern as s whole ere broken down.
- the abstract nature of each individual task, which is pursued with 
techniques and purposes more or less distinct from those of the 
concern os a whole.
- the reconciliation for each level in the hierarchy of these 
distinct performances by the immediate superiors who ore elso in 
turn responsible for seeing that each is relevant in his own 
special part of the main task.
the precise definition of rights and obligations and technical 
methods attached to each functional role.
- hierarchic structure of control, authority and communication.
- a reinforcement of the hierarchic structure by the location of 
knowledge of actualities oxclusively at the top flfi the hierarchy, 
where the final reconciliation of distinct tasks and assessment 
of relevance is mode.
- a tendency for interaction between members of the concern to be 
vertical, i.e. superior/subordinate.
- a tendency for operations end working behaviour to be governed by 
the instructions and decisions issued by superiors.
insistence on loyalty to the concern and obedience to superiors 
os a condition of membership.
- a greater importance and prestige attaching to internal (local) 
than to general (cosmopolitan) knowledge, experience end skill.
Organic systems are characterised bys-
- the contributive nature of special knowledge and experience to 
the common task of the concern.
- the 'realistic* nature of the Individual task which is seen as 
set by the total situation of the concern.
- the adjustment and continual de-definition of individual tasks 
through interaction with others.
the shedding of 'responsibility* as a limited field of rights, 
obligations and methods. (Problems may not be posted upwards, 
downwards or sideways as being someone else's responsibility).
the spread of commitment to the concern beyond any technical 
definition.
e network structure of control, authority end communication.
The sanctions which apply to the individual's conduct in his 
working role derive more from presumed community of interest 
with the rest of the working organisetion in the survival end 
growth of the firm, and less from e contractual relationship 
between himself and e non-personal corporation, represented for 
him by en immediate superior.
omniscience no longer imputed to the head of the concern: know­
ledge about the technical or commercial nature of the here end 
now task may be located anywhere in the network; this location 
becoming the ad hoc centre of control authority and communication.
a lateral rather than a vertical direction of communication through 
the organisation, communication between people of different rank, 
also, resembling consultation rather then command.
a content of communication which consists of information end advice 
rather than instructions and decisions.
commitment to the concern's tesk and to the 'technologies! othos* 
of material progress and expansion is more highly valued than 
loyalty nnd obedience.
importance end prestige attech to affiliations and expertise velid 
in the industrial end technical end commercial milieux external to 
the firm.
Differences in structure occur within one system in relation to the 
different teaks of the subsystems - differentiation is a product of 
the number of tssks or subsystems within an organisation. This would 
presuppose that small, relatively uncomplox organisations dealing with 
little variety would bo more successful in adopting innovations. This 
may be the case (and may be why there is such an emphasis on small 
businesses at the moment)- but the converse is also true, that small 
firms dealing with small markets of limited range have also restricted 
their interest in innovation. As organisations grow in size (end this 
seems almost as inevitable as human growth) so there is increasing 
vertical and horizontal differentiation. Research has shown (Lorsch 
1965) that while differentiation is necessary for subsystem perform­
ance, the overall aim of the organisation is jeopardised by a lack of 
co-ordination and integration demanded by the interdependence of the 
vsrious subsystems. This becomes clearer if we examine the polarities 
of integration end differentiation within an organisation on three 
levels - individual, group and organisational.
(i) Individual Level
At this level problems centre on issues like motivation and alienation 
which account for the degree to which the individual feels integrated 
with the organisation. Secondary consequences of poor integration 
include a reluctance to take risks or to strive for excellence.
Improvement strategies could involve e more open communicative 
cldmate where individuals feel they have access to information and 
decision making - where they 'count*. In connection with this, for 
individuals to bo able to relate their creative contribution to a real 
outcome is on important factor, as is a greater understanding or closer 
contact with the market/user. Alao an encouragement of external con­
tacts via conferences, visits, discussions, relevant Journals etc. - 
really a broadening of the context of work.
(ii) Group Level
Conflict - a symptom of lack of integration between groups - has 
been well described: as French and Bell (1973) put it:-
"when there is tension, conflict or competition between groups 
some very predictable things happen; each group sees the other 
group os an 'enemy* rather than os o neutral object: each group
describes the other group in negative steredfcypes: interaction
and communication between the two groups decreases, cutting off 
feedback and data input between them: what intorgroup communic­
ation and interaction does take piece is typically distorted and 
inaccurate: each group believes and acts os though it can do no
wrong and the other group can do no right ..."
There ie a lack of trust and failure in co-ordination and communication. 
Basically these probleoe are concerned with a mismatbh of expectation 
evinced os demanding too much or the wrong thing from each other, and 
a failure to understand the priorities and pressures of others. The 
relevance of this kind of problem is clear if we view innovation as a 
process involving high levels of co-operative activity. Once again, 
integration represents the dominant need through getting people to 
recognise their interdependence and need to work effectively together. 
This is bound up with Valuing different contributions and clarifying 
goals and objectives, and a more effective climate of communication.
(iii) Organisational Level
Indications of poor integration at this level include structural 
ambiguities and ambiguity of role: issues of control, accountability
and responsibility. A demarcation of responsibility is often observed 
end boundary definition so that as soon os a project reaches a transfer 
point it becomes another's responsibility with no continuity between 
them; 'buckpossing* and suspicion of involvement: a withdrawal into
isolated positions and a minimising of information flow: keeping
oil contacts on a formal basis.
What is required is rolo clarification and a more global view of 
the organisation - its aims and objectives. A sense of 'pooling 
resources' towards a common goal. Thess issues con all be viewed os 
the consequence of lock of integration. This eaeoal relationship may 
be direct, as with groups competing unproductively with one another, 
or it may be indirect, os with low levels risk-taking arising out 
of a climate in which peoplehbovo little trust or confidence in others;
this climate is itself the consequence of poor integration.
But going back, 'organic* does not equal differentiated in the
narrow sense of compartmentalised; on the contrary I interpret the
term 'mechanistic* in this insular light. Organic essentially means 
ready end able to adopt, and Burns and Stalker lay great emphasis on the 
network of communication and interrelated responsibility characteristic 
of organic systems. This is an important for successful implementation 
as it is for successful adoption. Other studies confirm this view, e.g. 
Myers and Marquis (departmentalism is an obstacle) (1969), Roberts (1969) 
Rogers and Shoemaker (1971), Lawrence & Lorsch (1967). This leaves us 
with the problem of how to promote innovative behaviour through organic 
systems. Sctjaartz and Goldhar (1975) in their studies of prizewinners 
in innovation point to some positive ways of encouraging 'organic* 
thinking. They suggest easy access to information, a free flow of 
Information in and out of the organisation, seeking and using 'new* 
(externally developed) information, regards for sharing, rewards for 
risk-taking, rewards for accepting and adapting to change, and encour­
agement for mobility and interpersonal contacts.
The emphasis on rewards smacks of behaviour modification, but 
recognises that structures cennot be effectively changed without a 
change in attitude of the people involved. The existence of formal
integrative devices to cope with the problem of differentiation is 
evident when looking et organisations - committees, liaison depart­
ments, mafcfcix management etc.
The bentrifugal' tendency (Child 1977) of organisations means 
that beyond a small size, where informal Integration is possible be­
cause everyone knows everyone else and share common goals (though this 
is quite a big assumption) there will be a need for formal solutions 
to the problems created by differentiation - or at least a recognition 
of the problems end a willingness to overcome them. The problems often 
have the following characteristics:-
(i) communication links are tenuous; people tend to communicate 
within, rather than between, departments.
(ii) there is identity with one's own department at the expense of 
integrating with other groups.
(iii) different tasks and process, time limits etc. harden into 
'them and us' attitudes.
(iv) disputes over resource allocations.
(v) variations in norms and values between groups.
Lorsch caye that integrative devices to deal with theae problems Bre 
of two typos - structural and processual.
"Structural devices are major organisational Innovations. They 
involve the differentiation of a separate unit that has as one of 
its functions thB integration of the basic subsystems. The pro- 
cessuol devices may be either temporary project teams or longer 
term cross-functional co-ordinating committees, but in either 
case they provide the setting In which the process of integration 
takes place.”
In*mechanistic* organisations operating under stable conditions, 
Integration can be performed by standardised procedures, regular 
meetings end referral of difficult decisions upwards. Frequently it 
is found that in order to introduce another innovation a new sub-unit
or even a new organisation is developed, creating structural innovation 
to introduce another innovation. This can be seen in the work I did, 
where the setting up of a requisition system for tooling was a fore­
runner of the New Product Development Group. The Quarterly Meetings 
with management were also a structural innovation to aid better commun­
ication end integration. The danger here is of course that the very 
structures set up to promote integration become divisive in themselves 
(cf ' matrix* management), This integration by standardisation, to use 
Thompson's terms (1967), involves the estbblishment of rules and pro­
cedures which channel actions of differentiated units into a consistent 
pattern. But the existence of a pattern does not automatically mean 
there is integration; integration implies understanding and communi­
cation.
In the case of a complex and demanding environaont^which requires 
rapid decisions and frequent adaptation involving different people in 
different relationships at different times^these procedures will be 
found insufficient. They become palliative, treating symptoms, rather 
than curative and reaching the deep roots of the problem. Since the 
rote of change and the complexity of the problems faced are increasing 
for most growing organisations, a knowledge and achievement of pro­
gressively deeper ways of enabling integration becomes a major priority. 
Thompson*o (1967) third category of integration touches on this. He 
suggests integration by mutual adjustment involving a direct trans­
mission of informetion between people and the mutual adjustment of 
their actions in the light of that information. This is comprehensible 
and rationally agreoable; the problem is how can it be achieved? It 
is not so easy in practice: the implication Is 'do this and it Is
dono'; but, as suggested before, routine practices (I.e. structures) 
can only change effectively where there is a change in attitude. It 
is not as easy as forming another committee or arranging another meeting;
organisational members need to learn about themselves and their groups 
end subsets end how they interact and what effect this has on their 
ability to adopt to and accept change* Buijs (1981) suggests consult­
ants in innovation to help learning; Bessant (1978) advocates the 
role of an integration specialist to enable this process* When I 
entered the company to study the innovation implementation process I 
was eloost unwittingly cast in the role of communicator/integrator*
This was not through any merit or predilection of my own (although I 
was willing to take the role as well as it being offered)* Being an 
outsider I was able to see more clearly the totality of the situation, 
fend having no personal invested interest was able to help people to 
see that wholeness for themselves; to see themselves and their inter­
actions as part of it - to identify and anticipate problem areas in 
the innovation process and to learn from their experience of taking part. 
I examine my role more analytically later on* Within the firm itself 
it is usually recognised that there is a subset of individuals who ere 
responsible for making specific adoption decisions* Clearly, theeefore, 
the composition and nature of this decision making group end the process 
by which it arrives at decisions is of major interest not only for the 
adoption of an innovation but also for the way In which it id diffused 
throughout the organisation. Decision making also provides a relevant 
example to examine the importance of people's interactions for the 
innovation process and how they can learn from their interactions.
Recognition of this underlies a study undertaken by Ozanne and 
Churchill (1968) in which they examine the adoption of a new automatic 
machine tool by a sample of industrial firms in the mid-west of the 
United States. In the cose of this study the sub-group is identified 
as the firm's buying centre and the focus of the research is upon the 
interactions between members of this group in arriving at a decision. 
Thus this research represents a dear break with the economic research
tradition as exmplified by Mensfield et al in that it is no longer 
concerned with the firm as a single unit but with a decision making 
group within the firm*
It might be helpful here to briefly review some theories of 
decision making which may have application to the present study*
Many disciplines have informed theories of organisation decision 
making* These include:-
(i) pyschology - Collins & Guetzkou (1964); Eduards 4 Tversky (1967)
(ii) public administration - Mailick & Van Ness (1962); Lindblom
(1959) y
(iii) e political sciesce approach - Dahl (1961); Hawley & Wirt (1968)
(iv) on interdisciplinary framework - March 4 Simon (1958); Cyert 
4 March (1963); Gore & Dyson (1964)
(v) mathematical/economic approach - Cooper (1958); Wagner (1969)
(vi) game theoretical work - Van Neumann 4 Morgenstern (1944);
Cross (1969)
(vii) political/power process - Mumford 4 Pettigrew (1975); Pettigrew 
(1973)
These again fall into two main clessess - the normative mathematical/ 
economic theories and behavioural theories. Cyert Dill 4 March (1967) 
draw our attention to this when they say that the first category is 
derived from economics and treats business behaviour as a rational 
attempt to maximise profits* This approach implies that firms have 
accurate information on the costs to be incurred and the benefits 
attainable through adopting particular courees of action, and that 
decisions are made on the basis of this information*
In recent years a number of attempts have been made, notably in 
the field of operations research, to put decision making on this more
rational quantitative basis* Some specific tools ere linear program­
ming, dynamic programming, game theory, p r o b a b i l i t y  theory. These can 
be used for constructing mathematical models which mirror the import­
ant factors in the management situation to be analysed, and the man­
ipulation of such models con provide a manager with much useful 
information on which to base a decision* Byrnes 4 Chesterton (1973) 
give some examples of this approach applied to innovation and new 
ventooe decisions. The difficulty with decision making of this kind 
is that it takes place under conditions of high uncertainty. Baumann 
(1967) argues that thB *perfect* planning process is an impossibility. 
Thus rational ’optimising* or ’maximising* approaches will tend to be 
too simplistic; as Mumford 4 Pettigrew (1975) say:
"The danger with this approach is that of over-simplifying 
complex problems in order to make them amenable to mathematical 
analysis, for in doing this all contact may be lost with the 
realities of the problem and of the environment in which it is 
occurring*”
Simon’s (1965) notion of programmed and non-progremmed decisions is 
valuable here. The more programmable (and regular non-progrommed 
decisions become programmable to some extent) the decision, the more 
susceptible they are to quantitative approaches. Most managers and 
organisations will attempt to order and accelerate their solution by 
developing systematic procedures for handling them. Perhaps what ie 
more importent is that managers should see non-progremmed decision- 
meliing as a vehicle for learning about their own decision-making pro­
cesses, or o means of building>into the organisation for the future, 
processes of understanding which became adaptable to the individual 
decision situations that they find themselves in* This learning/ 
feedback/adaptive approach will become more significant if present 
trends of increasing technological innovation persist*
Theories of decision-making suggest that it involves n choice 
between a set of alternatives, each of which produces a set of out­
comes which are evaluated* Simon and his associates (1959) see human 
decision-making behaviour in organisations as encompassing searching, 
choosing and problem solving, but with these activities subject to 
human restrictions such as the limited amount of information that a 
human being can handle* This is the notion of 'bounded rationality* 
where man does not usually seek for optimal solutions, but accepts 
solutions which solve a problem satisfactorily, although not necess­
arily in the best available way. This restricted behaviour is known 
as 'satisficing* and is in contrast to the 'optimising* approach of 
the economist*
Etzioni (1968) too criticises the traditional approaches to 
decision making, but whereas Simorfrs solution is to satisfice or be es 
rational as you can, Etzioni puts forward a view of 'incrementalism*
- small changes involving low risk* His solution is uhot he calls 
•mixed scanning*. Fundamental decisions based on the rational model 
are separated from small decisions based on the incremental model, 
but he also stresses the fact that 'universal* theories of decision­
making have serious shortcomings as they do notcconsider the forces 
generated in the culture in which the decision has to be taken* 8ray- 
brooke & Lindblom (1963) also point out the little account that is 
token of the closeness of tho relstionship between facts and values 
when decisions are being msde* Psychologists (e.g* Festinger 1962) 
suggest that various ego defence mechanisms can produce commitment to 
severely sub-optimal decisions vie a process of 'unconscious rational­
isation*. Other theorists e.g. Cyert & March (1968), Strauss (1962) 
and Pettigrew (1973) introduce the idea of power mobilisation and 
exercise to influence decision outcomes*
The innovative decision - a type of non-programmed decision - 
is our major concern* Knight (1967) defines it as:-
’’the edoption of a change which is new to an organisation and 
to the relevant environment*1’
Such decisions contain major elements of uncertainty* As mentioned 
before Knight sees the innovation decision es e response to two kinds 
of situation - slock end distress*
Host writers agree that there ore different ways of approaching 
the adoption decision* in particular
(i) authority decisions - these ore the most prevalent within 
industry and represent unilateral decision by authority figures* 
The essential characteristic of this approach is that it involves 
minimum participation of the adoption unit in the decision pro­
cess* (See Taylor (1911) j  Gouldner (1964) )
(ii) ‘marketing* decisions - this is an attempt to modify authority
decisions by consciously 1 selling* the decision to the adoption 
unit: it is still token unilaterally and without (participation*
(iii) consultative decisions - this process involves some inter­
action with the edoption unit in that their opinions, ideas, 
suggestions arc sought - but the decision is still taken at 
another level*
(iv) participative decisions - this process also involves e two- 
way interaction betwoen those involved in accepting it, but it 
is more on the lines of problem solving* The adoption unit is 
widely involved in identifying, evaluating and deciding activ­
ities*
There are advantages end disadvantages associated with each of these 
approaches e*g* authority decisions are moot effective for organisations 
in terms of speed end formal acceptance* However, there is e growing 
interest in the innate resistances to change which can be generated, 
and in terms of successful decisions which mobilise support and commit­
ment, the participative approach is generally agreed to be the most
effective* Humford summarises the responses engendered by these 
decision approaches. (Ex. 3)
In the initial phases of my research I saw it as important to 
classify innovations by the degree to which they departed from the 
present operations of the company and to then link this with suggested 
appropriate organisational structure end decision making style. This 
seemed to ime to encapsulate the innovation process* I still believe 
this has relevance for understanding the elements that make up the 
innovation implementation process but as research progressed this model 
become largely redundant. (See Chapter VI)
Host of the innovations studied fell into one of two categoriess- 
that is either -
5 - New Product, New Technology but existing Market, e.g. Oxford 
fixator, Gardener Kyphosis Distroctor.
or
7 - Present Product, New Technology end existing market, e.g.
Smith Petersen nail.
An appropriate organisational change was suggested followed by en 
appropriate decision-making process. In actual fact what was discovered 
was that it didn’t really matter whnt type of innovation was being 
considered, what was essential, and what underpinned each situotiop, 
uerc the people actively involved with the innovation: - the local 
structures that emerged of individuals concerned uith decision making 
and overseeing of the project: how they related to each other and how
they eventually related to other members in different parts of the 
organisation. To put it another way, innovation involves a decision 
making process. That is there ato n series of ’choices leading to 
action’, to be made by those in the organisation. Some of these choices 
involve the entire organisation and ere made by the top echelons (often
EX. 3
Alternative Approaches to New Technology Adoption (Mumford)
1. Command approach: 
Stimulus __
/uthoritorien
communication
(high-power
group)
Non-
occeptance
Negotiation
Alienation/ Compensation Compromise Withdrawal 
Separation/
Non-
Cooperation High-cost Implementation
Response
favourable but incorrect interpretation
Acceptance
Implementation
Disillusionment
Conflict/Alienation
3. Participative approach:
Stimulus Response
Democratic Correct interpretation
communication/
Request for ideas 
and assistonce
Participation
t
Accoptonco
Implementation of jointly conceived
syctem
2. Horketinn approach:
Stimulus
Selling
communication
(lou-powor 
group)
Acceptance
with
anxiety
Implementation
-> Response
Unfavourable interpretation
the initial adoption decisions). Some involve smaller parts of the 
entire system,;*and are mode further down the hierercfy (often to do with 
implementation). In any situation where there are many decisions to 
be made by different people, different styles are likely to be employed.
Also, if innovation is in fact largely a process of more or fewer 
small-scale decisions pyramided into each other, then it is unlikely 
that much ’rational1 decision making enters into the process. Political 
Juggling, power struggles, mutual adjustment of interests will all 
assume greater or lesser positions. It is generally true that the 
smaller-scale a decision seems to be, the less carefully it is likely 
to be reviewed and analysed (Lindblom 1959). Therefore it is probably 
true that much of the decision making in relation to innovation pro­
cesses is more similar to ’satisficing* than to the rational models- 
despite the fact that major organisational commitments for the long 
run may be entailed.
It was found that recognition of this aspect of the innovation 
process had been largely overlooked (or it was too risky to acknow­
ledge it openly and so it hod boen shooed under the carpet) both within 
the firm and in its liaisons with external members of the group or out­
side companies. A lot of emphasis was placed on the hard end of techno­
logy, but not much importance was given to understanding and managing 
the human side. Yet as the research proceeded and these issues were 
made more explicit and understandable, group members became aware of 
their importance (or were allowed to acknowledge their importance) end 
were keen to become skilful themselves in process type issues such as 
communication, feedback etc. It became legitimate end valuable to dis­
cuss the meaning of data, and the nature of the interactions both of 
the present situation and of the innovation situation. My role of 
integrator/communicator was gradually baken over by members themselves. 
It is important to a theory of implementation however to recognise that
decision making processes which may generate adoption decisions or 
determine the way events move, are not simple linear sequences, but 
complex interactive patterns.
Earlier, implementation was defined as the process of actually 
doing the innovating. In the context of the analysis of organisation­
al innovation, implementation models describe the process whereby the 
innovation decision is put into action and diffused through the rele­
vant members of the organisation. Such models ore much less well 
developed than adoption models. Many analysts (and managers) have 
tended to ignore the problem of implementation, assuming that any 
variance in the innovation after adoption is a form of error to be 
corrected rather than seeing that adoption is only the beginning of 
eti implementation process which con lead to widely differing kinds of 
outcomes. Research into implementation focusses on the sequences of 
changes which occur in organisations when new ideas ere introduced 
and on how methods of communication and decision-making affect both 
these changes and the innovation idea itself*
There seems to be no single theory of implementation but rather 
a series of insights into the dynamics of what happens after adoption. 
Implementation as an enolysable variable in its own right is first des­
cribed by Pressman & Uildausky (1973) in their study of the activities 
of the urban redevelopment programme in Oakland. They observed that 
there was to date almost no systematic study of what happened organis­
ationally after a particular policy decision was taken. They note 
specifically that, within the political context they studied, those who 
made the policy were not those who had to carry it out; the some point 
is probably applicable to most organisational settings - certainly 
it was so in the company I worked with, end it is understandable that
it should be so, where job boundaries ore clear cut and areas of 
responsibility ore clearly marked out. But this Just throws into 
greater relief the importance of recognising and understanding the 
way in which the two parts are interconnected and how the change over 
from policy to practice is achieved.
Pressman and Wildausky comment further on the large number of 
specific decisions which had to be made to implement the legislation 
(confirming the pyramidical view mentioned earlier), and the number 
of points at which almost any of these decisions could sway the prog­
ramme in a different direction. They define implementation as the 
process whereby meaning is given to a policy decision which has inher­
ent within it a very large number of possible meanings without one 
necessarily dominating. In practice, however, for each participant 
in the process, one meaning does dominate, according to their percep­
tions cf the situation and their particular interests at the time, as 
mentioned before, Hyman and others (1973) also emphasise the importance 
of the political interaction of different actors in the situation and 
the ways in which the ideas of the progremme are redefined, as time 
passes, by different ectors to suit their own purposes. They suggest 
that as the implementation process becomes involved with more people, 
changes in programme shape are almost Inevitable. Implementation 
becomes e process of adjustment, compromise and accommodation of differ­
ent interests* Unless this Is recognised and catered for, particularly 
by those in power positions who have perhaps Initiated and confirmed 
the primary adoption decision, resistance breakdown and even rejection 
con follow. An example con be provided from my own research in the 
Smith Petersen Nail Profile. Briefly, to snvo time in producing the 
nail it was arbitrarily decided to reduce the standard of quality — 
fJust a little* thought top management, ’reduce the final polishing 
time*. This seemed rational and easy: but for the glazer, who had
spent twenty odd years faithfully polishing each piece to a high 
quality standard, this proved well nigh impossible to do. He wns con­
fused os to how much could be left undone, end it hurt his pride in 
hie work to actually turn in what he considered to bo sub-standard 
work. It also reduced his solf esteem end the importance he had 
©lweys attached to his work end the importance he hed felt others 
attached to his work. More time was lost sorting this out then in the 
initial production run-through time - end there were the more lasting 
damaging effects of conflict end upset omong the workers - all due 
to a basic lack of understanding of how to cope with other participants* 
invested interests.
frequently innovations are a response to perception of effective­
ness and the criteria which generate these perceptions - e.g. Is the 
firm economically competitive? Do we need to reduce manning levels?
Can we improve quality? Con we make this onother way so that people 
feel more involved with the work? etc. (This has been mentioned in 
relation to perception of slack and diotress conditions.) It Is there­
fore on implicit reflection of the underlying value-structure of the 
organisation - b reflection which may become explicit when problems 
surface and changes toko place. Clearly these concepts of the manage­
ment of innovation, highlight the behavioural issues involved.
Overall the management of Innovation is well represented in the 
literature but there tends to be o great doal of similerity in approaches 
offered. Diffusion of knowledge about what effects innovation success 
and failure has been widespread but there is still e leek of guidance in 
the important area of behavioural variables - in particular the sources 
of resistance which lie in the behavioural area. It is widely held 
that the bulk of variation in the innovation process is associated with 
the human element, but as Just Indicated most of the literature on the 
management of innovation does not attempt to consider this element in
any detail. Ifc is possible to glean some information on this aspect in 
looking through various studies, but they ere often included as ‘asides* 
and ere of a very generalistic nature# I have found that general 
statements such as ’economic, social and psychological factors influence 
innovative behaviour in organisations* (Chakrabsti 1973) are all very 
well but do not actually help the practising manager in his situation#
He needs an interpreter - someone to help him understand the general­
ities in his own context - and who can help him apply his understanding#
Over end over again in examining the literature on innovation I 
have been struck by what I could call *the great divide* between idea 
and practice. This is typified in many ®ays which ere highly relevant 
to the central theme of this thesis. First there is the divide between 
academic research and practical management: then, more explicitly,
between policy and practice: this spills over more particularly in the
area of innovation into the divide between innovation idea and innovation 
reality - adoption and implementation. In between lisa the grey area 
of how to manage the transition from one to the other moot effectively.
More recent research has pointed to the importance of the people 
Involved in the process end the skills of communication and integration 
noeded to enable the process - though those skills have been ueuqlly 
reserved for those in management positions.
Havelock's work (1977) notes the crucial role of the intermediary 
change agent, who $?ust translate the basic innovation into terms rele­
vant to the organisation. The great significance of individuals and 
their ability to advance or retard the process is central to this trad­
ition end is also particularly stressed in *human-relation* analyses 
such os that of Argyris (1965). The necessity for multiple strategies 
Involving different approaches for different parts of the organisation 
is stressed by Rowe & Boise (1974). Bessant (1976) advocates the role 
of an integration specialist.
Attempts have also boon made to develop a contingency approach 
to management - that is that the demands of different operating 
situations will require different patterns of management. Cetron 
and Goldher (1970) dev&op such a model 05 does Evelend (1977).
Evelond suggests a process model which attempts to overcome the 
dichotomy which has developed between adoption and implementation 
studies, by putting both processes in the some overall context. Tho 
key notion developed is that the process of innovation is essentially 
the process of specification of Just what shape a general innovation 
ideo will take, and what the reactions of the organisation to it qill 
be, through o series of sequentially-occurring areas of decision making.
Five general decision-making stages to the process ore suggested 
- each characterised by o particular range of decision to be made at 
that point.
(i) Agenda setting:
the etngg at which general organisational problems are defined
(ii) Hatching:
o problem from tho agenda and an idea for an innovation to 
meet that problem are brought together 
(111) Redefining:
characteristics of the tool derivable from the innovation idea, 
and the dimensions of the problem, arc defined in terms relevant 
to the organisation and to each other.
(iv) Structuring:
organisational structures and processes related to operating 
tho innovation are defined
(v) Interconnecting:
relationships between tho innovation and other parts of tho 
organisation and its environment not directly Involved in the 
earlier stages nro clarified and elaborated.
As Evelnnd points out, the cosiest stops to ignore ere redefining 
and interconnecting. In redefining the invention/problem set must move 
from being the property of a single individual or small group, to being 
the property of a substantial group within tho organisation, if not of 
the entire organisation. Essentially this is a process of communication 
- a search for the eppropriote vocabulary to describe the innovation 
to parts of the organisation not already sharing it (cf Katz end Kahn 
1966 coding schemes) and also the appropriate means for doing so.
The process of interconnecting is partly o political process of 
coalition-building within the organisation - and is also a continuation 
of the process of redefining. In the course of developing relationships 
outside the innovation unit, its personnel are required to rethink and 
redefine their innovation further, in terms relevant to parts of tho 
orgnnieaticn which may not hnvo been involved in tho original redefining 
process. This con be herd to do particularly if you ere receptive to 
feedback which may challenge your ideas or indicate chenges that could 
be made. It is comparatively easy to share information but less easy 
to adapt your own ideas without feeling threatened* An example of this 
from my own research is in the introduction of route cards, whore great 
attempts were mado to smooth their introduction with the foremen by o 
sharing explanatory meeting, yet where the foremen were left with e 
feeling of uninvolvement and lock of commitment because they hod boon 
unable to contribute to the making up of the card, (it had not even 
been thought thnt they, might want to contribute,)
If these two key conceptual stages of redefining and interconnecting 
are omitted or slighted, the overall effect could bG an innovation uhich 
is largely peripheral to the rest of1the organisation - end therefore 
probably dispensable.
The ease with which n group can make one of its issues part of tho 
organisational agenda will vary considerably. If the group ie part of
the ^ dominant coalition* (Thompson 1967) or representative of the 
•owners* of the organisation (Becker end Cordon 1966) the chances ere 
strong, it is suggested, I believe this to be true for adoption but 
not so logical or inevitable for successful implementation. Implicitly 
every innovation has e sponsor and a group of back-up people interested 
in it but they still have to be skilled in communicating and promoting 
the innovation in the organisation. Skills of interconnecting and 
integrating do not belong as of right to the dominant coalition or 
those possessing most hierarchical power, although this would seem to 
be a general belief of many management writers.
Integration as a functional specialism has been recognised already 
in a piecemeal fashion - most manager*s Job descriptions include 
aspects of co-ordination, planning and liaising, Galbraith (1977) 
takes thiB further in his work on organisational design when he puts 
forward ideas for o new integrative role for managers:
"The managers who occupy these roles do not supervise any of the 
actual work. Instead they assist those who do, so that the work 
is co-ordinated in the best interest of the organisation. This 
is the general manager's Job, but he does not have the time when 
the organisation tasks become diverse and uncertain. The integ­
rator becomes a little general manager with respect to the part­
icular decision process for which he is responsible.”
Sayles & Chandler (1971) in their study of NASA focus on the new 
management opproaches which are needed, particularly in large scale 
organisations, though problems of integration are also experienced by 
smaller organisations os a response to external complexity. Weeds for 
integrative process type skills are also evinced where "a high degree 
of interdependence is combined with demands for autonomy and organis­
ational and professional freedom.” Instead of concentrating on the 
traditional aspects of managerial behaviour - e.g. planning, directing,
controlling, - more importance is attached to things like bargaining,
confrontation, intervention, coaching, negotiating etc.
Other recent research thinking on tho nature of management (e,g, 
Flintzberg 1973, Stewart 1976) suggests that management is essentially 
a fragmented activity carried out under pressure. Typically problem 
solving is characterised by a pragmetic approach and solutions based 
on strategies and rules of thumb developed from previous experiences, 
so that managers may hove difficulty in getting close enough to integ­
ration problems to form an objective end realistic diagnosis, or they 
are too close to some problems to be able to evaluate objectively the 
issues or tho Best response to then, With innovation this con take 
the form of increasing psychological commitment to on idea so that 
resource allocation decisions opnear not os a new set of decisions to 
be made, but rather as e simple and logical extension of a series of 
implicit commitments already made, Simon (1976) has commented on the 
strong tendencies toward "following up sunk costs" which exist in 
organisations.
Equally it is suggested that they ore too for removed from some 
problems to get adequate feedback - they get o distorted story if 
they get one at ell (or it is Perceived es such by some organisational 
^^erB). They ere too far removed from operational levels to enable 
implementation and understanding of strategies aimed et reducing 
integration problems, end have little time for reflection so that 
symptoms rather than root problems are dealt with. On top of all 
this (J) if they do got e correct diagnosis they will only have a 
limited repertoire of solution strategies not necessarily applicable 
to the actual contingencies of the situation.
This is probably an exaggeration of all possibilities, but for 
reasons of these kinds it may be that in activities like innovation 
processes involving high levels of complexity and change, management 
are facing problems that they are gpwing less competent to deal with.
This would logically suppose that the skills of importance in enabling 
the implementation of innovations - namely those of integration and 
interconnecting - should not be thought of ns the prerogative of 
those in management positions, but that (attention should be pnid to 
developing these skills in managers and others at all levels who become 
involved in the innovotion process, Belbin (19B1), in his research on 
mansgement teams, has suggested n number of team roles (eight to be 
precise) which ere of importance in nn effective team. It would seem 
that just cs it is important for an innovotion implementation team to 
comprise members having technical skills and knowledge so it is equally 
important to incorporate members who have preferred team roles of 
’company worker, team worker and completer/finisher* - to use his 
terms. This shifts the emphasis slightly away from tafcb and on to 
people and process - end would point to a learning process for those 
involved in team work of this nature in understanding thoir own end 
others role contributions*
This is whet I recognise no n key element in understanding end 
facilitoting tho innovation inplementetion process. All the conclusions 
of research findings have a bearing on innovative behaviour in varying 
degrees for different people in different situations, Tho use to 
potential innovators in ell this, is in being nble to see themselves 
end others in these termc; - in being able to understand the reasons 
underlying ections etc* and to use their understanding to help with 
innovotion processes of the present end in the future, - to enalyoc 
their learning end take it forward, Ac Sherwin soye:-
"There is a learning process in the innovation sequence,"
(1966 Report on Project "Hindsight",)
An interesting research project on the application of process consult­
ation in innovotion processes and with an emphasis on seeing the innov­
ation process as a learning process is being carried out at the moment
in the Netherlands, It is psrt of a Netherlands government programme 
to stimulate innovation celled Project Industrial Innovation. I quote 
from s paper by Don Buijs (October 1981) - the member of the PII team
responsible for research end treining,
"The origins of this programme go beck to the eerly seventies, 
when a Sappho-type study was executed in a specific branch of the 
Netherlands industry. The results of this study (Beckers 1974) 
were a number of factors which had c positive correlation with 
the innovativeness of the company. The main internal factors 
were:
(i) an active innovation policy end a structured approach
towards it
(ii) cn external orientation
(iii) learning from the past
(iv) an ’open1 management behaviour
(v) a positive attitude towards training and education."
It is interesting to note that the Butch group were not content to ceat 
with these general statements but went on in another study to find out 
whether external consultants could help firms to develop these factors, 
and if this then stimulated innovation. It was found that external con­
sultants could do this by manipulating the factors (Beckers 1978), It 
followed naturally then to help firms learn to innovate through innov­
ation consultancy,
Buijs confirms my emphasis on innovation as a learning process when 
he describes the stages of innovation through KcEb’s learning model 
(1971), (The four stages also parallel EvBlond’s model described 
earlier,)
(i) Strategy: the organisation rethinks its present business end
decides whether to continue to behave in that manner o f whether 
to change. (Kolb Reflective Observation)
(ii) Conceptualisation: the organisation designs concepts of future 
business if it wants to change present business (Kolb Abstract 
Conceptualisation)
(iii) Development: abstract concepts have to be developed into
tangible things - product design, prototype tooting etc,
(Kolb Active Exporimentetion)
(iv) Implementation: developed concepts should prove themselves in 
the market and become the new business activity of the organi­
sation (Kolb Concrete Experience)
The cyclical nature of the model highlights the importance of learning, 
not only of the whole process, but within each stage as well, My active 
research has been in helping people learn from taking part in the innov­
ation process so that they can take their learning forward to the next 
situation and in effect manage the innovation process for themselves.
As Buijs eays:-
"From two basic assumptions of the innovotion process os a 
learning process and a chenge process, came the conclusion thot 
if a consultont wonts to help a meture organisation with their 
innovotion process, he or she has to behove as a process consult­
ant, not ns nn expert consultant,"
The research I have undertaken has shown a distillation of innov­
ation situations into particular needs for co-ordination, communication, 
involvement, motivation etc. The skills can be seen as integrative 
process type skills - linking up tho terminology i6f Besscnt and Buijs, 
In carrying out this research project I operated within the role 
of innovation process specialist and integrator, I was regarded by 
members of the firm as someone who was interested in and had knowledge 
of the process of innovation. In this respect I was ’expert* with 
something to contribute although I was in no sense regarded as a tech-
nical expert. The fact of my being in the firm researching the topic 
of innovation gave innovation a status and a tangible identify which 
had not been perceived or openly recognised before. As innovation 
became more recognised as a vieble area for planning end monitoring 
within the firm so members became more identified themselves with the 
promotion of innovation (cf Myers 19G8). My role of researcher/commun- 
icator seemed to complement Havelock’s concept of the interdediery 
change agent end went some way to bridging the great divide between 
research end practical management. It was also one of my objectives 
to reduce my interventions through promoting learning in orgonisotional 
members so that they would be able to manage the innovation process 
themselves.
ThG implications of this literature review are clear and give 
weight to the direction of my research. - Innovation is a specific 
instance of the management of change involving high levels of integration! 
but change cennot be truly effected without o parallel change in attitude. 
This implies understanding of the total process of innovation with an 
emphasis on communication and decision making and the implications for 
self, group end organisation. This in turn focuses on learning and the 
ability to advance learning into other situations.
So to reiterate, this research concentrates on:-
(i) the how of the process
(ii) the specificty of the approach and outcomes
(iii) the understanding and learning about tho innovation process 
•for the people involved.
Attention hos been drewn to the value of learning from taking port in 
the innovation process end the best way of facilitating this learning.
The innovation process was seen as o situation in which people were 
intimately involved and which could be facilitated by the presence of
on integrator or innovation consultant* Tho next chapter details tho 
methodology of the research and also examines the twin function of tho 
role of researcher within the company*
Summary
An examination of different research approaches to the implement­
ation of innovations - economic, structural, behavioural - has shown 
specific needs for skills of integration and co-ordination in managing 
what ie essentially a process of change*
A lot of emphasis in other research has been placed on the herd end 
of technology and only token gestures made towards understanding and 
managing the human side - (this despite the fact that the importance 
of the human side hod been mentioned os long ago os 1968 in Mansfield's 
work*) Many analysts hove also tended to focus on adoption per se and 
to ignore the problem of implementation, rather than recognising that 
adoption is only the beginning of an implementation process which may 
lead to widely differing kinds of outcomes*
More recent research has pointed to the importance of the people 
Involved in the Implementation process and the skills of communication 
and integration seeded to enable that process - to make the transition 
from idea to practical reality - though often these skills have been 
reserved only for those in management positions* The establishment of 
rules and procedures channeling differentiated activities into a con­
sistent pattern has not automatically ensured integration* Integration 
implies understanding and communication: structural change has to be
matched by a change in attitude - and this in turn indicates ’a 
learning process in the innovation sequence’*
All the conttlusions of research findings have a bearing on innov­
ative behaviour in varying degrees for different people in different 
situations* The key element for potential innovators is in under­
standing the processes underlying the whole implementation sequence, 
in analysing their learning and in applying thoir learning in future 
innovotion situations#
CHAPTER III
Research Methodology
Introduction
A consideration of methodology must be central to any piece of 
research writing for it ia only in the context of appreciating the 
close interrelationship between what ia studied and how it ia studied 
that any data or findings can be Justified#
But beneath the surface study of the pros end cons of using 
particular methods at different times and pieces lies a much wider 
and deeper unknown which concerns the less easily captured episte- 
mologlcal questions slso central to a programme of research# These 
Incorporate philosophical issues such as the nature of truth and 
reality, the struggle for objectivity, the values underlying behaviour 
the implications of the person and biography of the researcher herself 
It is not within the scope of this thesis to analyse these issues 
in any great depth, however a brief discussion is necessary both to 
give recognition and weight to the importance of these issues in 
relation to particular methods and to set the ideological base from 
which the research design sprang#
The values and assumptions intrinsic in the researcher's style 
are outlined through the stage of selection, entry and contracting 
with an organisation# This leads to a description of the main phases 
of the research followed by more specific details of methodological 
techniques - their validity and/or weakness# Finally there is a 
short recommendation for further research in this area#
The Nature of Knowledge
All traditional teachings answer the question 'How can I under­
stand, or acquire better knowledge of other people and how they act?'
with roughly the seme ensuer: 'You con only understand others to the
extent that you know yourself.' Many examples could be quoted from 
ell time and all parts of the world. I like this one in particular:
"For pray do not ... spin your airy fables about moon or sun or
the other objects in the sky and in the universe so fer removed
from us and so varied in their natures, until you hove scrutin­
ised and come to know yourselves. After that, we may perhaps 
believe you when you hold forth on other subjects! but before 
you establish who you yourselves are, do not think that you will 
ever become capable of acting as judge or trustworthy witnesses 
in other matters." Philo 1st Cent. B.C.
In expanding and deepening self-knowledge, 'inner* things, there 
comes a similar opening out of awareness and knowledge of 'outer* 
things. Wo con only know and recognise things in the world about us 
if there is some chord ready to vibrate end respond within us. As St. 
Thomas Aquinos says:-
"Knowledge comes about in so far as the object known is within 
the knower."
Or Schumacher:
"When the level of the knower is not adequate to the level (or 
grade of significance) of the object of knowledge, the result is 
not factual error but something much more serious: an inadequate
and impoverished view of reality•"
Similarly, this also mBans that, Just because only those facts 
exist for us that we can respond to, we are not entitled to think that 
something real to another person but inaccessible to us does not exist 
or ie a figment of their imagination. This starts to pose the questions 
'What is touth? - Is there a whole touth? - If there is ouch a
thing os a whole indisputable truth, whose truth is it? - Whose 
understonding would it be? - Of man? - Llell which man? - Any man?'
These are thorny questions indeed! But how do they relate to 
research findings or data collection? Historically speaking, scientific 
data has been recognised as 'true* if it could be quantified - rigorously 
measured and re-applied. Scientific positivist methods leave no room 
for values, meaning, interpretations. But where people ore involved 
this type of qualitative data assumes greet importance. The view that 
only counts as 'real* inanimate quantifiable matter and holds as 'unreal* 
the subjective (and therefore scientifically non-existent) and invisible 
dimension of life must surely be absurd. It is difficult anyway to 
distinguish between fact and theory, observation end interpretations.
If something exists in the shadowy world of doubt and uncertainty, 
could it not be said to hove more intrinsic interest end value than thet 
which is beyond doubt?
"If I limit myself to knowledge that I consider tboe beyond doubt,
I minimise the risk of error, but I maximise, at the same time, 
the risk of missing out on what may bo the subtlest, most import­
ant and rewarding things in life."
"Increasingly more people feel it in their bones that the ever 
more successful solution of convergent problems is of no help at 
all - it may even be a hindrance - in learning how to cope, to 
grapple with the divergent problems that are the stuff of reel life." 
(Schumacher 1977)
But it is not enough just to uncover these issues - to pose the 
questions and leave them as unanswerable (or only answerable within one's 
own personal framework of values and motives.) This would be for the 
researcher merely to assert 'It is true for me.' This is not an 
unworthy statement, but a limited one.
One of the first problems a researcher grapples with is:- 
'How do I know that my ways of seeing and knowing ore valid, i.e. 
right for this subject and task? Do they hove any meaning or app­
lication outside of me? - If so, can others capture and evaluate 
that meaning?'
A concern with universality represents a painful longing for cert­
ainty and a value free position which is not practically tenable, part­
icularly in the areas of social science or behavioural research. There 
is an insidious dilemma in the position of researcher between objectiv­
ity and subjectivity which has to be recognised and taken into account. 
Recognition alone is not enough.
It is useful to look at these two stances as polarities at either 
end of one continuum instead of in direct conflict. Each extreme can 
be typified: e.g. objectivity by the 'scientific* method - theorise,
experiment, observe, record, conclude - and subjectivity by perhaps 
the most familiar example - the social anthropologist living amongst 
bis subjects for a sustained period of time collecting data and inter­
preting experience in an attempt to arrive at a better understanding 
of the culture. Neither approach is intrinsically 'better* or more 
right than the other: the rightness comes in the 'fit' between subject
end method and researcher and method - in a recognition of the poss­
ible limitations of the approach chosen end the acceptance of findings 
within this understanding.
There is of course another mind-boggling circulatory feature when 
looking at this subject of 'fit* which Kaplan (19731) Jhes noted:
"Give a small boy a hammer and he will find that everything he 
encounters will need pounding. It comes as no surprise to dis­
cover that a scientist formulates problems In a way which require 
for their solution just those techniques in which he himself is 
especially skilled."
Because the researcher is the scientific instrument through 
which the research is played out there must be on obligation to 
examine one's own values and assumptions as the intrinsic ground 
for methodology and the inevitable fitter through which all data 
passes. As Cherns (1970) says:
"Unstated and ideological preferences determine both the kind 
of data we seek and the way In which we present and draw 
conclusions from it*"
So, apart from the reactive effects of observational methods, there 
Is a more serious threat to observational data in respect of the 
non-rational determinants of the observer's perceptions. Schwarz 
& Schearz (1955) give a detailed account of the difficulties which 
this factor Introduces, particularly in the evaluation of the 
observer os a scientific instrument. They suggest thst the act of 
observation is in fact a sequential process involving registering, 
interpreting and recording and thot this introduces on unavoidable 
retrospective element to the research. This becomes more apparent 
if one considers that the observation of any event will involve too 
many factors to be simultaneously considered by the observer e.g. 
social context, background factors, effect of observer and/or others 
etc. On this basis, they argue that what occurs during this retro­
spective phase is fe reworking of the representation of the phenomenon 
as originally registered'. In other worbs observation is a contin­
uous process of evaluation. This hypothesis brings into sharp relief 
the possibility of the observer introducing a strong (though possibly 
unconscious) element of personal interpretation and construction. 
Kelly's Personal Construct Theory (1955) illuminates this and grew 
out of a necessity to explain why people respond differently to the 
same event. His theory includes three fundamentals:-
(i) a person’s processes era psychologically channelised by the 
way in uhich ho anticipates events;
(ii) e person anticipates events by construing their replications;
(iii) persons differ from each other in their construction of events*
Interestingly 3uch (1980) takes this further to include self-awareness 
and interaction with others: viz
"A person’s behaviour and psychological processes are channelised 
by his learning style, which combines:~
(i) the personal meaning he infers from all his experiences;
(ii) the expectations he construes of future events;
(iii) the way he wants to assert himself and to be accppted.ft
This strikes a chord of recognition in me* The way I saw research end
organised it was a combination of:-
- anticipating and planning events
- acting and interacting
- replaying these events in myself
- from this, according to how much I felt accepted/confident/*on the 
right lines’ - planning future events*
(This applied to both the academic and fieldwork sides of research*) 
Planning future events did not necessarily mean creating nice situations* 
A measure of self confidence was sometimes in being able to contemplate 
future conflicting, risky situations*
S E L F
OUTER
Anticipate
Act
Interact
Replay
End thio brings us back again to the importance of the person who is 
doing the research - the researcher is part of the date*
If then, it is accepted that the researcher is central to the 
data how then is the possibility of the research only reinforcing 
certain predetermined in-built assumptions to be tackled? - the old 
truism of 'I know what I like’ is the same as 'I like what I know.1 
Is it ara&ter of collusion with self - making it comfortable - or 
a need for a certain level of intervention which it would be foolish 
to deny? Are we autonomous beings or slaves? Again the question poses 
not so much e conflict of being one or the other, but a continuum of 
existence, end finding a place (not necessarily a static place) on 
that continuum from which to work* This implies a readiness to move 
and change - to redefine aims and methods, - and also an allegiance 
to personal integrity and authenticity, while admitting doubts*
Out of this discussion havo appeared several key strands which 
affect the whole relationship of researcher end researched* These can 
be summarised os:-
(i) on acknowledgement of major epistcmological questions and a con­
cern to work within them;
(ii) the need to recognise end value different research approaches
as being part of the same process of the search for truth;
(iii) on understanding that any contribution to knowledge is within
the context of a parallel understanding of the methodology used;
(iv) ond that this implies an equal exploration of the values and 
stance of the person of tho researcher
(v) a concern for the universality of knowledge from research;
(vi) while retaining a personal integrity and responsibility towards 
the findings (or non-findings) of the research*
Thesa principles underlie tho action of research end form tho basis
from which a more detailed research design sprang. In order to find 
a suitable company to work with I approached the Industrial Liaison 
Centre in Sheffield (part of the Sheffield Centre for Innovation & 
Productivity) end spoke to the manager. It was agreed that I could 
send out a memo with hie next circulation to the 1,500 small firms 
on his moiling list.
From the replies I received and from some personal contacts of 
my own, I investigated the possibilities of working in six different 
companies. This involved arranging initial .interviews and follou-up 
interviews in an effort to assess which company would prove to be the 
most profitable to work with in the first instance. Before going on 
to examine the actual phases of the rosearch and the methods and 
techniques used, I propose to review the pre-research stages of 
selection and entry of an organisation, and contracting. This io 
because these stages disclose the initial values and assumptions from
which I operated, on which the research was built and from which it
evolved.
Three essential points of reference in the researcher/client 
relationship are described in the process of selection and entry. They 
ares-
(i) reciprocity and openess
(ii) expectations
(iii) authority
A diagram helps show how these points were extended and developed in 
the contracting stage:
Selection & Entry Contracting
(i) reciprocity & openness
(ii) expectations — — ----
^ trust ------  ^motives
(iii) authority
^ expertise— expectations 
^ autonomy / absorption
These issues form the framework through which it is necessary to see 
the research process.
Selection & Entry
nThe basis for ony transaction between policy moker and sociel 
scientist requires:
(a) some shered values sanctioned by their mutual relationship;
(b) continuously re-negotiated terms of reference.” (Cherns 1970)
This quotation pinpoints for me several basic assumptions. Rirst, 
research was to be a transaction - on opportunity fior working together 
- o collaboration of effort Involving organisational members and myself 
in a process of discovery end change. This implied o common ground of 
shared values from which to initiate the research. It was seen as 
important to examine the relationship between my resewch style and 
the culture of the organisation. The words ’style*and ’culture* ore 
token to hove a synonymous meaning in that they provide the set of 
values from which on individual or on organisation operates: the
values ebich underpin behaviour. Values signify what information is 
more or less useful, what persons ore included, what mode of working 
is acceptable and perhaps moot significantly what ends the research 
or organisation is supposed to serve.
In considering an effective research process it is necessary to 
hove some understanding of tho values from which both researcher and 
organisation operate and of how these contribute to their relationship.
A number of writers have examined the consultant/client relation­
ship (Llppitt 1959; Argyris 1970; Davies 1975), however the research­
er/client relationship differs from the accepted consultant/client re­
lationship in one very fundamental aspect. While subscribing to a very 
large extent to the values and modes of operation inherent in the 
previously mentioned consultant/client relationships, tho researcher
has not been contacted by the client to investigate or help with o 
particular organizational problem. Quite the reverse is the cose: 
the researcher has contacted the organisation with a request to 
study a particular phenomena - in this instance the implementation 
of innovations.
The organisation does not cast itself therefore in the role of 
*client*, with all the overtones that word suggests, nor does the 
researcher view the organisation in that light. I believe that this 
very basic difference made for a very different initiation; issues 
of role, dependency, credibility, influence were very much to the fore. 
These ’process* issues asBumed greater importance, because I, not the 
organisation, was in a subordinate help-seeking position, and it was in 
my interests to work them through to a satisfactory relationship - 
satisfactory in the sense that my needs were met and also that I was 
able to offer something of value to the organisation.
This involved exploring a number of cultural dimensions according 
to researcher style; for examplos-
- blhat does e given culture soy about openness?
- About the expression of feelings?
- About participation, involvement?
- About authority?
- About change?
Of necessity, this Sort of tentative testing out of each other, will 
need a shared lenguage, shored ideas and concepts, involving greater 
degrees of openness, trust and co-operation. Schein (1969) regards 
this ’psychological contracting* os a particularly crucial stage.
Barber and Word (1977) in their contingency approach to the consultant/ 
client relationship suggest that some consulting styles, are more com­
patible with certain types of client and certain problems than are 
others. Their contingency approach also cautions against the adoption 
of one particular consulting style as best and suggests that style may
change with the phase of the consulting process. I would suggest that
style, based on values, does not change,; ibut that the researcher may
choose to operate within different research roles according to the
contingencies of the situation. I would also suggest that the morefke better*congruence between e researcher’s style and the organisation cultureA
the chance of establishing an effective working relationship, and 
that determining and exploring each other’s style is an essential 
part of the contracting stage.
The Researcher/Client Relationship
Reciprocity & Openness
These two characteristics were seen as the essential in any relat­
ionship. For instance, in my search process to find a suitable company 
to work with one of my main considerations was to test the ’climate’ of 
tho organisation. (See Appendix 1) Quote:- 
"So I set the following aims for the first meeting
(i) to get a background knowledge of the company emphasising the 
exploratory nature of tho meeting;
(ii) to define my ideas on innovotion and decision making;
(iii) to discover how far my perceptions were shared;
(iv) to get the contact to realise that data collection within the
company would create expectations among employees;
(v) to get the contact to commit time to the pooject so that he
would fool involved in it and give me authority in the eyes of 
others;
(vi) to get a feel for tho climate of the company through observing 
management style;
(vii) to establish client expectations about the project and agree on 
how I would proceed."
A typical structure for these preliminary interviews was to move 
from safe ’content1 issuos to more risky 'process' iosues. So I darted 
by asking about
- the type of industry f Product : Process
- the size : people : tho formal orgenisational chart
- the background history
- the innovative background
- the present innovative state.
From these issues I moved on to:-
- the position of my contact : relevant others : personalities
- power : authority
- decision-making procedure : norms : rules : constraints.
From these latter issues I formed my impressions of the organisation 
climate and culture, and made a decision about whether my style would 
match sufficiently for an effective working relationship to be estab­
lished. The following extract from my diary (25.9.79) makes this clear: 
"The whole process (decieion-making) described, is one of rational 
contents; where information is sought, by whom, political bias, employee 
participation, how actual decisions are made, whot interaction is inv­
olved - these were not touched on, nor, I suspect, even thought of.
This seemed to mo to be on 'extreme' firm in its rigid structure 
and apparent lock of informal contact. If it were really possible to 
penetrate the layers it might be interesting to see what really goes on. 
It is doubtful whether I shall be allowed to do anything very much. I 
was carefully steered away from my suggestion that I talked to a pro­
duction engineer. I was definitely being told whot I ought to do and 
how to do it - almost what tho results would be as wellI” (Extract 
from diary 25.9.79).
Expectations
Again, in looking at tho aims set out for the first meeting with 
an organisation, great emphasis was M d  on expectations about the re­
search project and on the expectations that would arise from the mere 
act of entering the company and collecting data. In two of the com­
panies I was given different impressions about expectations. In tho 
first there seemed to be a lack of expectation: they were willing to
co-operate but I found it difficult to convey my ideas nor did I feel 
that there was much understanding about the contingent areas of the 
research topic - the changes and expectations that it might arouse.
There seemed to be a conflict in understandings: an extract
from my diary (4.10.79) illustrates this:-
Quote: *"Management are always open to ideas from the shop floor 
and if they are 'red hot' ideas they are token up. I decide if they 
are red hot or not!" - Technical Director.1
I was unablo to foster on understanding of the inherent contra­
diction in his statement.
In the second company, while the M.D. seemed to have a very open, 
aware management style, any change or expectations that might arise 
in employees were denied. I was seen as being a prop to the prevalent 
style: I could do whst I liked os long as I didn’t disturb anything.
Havelock (1979) also remarks on the danger signals of a history of 
client unresponsiveness to change, or the client already committed to 
a particular position and wishing to use the consultant as a pawn.
Any behaviour which differed from expectation would be seen as a 
threat either to an individual or to the organisation as. a whole. 
Concern for reducing the threat in tho existence of a researcher led 
to a phased research programme in tho company finally selected. (See 
later)
Authority
tua$
Another central issue^ln establishing myself as a person of 
competence and in gaining commitment from the; person contacted to 
me and the research project, so that I would be given authority in 
the eyes of others: the ’top man’ phenomenon!.
I approached one firm through the Technical Director and although 
he himself seemed very keen to allow me to conduct the research within 
the company I felt again tendencies to try and manipulate me and the 
research role for his own ends. However, some hitch in communication 
(about which he was never very explicit) occurred between him and the 
Managing Director and the project was never actually agreed upon.
I view the authority/commitment issue as processual. As the 
research proceeded greater involvement end participation of others 
was envisaged. So concern about authority also led to issues of in­
volvement and accessibility of people and information* This, in turn, 
led to point (v) in Havelock’s list.
"Successful relationships need to have a structural basis, some 
redefinition of roles, working procedures and expected outcomes." 
As will be seen, these were formalised in the contracting stages of 
the research programme. Generally speaking the concepts of organis­
ation development also underlie my research style: concepts of
collaboration, problem solving, renewal. This has implications for 
the kind of data regarded as legitimate - perceptions, feelings and 
attitudes, and also for the method of gathering data. The basic inter­
vention model which runs through most organisation development efforts 
is 'action research*. This is described more fully in Argyris (1970). 
He believes that the consultant is in the business of enhancing the 
client's abilities in problem solving and assisting him to internalise 
skills and insights rather than to create a prolonged dependent relat­
ionship. He describes this as a facilitator role which he believes
creates less dependency than traditional consulting modes. This too 
was an essential ingredient of any research style: it was seen as
important to help people i.e. organisations learn from their exper­
ience of taking part in the innovation implementation process.
Having assessed to some extent my own research style, it remains 
to investigate some of the indicators of organisation culture. The 
importance of diagnostic activities is emphasised by Bsckhard:- 
”The development of a strategy for systematic improvement of 
an organisation demands an examination of the present state of 
things* Such an analysis usually looks at two broad areas.
One is a diagnosis of the various subsystems that make up the 
total organisation. These subsystems may be natural 'teams4 
such as top. management, middle management, or the work force.
The second area of diagnosis is the organisation processes 
that ere occurring. These include decision-making processes, 
communication patterns end styles, relationships between inter­
facing groups, the management of conflict, the setting of goals, 
and planning methods.”
Obviously it is impossible to achieve ouch an in-depth diagnosis in 
one or two interviews. Likert end Siepart (1973) believe that a prime 
indicator of organisation culture lies in the leadership pattern.
”In whatever manner the top leaders supervise, this pattern 
sots the unwritten ground rules within which the next tier of 
supervisions can perform safely their managerial role over 
subordinate groups.”
They maintain that the effectiveness of a leader depends on four 
things:-
(i) Support of his subordinates : how friendly end accessible is 
he; how interested is he in their ideas and their work-connected 
problems?
(ii) Goal emphasis : how high and how realistic aoe hio performance 
goals for himself and his work group?
(iii) Team building : how well does he get his subordinate to work 
with others, exchange ideaB, and jointly solve problems, - not just 
working on a one-to-one basis with the supervisor?
(iv) Uiork facilitation : how much does he help subordinates do 
their jobs by edequate planning, scheduling priorities, offering ideas 
and showing how to improve performance?
They also say that the most effective managers develop networks of 
high interaction and mutual influence across functions and levels of 
authority. French and Bell (1973) also support this view emphasising 
the need for initial top-level involvement and the importance of the 
perceptions of the organisation and its state by key people.
An initial interview therefore, with someone high up the Hier­
archy can give msny indications of the organisation culture. In my 
cose, with the initial research topic of ”Innovation and Decision­
making” it was seen as legitimate to ask about decision-making pro­
cesses and get a feel for issues of participation communication, 
involvement etc. (See Appendix l)
As Mumford (1975) says:
”Decision-making processes cannot be junderstood unless there 
is good knowledge of the personal values of key figures;
unless also there is an awareness of group values and interests
and on understanding of organisational values.”
The converse is equally true: the way a manager talks about decision­
making indicates his personal valueB and the norms and behaviour of 
the systems of the organisation. Such things as:
- who is involved in decision-making?
- how is it physically organised - formal/informal, committee/board 
etc.
- what rulos ore there about decision-making - explicit or implicit?
- what ore the cleshes of interests end values between important indi­
viduals in the firm? - between different occupational groups?
- what mechanisms are used to mediate between different interests?
- can the decision be openly and co-operatively altered or modified?
- what determines which sources of dsta are used?
- how is information communicated through the organisation?
It is possible to move from ’safe* factual areas to more risky value 
areas to gain an understanding and insight into the organisation culture 
Flumford again stetess
"Decision-making behaviour is os likely to be influenced by values 
as facts* Rational and objective considerations tend to be mixed 
up with emotional and social factors."
Having assessed features of style and culture, how then to deter­
mine what mix will create a potentially satisfactory relationship 
between researcher and organisation? As has been indicated a lot 
hinges on the initial contact within the organisation; it is through 
him that the researcher gets a feel for the organisation and initially
it is on him that the researcher is dependent for authority end accept­
ance in the rest of the organisation*
At the initial interviews, the very process of the meeting will 
also indicate to the contact the nature of the researcher's prevailing 
style, things such as*
- the areas she is interested in
- the kinds of questions asked
- the depth of the questions
- her receptivity to information
- her concern primarily for technical or human factors.
The process will generate feeling of openness and trust perhaps, on 
the one hand, or feelings of anxiety, fear and threat on the other*
And this is a two-way process: the researcher is equally susceptible
to feers and anxiety about the real or imagined things that might 
happen if the research programme were commenced. Anxieties about 
losing her own free choice and being controlled by the anxieties of 
thB contact or others in the organisation. Or as fianghom puts its
"Once having been cast for the part (the researcher) ie carefully 
coached so that he plays his part in accordance with the wishes 
of those who selected him."
We are therefore bock at the central questions 'What values do we 
chare?* and 'How do we go about building and maintaining an effective 
relationship?' I would argue that these issued are what the initial 
interviews explore, in a Bay irrespective of subject matter or content. 
Content, of course, obviously Is important; in this case it would 
have been of little use to have established that a potentially fruit­
ful relationship was possible, if then it were discovered that techno­
logical innovation was unheard of in the firm. But I maintain with 
Flumford that:
"... the process of producing plans is rather more importent than 
the plans themselves. The outcome is subsumed by the process. It 
is participation in the process, not the consumption of the product^ 
which is critical, not only because the nature of the process will 
crucially effect the degree of commitment to the plan, but also 
because the process is on important mechanism for learning to 
learn, and without this no system under change could hope to dev­
elop the adaptive capacity to cope with future orgenisotionnl 
uncertainties."
Contracting: The nature of the relationship
Introduction
Once on entry hoe been mode the researcher and contact begin to
negotiate a contract. The concept of the psychological contract was 
first elaborated by Schein, and since then hes been applied to many 
situations which hove required people sharing and negotiating their 
expectations of one another. Mumford used the concept of contracting 
to give a new perspective on job satisfaction; Ottaway (1976) sees 
the development of a viable contract between OD consultant and client 
as essential to the success of any OD intervention. Egan (1970) has 
used the concept of contracting between encounter group leaders and 
participants. French and Bell (1973) give a useful list of inter­
related issues that can arise in consultant/client relationships and 
need to be managed appropriately to avoid adverse effects. Several 
of these are central to the contracting process and will be described 
in the following sections.
The Contact
In the initial meetings, a single person, preferably someone high 
in the hierarchy, as mentioned before, is the contact. As trust and 
confidence develop however, there has to be a widening of this relation­
ship to include others in the organisation. This poses questions about 
the accessibility of others and the introduction of a new person into 
the system. The researcher needs to be perceived as non-threatening 
to all other relevant parties as well as to tie key-contact. It is 
essential that there is not an air of secrecy, or that the researcher 
becomes identified solely wifi management - seen os carrying out some 
secret missive for management. The bonding of interrelationships 
within the organisation needs careful management and raises issues of 
trusts- how for do I trudt the key-contact to introduce me to others? 
LTiot ie his credibility with others in the organisation?
, In my own case I was fortunate enough to witness a parallel 
•joining-up process' at the same time os my own tentative beginnings
in the company* A new Production Engineer had been appointed: his key
relationships were with the tool room foreman and the machine shop fore­
man:-
P.E. T.R.F. H/C.F. >  ?
ideas make it use it
Previous to the appointment the T.R.F* and R/C.F. had solved their own 
problems albeit with restricted solutions. They saw no need for a P.E. 
The first intimation they hod of the new appointment was in meeting 
him over a pint with the Industrial Engineer* after he hod been given 
the job. They immediately went to the G.M. to voice their objections: 
hie tactics were to listen but to leave things exactly as they were.
So although their objections had been voiced the T.R.F. and fl/c.F. were 
left: with a lot of submerged feelings about the appointment.
The P.E. was then given his first project to do. He was set on a 
machine on the 6hop floor and asked to devise a fixture to produce can­
cellous screws. Because of the high feeling around his appointment no- 
one offered any help - he was left to struggle on for two weeks and 
when he finally hod to admit defeat the n/c.F. was brought in to show 
him how to do it.
As the Works Engineer commented:
nPaul was stood there watching Alan do it; I don't think it were 
really fair on Paul; they should have got him in the office and 
told him how to do it and then let him go out and do it. It didn't 
look very good for him - that's gone against him more than any­
thing else that's happened. For my port, I didn't help: that was
an overflow from Bob (G.M.) telling mo he didn't think I could do 
the Job anymore and putting me onto tho Works Engineer's job. He 
keeps emphasising that you do what you're paid to do; he doesn't 
seem to like anyr overlap."
Having witnessed this rather clumsy handling of the P.E. I tried to 
manage my own 'induction* with rather more control. Between 1st October 
end 12th November* 1979 I liaised solely with the G.M. (my key contact) 
the Industrial Engineer and the Production Engineer* This was partly 
because of the nature of an innovation that was being proposed at that 
time. When it became clear that I needed to meet and talk with others 
in the organisation I asked for a mefeting with the four senior managers 
to clarify my position and role with them. Typically this was held in 
a pub. There was an informal relaxed atmosphere but I was presented 
as a 'fait accompli* by the G. f*l. and had to work very hard to ensure 
that the others understood that I was looking for their co-operation 
and that their acceptance of me was essential and crucial.
One of the managers was very anxious and kept trying to pin down 
why exactly we were all there. However he was consistently ignored by 
the G.M. who seemed unaware of his over-riding of other people. Immed­
iately we returned to the firm I asked to see this manager* and in a 
one-to-one meeting managed to help him feel easier about my position, 
although he was fairly reluctant to befjin with.
The process of extending my network of relationships continued 
rapidly over the next three months. I was always aware of a reluctance 
to entrust this extension to anyone else. For instance* I knew that 
the Works Superintendent would hove mentioned the research project to 
the foremen by himself! I was also aware of the great influence the 
U.S. hod over the shop fbor* having worked his way up the company over 
thirty years. I knew that any misinterpretation or hint of bios (how­
ever unwitting) would take a long time to redress - if ever - and 
so asked to go with him round the shop floor to meet the foremen. He 
was more than ready to agree to this. The key issues in this process 
seem to be a balance between control and openness* and one way to keep 
this balance is to meet others on a personal basis.
The Trust Issue
"A good deal of the interaction in early contacts between client 
and consultant is implicitly related to developing a relationship 
of mutual trust." (French and Bell 1973)
This was certainly true in my case: trust had to be earned and
developed. It involved three main areas:-
(i) Uhat are the hidden fears?
(ii) What are the hidden motives?
(iii) What are the expectations on both sides?
(i) Fears
Initially all these three areas apertained to the contact but as 
the research programme extended the same areas had to be worked through 
with other people - the earning and maintaining of a high trust level 
was a central and on-going issue.
In my initial interviews with the G.M. we spent some time discuss­
ing decision-making, especially his personal style (see Appendix 1 )
There seemed to be a struggle going on between two opposing views. On 
the one hard a fairly open progressive management style and on the other 
a more rigorous tightly controlled style. The feeling was that externally 
he recognised and wanted to implement newer styles of management - 
team work, consultation, etc. but had not yet managed to internalise 
that for himself in terms of change of style, increased delegation.
"Again seemingly open and aware, but I was lsft with a feeling of 
guardedness. He knew what academics say should happen (e.g. Macgregor 
X and Y) and seemingly went along with it, but I was left with a fairly 
rigid, self-reliant, tightly controlled view of him* A ruthless man if 
he really wanted something." (Diary 1.10.79)
Over the first two months this impression was confirmed and cryst­
allised into seeing a struggle going on in him between two behaviours.
One he reserved for mo, the 'academic', in which he tried to almost 
justify his management style - and the other ho reserved for running 
the organisation. For instance he said to me:-
"If I end up subjecting someone to a decision, it will fail." 
and yet I frequently encountered this sort of behaviour in his dealing 
with others. Whey,. then did he show any interest in me end the proposed 
research? Why didn't I constitute more of a threat to his prevalent 
style of managing?
(il) Motives and Expectations
The reasons can perhaps be found in his motives and his expect­
ations of me. The company had suffered from a considerable turnover 
in management (seven G.M.s in five years) - and he was comparatively 
new himself having been there for only one year. There was a split 
between what another manager called 'the old group and the new groop: 
the old came through the ranks - the new came in over the ranks*.
The present G.M. had a policy of expansion and was keen to bring in 
new people and ideas from outside: this was in the main perceived as
unacceptable by the majority of the workforce who would have preferred 
to see some of their own members promoted into positions of increasing 
responsibility. These policies of expansion were bringing' toith them 
a need to reassess both his role (hence his dichotomous behaviour) end 
the roles of others in an attempt to cope with the inevitable changes 
in system structure end lines of authority and responsibility. The 
company seemed poised at a time of fundamental change and I feel that 
the G.M. saw me as contributing positively to that change by:
(i) 'breaking up the surface e bit' as someone else put it: being
able eo an outsider to cross boundaries and sets - acting as a 
cross-communicator — allowing opinions to be expressed and transmitted 
- bringing things out in the open a bit. For although I was initially
engaged on e 'safe* topic - innovation - it was recognised from 
the very beginning (the G.M* actually said this) that if I were to 
come into the company from outside and start interviewing people and 
collecting data, this in itself would create change*
(ii) by expanding the image of change: another new person who 
could perhaps take the heat off some of these new people who had just 
formally entered the system, and who could; provide some indications of 
the climate of the organisation.
(iii) by affording him an opportunity to talk on a more subjective 
level about his own style of management end issues that confronted him.
As I was on outsider he did not have the same need to 'control' me end 
maintain his functional power base - although ultimately he knew that 
he was in control of whether I was physically permitted to be there or 
not.
(iv) by supporting to some extent the 'good guy* image of him rather 
than the 'bad guy'. It looked good to have a researcher on the premises; 
it added to a sense of importance and keeping up with the times. There 
was value in having a different contact with the external environment.
My own research style matched hie expectations in the very funda­
mental area of the recognition and anticipation of change: the indic­
ation I was given of a general receptivity to change reinforced the 
likelihood of being able to create an effective relationship for research.
His need for control was matched by providing a structure which 
centred on giving and receiving information* This was the Quarterly 
Report meeting, which provided a formal structure, os well os more 
informal meetings to keep him up to date. Ply needs for openness and 
dissemination of information and my interests in helping people learn
from the situation, and also learning mysolf, were also met via this 
structural device. It provided a ground for co-operation, surfacing
conflicts and fears, establishing roles and expectations.
Expertise
Expectations and expertise are closely bound together in the oyes 
of many* Lapsing into the expert role frequently stems from an over­
riding desire to please the other person and to be perceived as corn- 
patent. For a researcher who starts from a position of seeking help 
(os opposed to a consultant who has been specifically brought in) there 
is on inherent conflict between establishing competence and being cast 
in the role of the expert: firstly you are forced into a position of
defence which tends to negate a collaborative, developmental approach; 
secondly it can load to a dependency by tho organisation such that the 
researcher is only led to information that supports her already declared 
views. Conversely there are reasons for wishing to be perceived os 
competent, the main one being concerned with credibility. This ossemed 
more importance as the research proceeded towards an action research 
framework; my perceived status within the receiver's field of exper­
ience conditioned the level of response to my communications.
In my case I was perceived as expert in that SD came from a diff­
erent world - the 'academic' world rather then the 'real* world. The 
difference was compounded by the fact that I was a women in a largely 
all-male organisation. On a few occasions I found that I was being 
pushed into defending academic theory as opposed to real practice. The 
difficulty here was in maintaining soma sort of integrity of purpose.
As Monghem (1979) eeyo:
"Once having been cost for the part, the social actor is carefully 
coached so that ho plays his pert in accordance with the wishes 
of those who selected him."
To a large extent I found that I could diminish the role of expert by 
describing myself as 'research student'. This obviously held overtones 
of not being an expert, of not having arrived or having all tho answers,
- co a process of inquiry and finding out was seen as legitimate.
Also (certainly on the shop floor) being a woman meant that I was not 
an expert - that I could be in a position to receive help and advice.
The expert issue, however, was not solved once and for all at 
initial meetings. It was something that kept recurring. For instance, 
after the first Quarterly Report, the I.E. cast me in the role of ex­
pert on communications, which would hove hindered the organisation from 
developing its own resources in that area. One helpful strategy ie to 
be aware of the expert areas of others and be able to reciprocate on 
that level.
Autonomy or absorption
Closely allied to being cast in a certain role is the possibility 
of being absorbed by the culture of the organisation. This assumes 
greater importance for 8n action researcher working within the system
then for a detached observer who remains relatively separate from the
system. U!ho I am, and how I act, determines the kind of data sought.
How I present myself or what labels I em given clso determines the
accessibility of data - and are there labels given to me that I find
difficult to reject or contravene? Mangham (1979) graphically describes 
how carefully organisations build up their cultures by a system of 
rewardsr-
"The actor who conforms, who allows himself to be shaped in 
accordance with the wishes of the more^powerful actors around 
him, may bB reworded by the offer of ports within other, more 
valued, situational scripts. Such promotion to star status, 
signals to all others involved what the desirable attributes 
ore, and serves to reinforce tho shaping going on throughout 
the enterprise. Thus many of the key actors assimilate en 
route through the organisation, the deeply-held scripts which 
hold it together in its present form."
The issue for the researcher is how to preserve en individuality and 
an objectivity for purposes of research while becoming sufficiently 
part of the organisation in order to make available e certain type of 
data which would otherwise be inaccessible,
Uhen I first entered the organisation there were many 'seduction* 
attempts, Many people, mainly from management levels, although not 
solely, took me out for e sandwich at lunch time, in order to find out 
'what I was up to* and to put their case to me. Another attempt was 
to 'join' sufficiently to be included in the jokes - and then only be 
able to communicate on the joke level.
The only way, os I saw it, of handling these attempts was to refuse 
from the outset to be identified with any one particular grouping. For 
instance, e day when I helped to serve in the canteen, broke down an 
imminent identification with management and 'lunch with the boys'. Also, 
while respecting confidentiality, to avoid colluding »nd taking sides, 
to encourage expression of feelings about what was heppening but to be 
non-eyqluative; to give feedback in a constructive way. This is not to 
say that I succeeded all the time, only that an awareness of these issues 
was there. The dysfunctional element of becoming part of the politics 
of the situation - part of the problem, was countered by trying to 
preserve feelings of openness.
Summary
This review of the stages of selection end entry, and contracting 
has indicated the issues which were uppermost in my mind in establish­
ing a working relationship with the organisation. These con be distilled 
into specific needs for:-
(i) a congruence between research style and organisation culture 
based on a common ground of shared values;
(ii) a clarification of expectations end a willingness to be open to 
change;
(iii) o sense of commitment to the research from organisotional 
members (re-inforcing the idea of collaboration);
(iv) an establishment of an atmosphere of trust;
(v) a retaining of an objective stance while working within the 
company.
Research Design
From October 1979 to November 1980 there were four main phases 
of the research programme. Ex, 4 (overleaf) shows these four phases 
os it appeared in retrospect. There was o grogression in change of 
role and level of intervention os increasingly a different order of 
data was sought. At each stage tho impetus for re-negotiation of 
role was an attempt to find an eppropriote level of intervention in
the organisation to accomplish the aims of the research at that time.
The diagram shows how within each phase there was a consistency of 
purpose expressed through a bonding of:-
(i) the type of data sought;
(ii) the role of tho researcher;
(iii) _ the techniques used*
As the research programme proceeded a change in the first of these 
categories necessitated a corresponding change in the other two. This 
was largely instinctive as the aims of the research encompassed deeper 
areas, but was formally re-negotiated with organisational members. 
Negotiation has connotations of hard-headed bargaining and may seem 
to be out of place when applied to the development of relationships. 
Nonetheless, by shoring end agreeing expectations one is negotiating 
e relationship, end helping to classify end define roles.
fhe four phases ore now described in more detail.
Ex. Basic Research Desion
Techniques Phase : Role Type of Data
Direct observation 
Formal interview 
Taped interview 
Document analysis 
Questionnaire
Exploratory mapping 
of formal & 
informal structures 
Diary keeping 
Formal & informal 
interviews 
Dialogue
Formal & informal 
reporting to 
generate feedback 
Past case histories
Direct observation 
& use of other int­
erested individuals 
as alternative data 
sources
More participant/ 
collaborative 
techniques. Jointly 
deciding meaning of 
data & possible action 
through group meetings 
Interactive interviews 
with an emphasis on 
feedback
Analysis of recent
innovation
situations
Generation of course 
of action based on 
mutually negotiated 
and agreed diagnosis 
implementation 
process
Learning cycle
Phase One
Detached
Observer
Renegotiationt,I
Phase Two
Participant 
Observer
Development
Renegotiation
v
Phase Three
Action
Researcher
Renegotiation
Phase Four 
Co-researcher
Specific, factual; 
Historical background 
Innovative background 
Feasability study 
Limited contact
Wider/deeper contextual 
data not specific to 
innovation
*Qualitative1 data in­
corporating feelings, 
perceptions, anecdotes 
etc. Theory generation 
Widening contacts at 
all levels
Present innovation imp­
lementation situations, 
and the sociotechnical 
systems associated iith 
innovation
Increasing emphasis on 
learning from situations 
- and coping with change 
Forecasting. Process 
issues associated with 
facilitation of implem­
entation process 
Action based 
Theory verification
Development & involve­
ment of subjects them­
selves. Personal and 
group oriented process 
data
On going learning on 
implementation process. 
Feedback and redesign 
of learning cycle 
Anticipatory*pre-emptive 
action based
EXIT
Research becomes independent of researcher, leaving behind respondents 
who continue to examine and learn from their handling of on-going 
implementation situations.
Phase One
Having gained entry to the organisation my initial contract was to 
look at innovation end decision making processes in connection with one 
particular innovation possibility - the use of micro-processors on 
existing machinery. The company was taking advantage of a Department 
of Industry grant to conduct a feasibility study for assessing the 
application of micro-processors and were using an outside team of con­
sultants. Over the first month I liaised closely with the I.E. and the 
consultants, attending formal meetings and also informal meetings with 
tho people concerned. (See Appendix l) Following the consultants1, 
report it was decided to usb intermediate technology - ie adapting 
existing machinery by means of jigs and fixtures, on the recommendation 
laid down in the report. This was to be a phased programme of events 
running from January 1980-April 1980, and was the responsibility of the 
I.E. In the newlfinancial year the possibility of using micro technology 
for new systems of production planning and control was to be investigated.
This stage was. dominated by a 'detached observer' role. I was 
gathering information on the historical background of the company, the 
innovative background, the present state of affairs and testing tent­
atively the climate of the organisation through liaising in a rather 
factual way with two or three people connected with the feasibility 
study. I was an outsider sitting on the edge of the organisation 
recording events as they happened. I found, however, that recording 
events was not enough. To understand the processes that wers*,going 
on I needed to have a greater understanding of the people, systems 
and values - the context in which they were occurring. This was 
because, owing to the impossibility of recording everything, I was 
obviously making a selection of facts to be recorded — presumably 
of significant (as opposed to trivial) facts - and in so doing I was
making a judgement as to which facts wore important and which were not. 
The record of events was therefore a reflection of the particular 
emphasis that I chose to give it. This would pre-suppose that I had 
certain views and attitudes towards the subject undert .study and perhaps 
certain expectations of tho outcome of the investigation. The conseq­
uence of this was on understanding that if I could learn more t)f the 
wider social context in which the data was collected and imbue some of 
the values of the organisation without losing my objective research 
stance, I would better comprehend the processes going on - especially 
given the contingency theory of innovation.
As a result I arranged a meeting with the G.M. to re-negotiate my 
role and to get the go-ahead for building up my understanding of the 
compony os a background for my work on innovation and decision-making 
(See Appendix l). My first aim would be to build up a realistic picture 
of the organisation as seen by on outsider, and I undertook to reflect 
this back to senior management in the form of a report - the first in 
a series of Quarterly Reports. These Quarterly Reports became the 
structual basis Cor exploring and re-negotiating my role, as well as a 
means of providing a regular channel for communicating information about 
the research.
Phase Two
This was dominated by a participant observer role; data was 
collected over the period from nib November 1979 to mid January 1980.
I began by holding fairly formal interviews with members of the senior 
management team interspersed with more informal discussions with 
personnel at ell levels. This was supplfcmentod by conversations and 
observations at shop floor level in connection with the daily activities 
of the factory. I felt it important to make as many contacts os 
possible and to assure people that what they said to me was confidential
in that individuals would not be quoted but that I would generalise 
what they said as I built up an overall picture; that I was not 
there to be judgemental but to act as a mirror for the organisation, 
rdlecting back to them any key issues that emerged. I began an 
exploratory 'mapping* of formal and informal structures. The main aim 
as I have said was to increase my understanding and knowledge of the 
organisation. The research role of participant observer differed from 
that of detached observer in that I was not merely recording objective 
facts, but also feelings, perceptions, opinions end this type of data 
was perceived as real and legitimate. I was also using formal and 
informal reporting to generate feedback so in a sense I was part of 
the system and interacting with it. I had moved from an outside pos­
ition to an ircside position, and while changing the system was not a 
prime objective obviously by just being there and collecting data I 
was introducing change. (Appendix 2 gives a full report of this stege.)
Development
At the Quarterly Report meeting in January 1980 I requested per­
mission to study particular innovations that were happening on the shop 
floor. It was agreed that I could liaise more closely with the rele­
vant people and I felt more confident of my contextual understanding in 
doing this. A developmental phase was now entered with more participant 
techniques:- the use of other interested individuals as alternative 
data sources e.g. the P.E., the S.Di others jointly deciding the mean­
ing of data e.g. the I.E. There was more emphasis on learning jointly 
from situations.
The activities of the developmental phase are documented in the 
April Quarterly Report. (Appendix 4) I became increasingly involved 
in working with tho I.E. on an effective structure for a New Product
Development Group. There was e definite shift in emphasis in my role.
I was helping to change the system not by merely studying it and 
proposing (in a consulting role) how it could be altered, but by 
being part of the system and helping to change it from within* As 
Eilon (1974) says:
"(.He) debates issues with members of the system not just with 
the object of everyone concerned (including thB investigator) 
gaining a better understanding of its structure, but with the 
vi ew of influencing their attitude end their mode of operation, 
even with the intention of changfng the structure and organis­
ation of the system*"
"His aim is to assist members of the enterprise to define 'the 
real problems' facing them and to evolve solutions (preferably 
his own) for change*"
Phase Three
This shift in emphasis in my role provided the basis for re-neg- 
otistion* In the April Quarterly Report I proposed becoming increas­
ingly involved in this way, particularly in the Industrial Engineering 
Deportment. I also expressed my interest in helping group members to 
draw out the learning from co-ap8roting in such a group (NPDG) and in 
taking that learning forward into further innovation situations. In 
effect I was moving from a participant observer to an action researcher, 
action research being actively involved in change of/within the organi­
sation. I also asked for feedback from them of their perception of my 
role within the company.
So action research was the dominant element in Phase Three. This 
involved a generation of a course of action based on mutually negotiated 
and agreed diagnosis of the innovation implemenetation process (see 
July 1980 Quarterly Report - Appendix 5) and the use of feedback in
ditermining and designing courses of action based on increasing involvement 
and learning. (See Appendix 6 - A Review of the Industrial Engineering
Dept.)
Phase Four
Tho July Quarterly Report specifically explored these issues at the 
request of senior management:
(i) the separation/dependency aspect of innovation; end
(ii) pressures of innovation.
The request to study these tuo areas sprang from the April Quarterly 
meeting, I decided to present them os two case studies of actual 
innovation dituations within the firm, to highlight the relevant issues. 
Out of the last study case a further application. In looking at press­
ures to innovate and pressures caused by innovation, (the local oreas 
of the case study), I tried to anticipate, in a similar manner, the 
pressures that were likely to arise in another imminent innovation - 
computerised production control - and to suggest guidelines for hand­
ling the innovation implementation situation. (See Appendix 5) In 
bonnection with this I found that I needed again to re-nogotiate my 
role. Up until then I hod been actively involved in change and redesign, 
putting forward ideas and working on them jointly with others. I had 
views as to what goals and solutions the system could adopt and part­
icipated in tho responsibility for implementation. In continuing to 
look et innovation situations I now felt the need for e shift in emphasis 
again with less reliance on me and more on others: a need to co-operate
with others as co-rosearchers. This meant exploring ideas and suggest­
ions with them and gaining feedback on the usefulness of these ideae 
when put into practice; in effect 'reality testing*.
The co-researcher role demanded quite a lot of clarification for 
members of the organisation, but I established e co-researcher relation­
ship with the manager who had oversight of the computerised production 
control project and the manager in charge of the New Product Development 
Group. In a way the co-reseorching relationship can be seen as the 
first stage of withdrawal from the organisation - where research
becomes independent of the researcher. I had to learn to stand back 
a bit. As one co-researcher said "innovation is always a tussle 
between the 'best thing' and what is practicable". My interest in 
keeping the research relevant at a grass roots level for workers end 
management demanded a greater input of their own experience. My role 
involved maintaining a lavel of awareness of the process issues of 
innovation - the human factors of communication, co-ordination, 
surfacing fears, enabling feedback - although increasingly through 
an on-going learning process, this role too was assimilated by other 
participants.
More detailed notes on methodology
Having looked at the broad overall research design more specific 
techniques of date collection are now described. This section will 
also consider questions of methodological weakness and data validity.
Traditional research has an emphasis on theory testing and veri­
fication within a cornBspondingly large sample frame. However, in 
keeping with demands imposed on a research programme which is closely 
involved in a real rather than on experimental situation, this research 
adopted an interactionist viewpoint - one that viewed research methods 
not as atheoretical toole but rather as a means of acting on the envir­
onment and making it meaningful. The philosophical basis to this 
approach is essentially one of 'grounded' as opposed to 'grand' theory 
(Glaser & Strauss's terms 1968) linking practical experience to a 
body of existing theory. Initially the research was in the business 
of theory generation involving an in-depth case study approach. The 
process of technological innovation and implementation was seen to 
depend upon a range of contingencies representing factors which were 
'specific to innovator* (Downs & Mohr 1976) so any comparative theory 
would be severely limited. It was hoped that the research would aid
the organisation involved by generating practical guidelines for 
improving the innovation implementation process* Approaches which 
seek to develop and extend theoretical knowledge or conceptual 
frameworks through general testing procedures are not so easily 
related to the needs of the sponsoring system*
A longitudinal research design was deemed appropriate: one
principal reservation about general research into innovation being 
the lack of information of the case study variety. Where case studies 
have taken place they have often been retrospective or critical incid­
ent orientated. In effect the respondent is asked to reconstruct his 
past history of innovation experiences. This will clearly provide 
less than completely accurate data; a fcetrospective study will tend 
to represent the process as more ordered and rational than it is in 
reality. Therefore it seemed important to observe events as they 
happened to aid understanding of the innovation process.
The crucial question in the whols field of research methodology 
however remains that of data validity and quality. Observational data, 
of the type culled from a ease study approach, is most susceptible to 
threats of the realistic type e.g.
- reactive effects of the observer's presence
- distorting effects due to the observer's perception and interpretation
- limitations to the observer's ability to see all sides of the 
situation.
As Webb et al (1966) note:
"no matter how well integrated an observer becomes we feel he 
is still an element with potential to bias the production of the 
crucial data substantially."
Bias of perception and interpretation must always pose a problem 
to the researcher. In my case an awareness of bias and an attempt to
reduce it was the prime motivating force in changing the research role
from detached observer through participant observer to action researcher 
and finally co-researcher. This progression represents a continuum of 
increasing involvement and a parallel examination of the observer's 
effect on the observed. This becomes more explicit if we categorise 
the major differences in emphasis between the stances of participant 
observer and action researcher, as shown in Ex. 5 overleaf.
fhe issue is to what extent the observed data represents the real 
situation and to what extent it represents an evoked response of some 
kind. A method of testing the validity of observational data was seen 
when data collected through participant observation led to theory 
generation which was then tested and applied in the action research 
phase. This was taken even further in the co-research phase when an 
evaluation of the researcher's own role and behaviour was seen as an 
essential part of the data. (This corresponds to Argyrie? (1970) 
description of organic research.)
All data must be \iawed in the wider context of an understanding 
of the •matjor social dimensions of the situation in which the data was 
collected. And while no siqgle method is completely reliable measures 
can be taken to increase the validity of data. One such measure is 
the concept of 'triengulation' (Denzin 1970) which is basically con­
cerned with multiple approaches to the same phenomena. In addition 
to multiple methods a research design could include multiple sources 
of data, multiple observers and multiple levels of analysis. Again, 
this was seen fcs a natural progression^ as the aims of the research 
broadened to encompass different people at different levels of the 
organisation less reliance was placed on the researcher's own view­
point and more emphasis was given to a working out of a common meaning 
of the data which could then be practically activated. This in turn
provoked a need for a more adequate base for interpreting and clearly 
communicating the content and meaning of concepts used.
The difference In emphasis seen between the roles 
of participant observer and action researcher
Participant Observer
(i) essentially a static 
reflection of data - content 
oriented
(ii) enables generation of 
hypothesis in the context of 
the organisation
(iii) creates patterns of 
reflection and feedback but not 
necessarily any action on these
(iv) a reflection bock to 
the organisation of data 
collected
(v) of value to orgonieatfon
members in increasing under­
standing
(vi) involve Individuals in 
a participative manner to 
generate valid data
Action Researcher
(i) a method capable of 
reflecting process and change 
as well as static behavioural 
form
(ii) flexible in enabling 
development and testing of 
hypothesis within the context 
of the organisation
(iii) interactive dialogue 
resulting in mutually agreed 
change end action
(iv) a concern with being 
actively involved in change 
of/within the organisation
(v) of value to researcher 
in terms of greater understand­
ing of own behaviour and ideas
(vi) concern with feedback 
procedure end their importance 
to learning and development
Action research eims:
"to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in 
an immediate problematic situation and to the goals of social 
science by joint collaboration within a mutually acceptable 
ethical framework•" (Rapopart 1970)
"Action research is a vehicle both for concept - swapping
and for changing and re-designing organisations." (Cherns 1970)
footnote
The difference in emphasis cited are not necessarily those 
generally agreed upon, however they establish the relevant framework 
within which I operated. It is important too that the roles of 
participant observer and action researcher are not eeen as opposites 
(or in conflict) but as polarities on one continuum, i.e. each role 
has potential for being the right 'fit' in a given set of circumstances.
Data collected in this way is of a qualitative nature and there­
fore invalid or unusable in statistical treatment. Variables that 
are difficult to quantify are probably less distortedl by unstructured 
observation than by an abortive attempt to operationalise them for 
quantification by surveiy or questionnaire. While statistical find­
ings have an essential part to play in research procedures there is
no reason to assume that particular methods are more capable than
others in typifying conditions actually present in a given situation. 
However the problem of analysis of qualitative data remains. An 
interactive approach to data using other's perceptions and analysis 
helps to mitigate this problem within the overall concern for a proper 
objectivity and search for truth.
The philosophy of 'triangulation* was dominant in my research 
thinking and as far as possible date was collected from more than one
source using more than one method.
Most techniques fall under one of the following headings
(i) direct observation
(ii) interviewing
(iii) questionnaire
(iv) document analysis
(v) case histories
(vi) feedback/reporting sessions
(i) Direct observation
This includes those situations in which I was a passive observer 
but which nevertheless offered important data collection opportunities
(a) Formal meefijnos e.g. senior management planning meetings, 
union/management meetings, manager/foremen meetings.
(b) Informal meetings uerejalso studied, e.g. the unplanned 
meeting on the shop floor to discuss a particular technique; 
two people collaborating on a project etc.
(c) Direct observation of work on tho shop floor, in tho 
drawing office, in the production control room etc.
(ii) Interviewing
This was held to be the dominant data collection method and 
attempts were made to try and regard every interaction os a potential 
information source. Again these can be divided into formal and in­
formal occasions.
Formal? sessions (usually pre-determinod) when respondents were 
asked specific questions about an innovation - when my need was 
for clarifying and explanatory information. Often these led into 
Informal situations where more qualitative and subjective data was 
obtained. As far sb possible the central principle in these encounters 
was to listen as carefully as possible, to bo aware of all incoming 
stimuli (e.g. non-verbal signals, the relationship between others in 
a group, reaction to my presence etc.) and to delay evaluation until 
tho session was over*
Ac the research developed this kind of interview become more 
participative in that through direct feedback, learning for members 
was drawn out; it became seen as legitimate and valuable to discuss 
the meaning of data end the nature of the interactions both of the 
present situation and of the innovatory situation. In the final 
stages of research it became apparent that the researcher herself 
was port of the integral data of the innovation implementation situ­
ation. This demanded an examination of her role through extending 
the interview situation into on interactive co-research situation 
where ideas and suppositions could be explored in a more 'equal' 
way - so that personal knowledge become talidated through accept­
ance as public knowledge. There is still of course the element of 
'affective participation1 (Schsarz & Schwarz 1955) in which the 
emotional responses of both parties ore brought into play, which
constitutes another element of bias. A wider validity however was 
possible through mutually negotiated courses of action related to the 
actual innovation implementation process.
Interview data brings with it a wealth of detailuand richness 
which is difficult to capture and poses problems for analysis. Many 
initial interviews were tape recorded and then transcribed verbatim. 
This provided many useful quotations at a later date to illuminate 
a particular point using words other than my own, thereby circumventing 
the bias of interpretation (though not necessarily of selection). 
Interviews were also subject to content analysis where various common 
issues were categorised: these built up into quite substantial files
and were useful in pointing me in directions that had not previously 
been thought of. Qualitative data such as this is not easy to analyse 
or present but often presents insights which could otherwise be over­
looked.
(ill) Questionnaires
These were used at specific times to obtain relevant participants' 
reactions to the same questions. In effect interviewing incorporating 
specific questions was generally seen as more useful. This was for 
the following reasons
(a) With certain groups (e.g. the foremen) a written document 
posed some sort of threat. There was obvious anxiety about the 
standard of their written replies.
(b) they were time-consuming; it was easier for workers to 
reply to questions while carrying on with their work*
(c) the researcher recording data from interviewing was accepted 
as ’normal'; their own recording of data was seen as potentially 
more threatening!
(d) observation and interviewing being non-standardlsed were 
highly responsive and made use of the relationships established
between the researcher and respondent, whereas questionnaires, 
being highly structured were of more limitedjuse, and did not 
allow for a reformulation of ideas).
(e) Questionnaires by their very nature omit to use the respond­
ent's skills and insights: it is difficult tor them to question
or disagree with inherent assumption on the researcher's part;
(iv) Document analysis
A number of documents to do with the technology of the organis­
ation were studied and also proposals for innovation (e.g. the feas­
ibility study report). These were mainly of use in identifying 
relevant techniques and in giving me a 'common language' with organis­
ational members. Meetings were sometimes tape recorded and then 
subjected to content and process analysis to identify relevant issues 
and foci of interest. Document analysis was extended in the later 
stages of research to include document generation. Initially this 
meant th£ Icollected analysed and presented data £n document form 
for discussion: then increasingly other organisational members com­
piled their own documents of events which were then open for discussion 
and feedback;
(v) Case Histories
■f\This was an attempt to build up a picture of past innovations 
making use of individual recollections of events. Often two different 
stories about the same sequence of events revealed individual orienr 
tations and beliefs; it was then possible to link these to present \ 
day management of innovation implementation. In the main though, case 
histories provided a context for looking at 'real time* innovation.•
As the research developed of course 'real time' studies became part 
of a collection of case studies which the researcher had observed.
(v/i) Feedback/reporting sessions
These were seen not only as cessions prodiding information on 
research progress, but also as data generating times themselves.
They were also times when data observed and presented could be checked 
out with other individuals - an interactive strategy aimed at testing 
out the reality of any perceptions. This was particularly so in the 
formal Quarterly Report Sessions but also in more informal small 
group meetings or with specific individuals.
Summary
In looking at the overall issues of methodology it is Bpparent 
that there are several emphatic strands interwoven throughout the 
whole research strategy. These are threads of involvement, develop­
ment, change end learning, which became more overt as time proceeded 
and which gave the research its fundamental methodological shape.
The ^ great divide* seen between academia and management was 
mentioned in Chapter II where the large amount of research on innov­
ation and Implementation of innovation with potential value for 
practical managers has been left languishing on the library shelves. 
Partly because of the frestrating generalisation of many of the 
conclusions, and partly because of a lack of recognition of the need 
for a closer marriage between researcher and management so that re­
search is seen to be relevant to their needs.
A coneern to be of practical help to the sponsoring organisation 
and to aid in a fusion of academic idea and practical reality was a 
prime motivating force in giving the research an interactive collab­
orative intention. This progressed into a concern to develop the 
necessary skills of integration and communication in organisational 
members themselves through an emphasis on Joint learning.
An obvious focus for further research would be to explore this 
relationship further particularly with regard to the possibilities
of collaborative research. More research of an in-depth nature
ineeds to be done in this way. This would then of necessity mean 
devising some means of comparative analysis and presentation.
CHAPTER IU
The Organisational Setting
Introduction
This chapter aims to evoke the organisational setting where the 
research on innovation implementation took place* I say 'evoke* 
advisedly because it is not just a matter of statistics - size of 
firm, product, processes etc* - that is needed, but a more contextual 
knowledge of the firm and a feeling for the interplay of people, task 
and structure*
The chapter consists of a factual description of the company in 
a general classifying sense plus the areas of innovation which were 
deemed suitable for study and innovation areas that emerged as research 
progressed*
A further set of documents relevant to the organisational setting 
is Included in Appendices 1-3* Appendix 1 contains an initial descrip­
tion of starting the project and the entry and contracting stages* 
Appendix 2 is the first Quarterly Report as presented to a senior man­
agement meeting in Oanuary 1980, together with a commentary on the 
report meeting (Appendix 3)*
These provide a time-oriented sequence of events and insights into 
the 'workings' of the company and also illuminate my style of working 
end my understanding of my role* I have conceptualised the research 
role in Chapter III (Methodology), but this is a more graphic 'real' 
presentation as it felt to me at that time* To capture these feelings 
is essential for understanding the growing importance that my research 
role assumed in the project*
The Background to the Company
A synopsis of the company in which the main body of research was
undertaken occurs in Appendix 1 but for clarity I reproduce the most 
significant points here.
C.D. (Sheffield) Ltd. is a manufacturer of surgical instruments 
and orthopaedic implants. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of C.D. Ltd. 
with an annual turnover of c£l,0Q0,000, and is one of four manufacturing 
units, the London HQ being responsible for sales, marketing and dis­
tribution. The relationship of C.D. (Sheffield) Ltd. to relevant 
others ia shown in Ex. 6 overleaf.
The link between the Sheffield site and London HQ is of prime 
importance. Sheffield receives orders for work from London and is 
solely concerned with meeting those orders. They have a catalogue of 
16,000 lines but these are not all operational at the same time, nor 
do they always manufacture everything on the premises - they buy in 
certain requirements.
The two main divisions in the work are surgical instruments and 
orthopaedic products. Surgical instruments contain five main depart­
ments - (i) scissors, (ii) retractors, (iii) specials bows,
(iv) general tools, (v) cheap end - numbers of expendable items 
eg towel clips. The orthopaedic department is relatively small, 
especially in relation to the profit it brings in, and is due for 
expansion. There are also other allied departments whose functions 
cross the main product division - e.g. forge, toolroom, finishing, 
polishing, passivation, warehouse.
The basic cellular structure of C.D. is important. The industry 
had grown out of the old cutlery trade of Sheffield where within the 
original firm there were sub-companies doing sub-contract work - 
negotiated work - under the leadership of a 'little mester*.
These small groups were insular and proud of being autonomous and 
accountable to themselves. When the firm was taken over by C.D. 
fifteen years ago (it went public at the same time) this arrangement
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continued* However, five yeore ogo C.D. moved to a new, larger eite 
to cope uith an increasing emphasis on orthopaedic products and the 
space.needed for machine engineering* The surgical instruments side 
of the work retained its hand-finished, quality tool image, looking 
bock to the cutlery trade stills of former days. The tightly knit 
cellular structure was reproduced in the shop floor layout, where 
each group of workers was set together in small defined areas under 
the supervision of a foreman*
Although the overall structure was open plan, the men liked 
working unobserved, spending time on hand-finishing products, and in 
fact, in my first three months, they finally achieved approval for 
the building of woBs to separate themselves further from each other 
- these were erected before my very eyes! In the words of one fore­
man: ”This is a back-street craft and always will be*” and another:
"I preferred things under the little master system; we had more 
control, harder work, more pay, more feeling of togetherness* We 
were unique* Now my authority is being token away*”
Some men actually left to set up on their own again as sub-con- 
trectore to C.D* and other firms*
As well as this cellular split within the surgical instruments 
side there was a more defined split between surgical instruments 
(hand&kills) and orthopaedics (engineering skills) which displayed 
itself In feelings of antagonism about different personnel*
For instance, there was resentment of the fact that the Works 
Superintendent (WS) was primarily a forge worker and instruments 
man who ”has no knowledge of orthopaedics”*
The new Industrial Engineer (IE) brought in to build up a 
Production Services Department and attached to the orthopaedic side 
of production was resented as on outsider, e 'cowboy1; he was exper­
ienced in engineering but ”they're supposed to have certain skills
but it don't mean a thing when they gat into a surgical instruments 
factory”, was the expressed view of one worker* There was great 
fear of handskills being devalued and becoming redundant - of 
machines (equated with engineers) taking over - and o parallel 
intense interest in preserving the 'status quo*. The IE was aware of 
this - particularly of the WS being threatened by the expansion of 
the orthopaedic section* As he graphically put it: ”1 see it as
part of my Job to try and win them over, to be honest 1 know nothing 
about either really*”
Other examples were:-
(i) a split in both directors and managers into what the Accountant
(A) teemed the old group and the new group: the old came through the
ranks - the new came in over the ranks;
(ii) a tradition of bad feeling over appointments for Jobs - and 
of wrong choices being made - had set the tone of fear of future 
expansion or change*
(iii) the WS was not in favour of proposals for computerised product­
ion control and would have nothing to do with it, but as A perceptively 
remarked:- ”It's not that he feels threatened or that he is ignorant, 
but that he sees no need for it* He was not formally approached and 
talked with obout production control: it was taken for granted that
a manager would know about things*”
(iv) the passivation area had set itself up as a little island in 
the middle of the works and had even put up notices to keep people out 
(this was only partly safety);
(v) the maintenance section felt undervalued - ”we ore ripped off 
in here - taken for granted.”
(vi) the draughtsman felt isolated: ”50^ of the shop floor work
to patterns and won't work from drawings: they can't see my Job os
having any use or relevance*”
(vii) formal reporting 9yotems that wore set up were ignored - 
people continued to use their old informal systems*
This might seem e sorry tsle of division and strife but it was 
not all so* Over the previous six months the workforce had been 
getting used to gradual changes in methods of working* Previously 
they had had near autonomy over what they did and when they did it 
- but this was proving too haphazard and they were collecting a very 
bad reputation for delivery dates etc* A more regularised method was 
introduced: foremen were given a set routine to follow - they now
kn^w the schedules for the whole year and they soon became more form­
alised, optimising the production processes and planning ahead* One 
foreman expressed his satisfaction with this - he had a plan for 
each person in his section for the next three months - he had built 
up his section - he believed he had good working relationships in 
his section - he had respect from his workers and felt responsible 
for their well being*
More products, new products, using machines for differing purposes 
all upset the normolwoork patterns, but reorganisation in this way was 
also perceived as advantageous by some people* "At present we live 
hand to mouth: we need forward planning a more efficient flow of work*”
One of the shop stewards remarked: ”CD keeps its market because it is
adaptable enough to match specific orders - not like Browns*”
This was echoed by IE: ”1 think (the GM) is winning in that way, e*g* 
he takes on just about everything that it's possible to take on in 
terms of new work on the orthopaedic eide* Sometllmes it causes a lot 
of problems here because we can't easily fit it in to meet the deadline; 
but basically he's right, because he's going to end up with an efficient 
manufacturing unit that makes a wide range of the company's products - 
to that extent it's very interesting working here, but the finer points
are wrong e.g. we ought to be better informed • •*”
Also: "We are not stretched enough yet - but it's early days*
I think it is a good thing because we're growing into the Job -
getting the foundations right for bigger things: that includes
creating a team and support group* This releases me to do the things
I really want to do - things I wont to change: we're still going
through a process of setting things up*”
These comments show the kind of open perceptive people that were 
around, and the understanding they had of each other*
”The It'S has got the company's interests at heart, but he is caught 
between the shop floor who know, like and respect him endt management 
who represent change*”
In amongst the criticisms were many warm appraisals of the com­
pany:
”1 like CD - no-one interferes* I con get on by myself*”
”The company have been 'magic' to me through my wife's illness*"
”1 would do anything for 3B. If you have a good Bupervieor then 
everything is OK.”
"The GH is a good listener and he knows his job - he goes around 
the shop floor every dey*”
Many people met socially at lunchtime for a drink even though 
they criticised each other at work to me. Management hod informal 
lunchtime meetings - there were the usual football/darts team, 
outings and socials etc* It was small enough for people to know 
one another end many were related.
CD employed 140/150 people within a basic pyramid structure 
with four members of senior management. (It was interesting to see 
the GM's classification of these four:
WS: was the 'fixer' - he gets the work done in the factory.
A: was the 'thinker' - he can obtain any amount of inform­
ation, but can't make a decision*
IE: was the 'theorist1 he needs to come up with facts and
figures, technical information* His department was the 
one from which ideas sprang*
GM: he declined to say what he was, and then went on to soy
it was a gne-man show (') )
Structurally, CD could be shown to be 'mechanistic* in Burns & 
Stalker's terms with many highly differentiated units, and yet there 
was this increasing emphasis (from some organisational members at 
least) on the necessity to be able to adapt, to be dynamic and to be 
able to take on new product ideas* They were always on the look out 
for ways in which to increese profit and to remain competitive in an 
overall external state of recession* Being a labour intensive manu­
facturing unit, this meant that innovationswere mainly concerned 
with reducing unit costs of manufacture. This was achieved by empha­
sising labour saving, material saving, time saving and energy saving 
ideas* The firm was not so concerned with competing on a product 
innovation level as with incremental change in product and manufact­
uring technology* For any feajor investment the firm was reliant upon 
London HQ for capital: therefore innovations were mainly kept within
existing manpower capabilities* They innovated for economic reasons 
- to remain competitive by reducing unit costs and increasing manu­
facturing speeds etc* - but also to retain specific customers 
(especially individual surgeons) by complying with their design changes^ 
With all this emphasis on reducing costs and manning levels, it is 
remarkable that more effort was not given to reducing anxiety levels 
on the shop floor and any perceived resistance to innovation*
Broad Innovation Areas
\
My way into the company had been via a proposal to observe the 
possible innovations associated with the application of micro-processors
on existing machinery. This was the subject of a feasibility study 
being carried out at that time by a firm of outside consultants as 
part of a government sponsored scheme: Quote Appendix ly P6-9:-
"Backqround to the feasibility study
Meetings held in Bay 1979 between the consultants and the Gi*i 
identified specific areas in their manufacturing processes which 
might benefit from the application of micro-processor technology.
The company therefore looked for guidance under the Department of 
Industry’s BAP Scheme in order to determine the best course of action 
to meet their initial and future requirements.
Terms of Reference
v  "A v*To evaluate the potential for using micro-processors within the 
company's operational areas of:-
(i) Double headed Hosan drill
(ii) Instrument Machine Shop
(iii) Spark erosion die making
The report comprised an appraisal of the major operation performed by 
each machine together with some reference to any peculiarites of the 
process. This was then followed by discussion of how improvements 
could be effected to the basic process by alteration in teehniques 
of jigging (where applicable) together with those which could result 
from additional electrical/electronic control and/or monitoring.
Some observations were also made of the effects on the company 
of moving into electronic systems generally•**
So the initial project of looking at the application of micro­
processors on existing technology was delayed. However, during my 
time in the company other areas of innovation had emerged. These were 
documented in the report meeting of January, 1980 (Appendix 3) as 
(Quote P6-7)
” (v) The final port of the meeting was concerned with my position, 
end research work on innovation and decision making*
It wasJdecided that there were three main areas of innovation
(a) the data control system for planning production - 
headed by A;
(b) the relocation of machinery and pftint space - headed 
by IE;
(c) tho development of a forge on site - headed by US.
Of these (a) and (b) seemed to be the areas for immediate work and 
it was agreed I should liaise with the project officers - A and IE 
respectively*
The Viuts and bolts' innovations at shop floor level were not 
deemed particularly suitable for study as they sere really outside 
of Sheffield control - they were prescribed by London* I would be 
able to collect and catalogue these though through contact with IE 
and the production engineer*”
Contrary to the thoughts about 'nuts and bolts' innovations at 
shop floor level expressed in the lest paragraph of the report on the 
management meeting, over the next few months I did concentrate on this 
level of Innovation*
This was because the first macro level of innovation approached 
(that of a data control system for planning production) was initiated 
with a micro innovation, the introduction of a new process (route 
cards) forerunning the eventual application of computerised production 
control* As explained in the next chapter this was seen as an interim 
step while waiting for financial backing from London*
The route cards were studied as on innovation in theirr own right* 
It soon became apparent that within the macro levels of innovation 
were many micro areas of innovation which assumed Just as much import­
ance for the people involved* This supported my own early conception
of large scale Innovations being made up of small scale decisions and 
changes - rather like an onion* The encompassing term 'innovation*
- like the skin of on onion - holds within it many other layers of 
innovation which may be interlinked, but can be poofitably peeled 
back and examined in their own right* Alternatively, you can start 
from the oppoeito perspective end (os with a set of Russian dolls) 
see that within each innovation implementation process lies the kernel 
of another implementation process which is always present and influ­
ential in tho thinking and acting of those taking part*
As my research progressed these concepts were accepted by manage­
ment as they broadened their own outlook on innovation to include 
areas not recognised before as being worthy o;f the name 'innovation'* 
Four main areas of innovation emsrged* These weres-
(i) an improved data control system for planning production: 
as Intimated above this was initiated by a micro innovation - the 
introduction of route cards;
(li) the use of on-going adaptive technology on existing machinery 
with a view to increasing productivity (arising out of the flapcan 
report);
(ill) coping with design innovation required by surgeons; usually 
this was an adaptation of a standard product line, but sometimes 
meant a new product* (Quote Appendix 1* P5)
"Product development is usually instigated by surgeons; they are in 
close contact with somajwho came with ideas and drawings for ways of 
improving their technique with adapted products* This inevitably 
means that CD must be highly adaptive and ready to cope with change 
themselves* It also means that besides producing large botches of 
one particular item, e*g* an artificial hip Joint, they ore also 
producing small batches of the same item with variations for a 
particular suggoon* In large part they ere user/customor dominated
- the NHS being another customer with specific legal obligations to 
comply with - e.g. the quality end typo of row material used* 
Developing new products often means clinical experiments using exper­
imental items•"
(Of importance here was the fact that Sheffield did not liaise 
directly with surgeons but went thmjgh the R & D department in London*)
(iv) organisational structure innovation e*g* the setting up of a 
requisition system for new tooling* This does not really fall inside 
the definition of technological innovation but does serve to illustrate 
some of the human factors which account for the bulk of variations in 
the innovation implementation process*
A summary of the main innovation areas shows these four categories:
(i) Process innovation - production control
(ii) Adapted technology
(ill) Adapted product (or new product)
(iv) Organisational structure - process innovation*
The next chapter examines one innovation within each of these categories 
in detail with particular emphasis on the process of implementation*
CHAPTER U
Innovation Profiles
Introduction
Analyses of innovation have frequently found it convenient to 
describe general stages or phases of the innovation process* Usually 
three separate stages ere distinguished:
(i) invention - the generation of a new ideo
(ii) adoption - the process of deciding to incorporate that
idea (or someone else*s) into your own 
organisation
(iii) implementation - the process of actually doing the innovating,
making the idea a practical reality within 
your organisation*
This study focuses on the stage of implementation* It is suggested that 
once the fundamental decision to innovate has been taken, the stage of 
implementation consists of a sequence of smaller, incremental decisions 
and changes* This process is studied via four profiles illustrative of 
the main categories of innovation uitifeithe firm mentioned in the previous 
chapter*
(i) the introduction of batch route cards - production control,
process innovation;
(ii) Smith-Petersen nail - adapted technology; process innovation;
(iii) Rings1 hip joint - adapted product innovation;
(iv) Requisition system for new tooling - organisational structure;
process innovation*
This chapter presents each profile historically (os it happened in 
real time) followed by an analysis of the implementation process with 
particular reference to:
- classification of innovation
- personalities involved
- interaction of personalities - results of interaction
- the research role
- recommendations - feedback and learning
From an analysis of this data emerges a framework of five mainline 
issues to do with innovation implementation which form the basis of 
the next chapter*
Innovation Profile 1
- the introduction of batch route cards - process innovation
The need for a proper production control system had been recog­
nised since September 197B* The GM snd A discussed the matters their 
first throught was to use a small computer, but as A commented: "You
look at these things, but you know you've got no power to buy them; ltfe 
over £30,000 for software*” They next looked at using the services of e 
computer bureau: ”ee got as far as we could before we actually had to
spend any money*” (Dune 1979) This resulted in a meeting between GM, A, 
the Management Services Manager (London) and the computer bureau people* 
Following this it was proposed to purchase a ready made system and use it 
on London's computer* This would
(a) facilitate site production control
(b) oolvo the interface problem with London*
December 1979:
A - ”Ue ere still waiting for approval - money; nothing has 
happened yet; but we haven't left it completely; we're trying to put 
in one or two innovations as we go along - like route cords - something 
that we need now which eon't be useless or upset ua no matter what we 
take in the future*”
Description:
Basically the route card removed control of work schedules from 
the individual section foremen to production control management (e 
relatively new post)* It was mainly concerned with eurgical instru­
ment manufacturing where batched of work moved eround the shop floor 
from section to section (Exhibit 7)* Previously foremen had received 
a total annuel schedule and could pick and choose at will the work 
they wanted to do* This resulted in a leek of order end sequence of 
work* Bottlenecks occurred in production, orders were not met and 
management hod no knowledge of what was being done e.t any one partic­
ular time* There was increasing pressure on top management from 
London es their enquiries about orders became more specific through 
use of a computer*
The route card was designed so that:-
(i) foremen no longer had to requisition materials;
(ii) foremen no longer had to chase work batches around the shop
floor;
(ill) at any one time management could find out whst work was in 
progress end where it was;
(iv) reasons for delays should become apparent;
(v) where delays were happening should become apparent;
(vi) management could sequence work according to their production 
schedule;
(viii) a smoother work flow end greater efficiency should be promoted*
This brief description shows the hoped for improvements in prod­
uction scheduling that management wanted to achieve* It seemed a 
fairly simple uncomplicated innovation on the suriace, and so it $as 
treated by the managers responsible for its Introduction to the foremen* 
The process of implementation once again seemed to follow a straight-
EX. 7
Blank
A
hard set
Normal work route (k ® section)
- /^nachine shop ___  ^ fitting  ^ heat treatment
(hardening)
->i wheel ----> marking  ^ final set
(glaring & polishing)
-> warehouse  > London
The route card would stay with a batch of work throughout its progress 
round the shop floor.
forward structured path* For clarity I give the eketol outline of 
the process of implementation first, as it happened step by step, 
and then go back to look at various issues arising out of each stage*
Process of implementation
(i) A formulated the card (Ex* 8 overleaf)
(ii) A proposed the experimental introduction to GM, US, IE & PC
(iii) An explanatory meeting with A, Us, PC and one foreman (SPI)
showing the completed route card
(iv) Pilot experiment using the card for one month in one section
(SPI): Danuary 1980
(v) Two general meetings with foremen to Inform them about route
cards: 4 February 1980
(vi) General implementation: 5 February 1980
(vii) Feedback meeting of foremen: 29 February I960
So the observable stages were:-
- Formulation of card
- Pilot experiment
- General explanatory meetings with foremen
- Implementation
- F eedbakk
It is interesting to examine each stage of the process carefully to 
give a fuller analysis of what happened and to draw out implications 
for the whole process of implementation*
A formulated the route card* He was meticulous in preparing an 
account of how the system was to work in theory - the mechanics of 
the system, what information each card should contain, how to record 
the information, what to do with each eard, how the cards were to be 
used etc* - and in justifying their intcoduction* (See Ex* 9 Batch 
Identification System overleaf*)
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EX. 9. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL BATCH SCHEME
BATCH IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
How Planned System Works
1, Batch cards (in duplicate for all work on hand) prepared,
2, Filed in Period Order,
In Catalogue order within each Period,
As schedule amendments occur* cards are added/removed,
3, Use card to record availability of production requirements* 
e,g. Pattern* Material* and note any delays.
Each month check through next month's cards,
4m Issue one copy to foreman when work is to commence*
(i«e« month before delivery required?) give cards 
also for later batches of same product,
5, Check before issue that MATERIAL are all available,
PATTERN
TOOLING
6, Foreman withdraws material from stores and commences work.
His copy of Batch Sard goes into tin,
7, Any work not started* foreman returns card to Production Control 
* write on card the reason. Tie back to office copy,
8, /Office copy of Batch Card of all work in progress shows date 
work started,
9, File in Production Control Office therefore shows
All backlog items in order and reason}
All work in progress end date started;
The state of play on all future batches,
10, When work reaches warehouse* end is packed* batch card tied 
back to office copy.
Then used for Delivery notes 
Invoices
Up-d8te Main Schedule,
9.11.79
BATCH IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
Objects
1* Simplicity* This is only an interim measure*
2* Means of identifying Batches "on the iloor"*
3* Means of indicating to foremen priority of work (to maintain 
date order)* / ,
4* Means of identifying to Production Control which batches are 40 
progress* / /
L
5* Means of recording in Production Control all the facts about the 
batch* (To ease production reports and information, e*g* bock 
order report)*
6* To highlight delays to Production Control*
Plan J
1* To run as an experiment in one section only - General/SPI 
- to "suck it and see"*
Method of Implementation
1* Two copies of Batch Card (l ■ Factory ) prepared*
(l » Production Control)
(Brief foreman - PC)
2* Take Production Schedule wxite up Batch Cards in Duplicate for 
all outstanding work, in SPl/GEN*
3* Place in a file, sectioned off for each period in Catalogue No* 
order in each period*
4* Obtain a list of U.I.P* from the foreman (including what is in 
Polishing and Finishing)*
5* Take the factory copy of Batch Card for U*I*P* and place in tie*, 
on the shop floor*
6* Call meeting of all foremen - explain details of experiment*
7* Proceed to use the system until soy, Christmas, then rev/leu*
9.11.79
Ho also formulated o plan to run it oa a pilot experiment in one
section only n to suck it and see" and then to introduce it generally
through colling a meeting of all foremen to explain the details of the
experiment* The system would then proceed for four weeks when there
would be a review of the situation*
A seemed to think that involvement with the innovation process 
by interested parties, i*e* the foremen, was essentiali- 
"I said it would be better to do it in one section because I didn't 
want any upsets and also I wanted to see if any changes came in which 
you don't know until you've started doing it* 1 was probably a bit 
too worried about what effect it would have, because they ell seem 
to be in favour of it and they all say we want more communication*
Barry (WS) and I saw them because obviously you know you can't put 
bits of paper out without saying to them otherwise they're going to 
draw wrong conclusions, and we told them what I said to you, that it's 
not going to be work study,.or something like that they might fear - 
it's just for this description purpose*
"I tried to impress on them that none of this was taking away 
the real skill of their job which is dealing with their men, allocating 
to them the job, knowing what man can do what job and so on* I think 
it will come if it's done properly - only if you just swept in next 
week and started throwing these around I think they'd resist it*" 
However, although his heart was in the right place, he had not 
really thought through the implications of how he was going about the 
introduction of the route cards, or the real reasons for why he was \
Perhaps I had better explain my own position here so that it is 
clear what port I played in the proceedings* I was relatively new to 
the company at that time having first stepped over the threshold in
introducing the route cards*
October 1979 (it now being January 1980). From November 1979 I had 
moved from being an obvious outsider and had been working at getting 
to 'know' the company from^he inside - the people, the systems, 
the official and unofficial groupings, the tasks, This had included 
interviewing and talking to people at all levels. I became involved 
with the route cord innovation through talking to A in December 1979 
about his hopes for a computerised production control system and the 
introduction of route cards was mentioned as an interim step.
So I joined the implementation process es an observer (trying to 
objectively record what happened) at the time of the pilot experiment. 
But 1 was also in quite close contact with a number of people through­
out the company and was able to reflect the understanding I had gained 
of people, groups and relationships back into the implementation 
process. This afforded a number of insights particularly with regaiiri 
to the underlying reasons for actions taken or not taken. So I was 
in a position to record two different kinds of dates
- observable acts or non-acts
- underlying intentions
Let me explain more explicitly. As 1 had gone about the company during 
the month of January I hod hod quite a few comments about the route 
cards from foremen who were not yet involved with it - it was still 
in the period of the pilot experiment. These indicated some feeling 
that they would have liked to have been involved in the design of the 
cord - to be able to contribute ideas etc.
"We could have given our own ideas particularly if they'd had a pre­
liminary meeting to discuss what it should bo like."
A*s ideo of involvement was to have a meeting to explain about the card 
and to ask for comments about something already designed and formulated. 
It was not that he was not receptive to feedback or did not want it but 
rether that he managed the structure for receiving feedback clumsily.
The timing was wrong: it is hard to criticise something construct­
ively when you have hod no port in it up to that point. The foremen 
did not feel that it was port of them but something imposed from out­
side and so became defensivo and elightly resentful#
"not necessary for this section, our own method is the best ..."
Moniy interested in increasing production. I cannot see how the 
route cards will improve production.”
”The last time wo had work in progress cards, after they left the 
fitters* departments they seemed to disappear. I wonder if these will 
do the seme.”
(Interestingly, this was the first time that A was aware that a similar 
system had been in operation before.)
At the general meeting these feelings were expressed as: 
r/man: "It's a way you can get on to us and say we're holding work up.”
A: "No, not at all.”
r/msn: ”You think I've come off a monkey tree now.”
Conversely then end perhaps this points to a greater involvement of 
people to ensure acceptance, the SPI foreman said:
"By using our section as a test, I could see I would benefit by it."
The pilot experiment too was mismanaged in a number of ways. A 
thought a gentle introduction was best:
”1 said it would be better to do it in onB section because I didn't 
want any upsets and also I wanted to see if any changes come in ..."
But the foremen thought in the main that it should have been intro­
duced to all sections at the same time.
"Introducing fcoute cards to one section without informing other sections 
what was being done was wrong. Bad communication."
"We all know what was going off anyway. You can't keep something 
like that hidden.”
The important point to register is not that either party wss right but 
that there was an unrecognised mis-match of expectation.
This occurs again later*
The choice of pilot section too was not mode the most of. A had 
his reasons for choosing the SPI section.
"We chose SPI because Hike is a relatively new foreman end he was 
having problems onyway and he was always coming to Paul (Production 
Control) and saying whst jobs we chose him - and he was agreeable 
to it."
PC (Production Control) had agreed with A’s choice, but he was 
also newly promoted from stores and was a greet friend of the fore­
man of SPI. He had talked to him unofficially about the system a 
long time ago - end the foreman had expressed great interest in 
"anything that makes my job essier."
All sorts of questions arise about the appropriateness of choos­
ing a new inexperienced foreman instead of one who was well entrenched 
in the company and had influence over othersj. but the fundamental 
question arises - Whet was the innovation of route cards really 
about? - What was it supposed to achieve? Was it to ease one fore­
man’s work? Was it a forerunner of a computerised system with the 
aim of familiarising the shop floor with paper work? Was it to promote 
a smoother more efficient work flow?
A would soy that he bad answered these questions already (see ^
but it became apparent thot he had not owned the real problem nor
been able to bring it out into the open.
The real problem was embodied in the management of work in the
wheel and grinding section. All work had to pass through this section
\for polishing and glazing. The foreman gave preference to bigger ite^s 
of work as they arrived because this was then immediately reflected in\\
their productivity bonus. Small items piled up on the side - some \
! ! \were left for weeks - disrupting the scheduled output and causing
chaos with delivery dates. It was generally known throughout the
factory where the problem lay; many individual,foremen mentioned it 
to me privately os did PC and A but no-one wanted to say it out loud. 
This was partly because of the position and influence of the wheel 
foreman. He was a senior foreman, a previous 'little mester' who 
continually harked back to the good old days when he operated a 
unique group with his own authority and control over work. He formed 
a powerful triumvirate with his brother in Quality Control and the 
Works Superintendant who had grown tip through the company to his pre­
sent management position. No-one wanted to jeopardise his own position 
by speaking out uncompromisingly about the management of the wheel 
section.
With the introduction of route cards hints were made more exp­
licitly about the core problem:
"I thought it*8 what they would want, and the GM thinks so too, but 
in talking to W5 and at least one foreman, Dave, I don't think that 
that iji what they want; They're quite happy with the system now;
I mean Dave kept saying - all we want is a little bit of organisation 
- but he couldn't define what he meant by 'a little bit of organis­
ation'." (a )
"Anyone who shouts about it, is one who isn't getting work through." 
(p/man)
And in the formal justification:-
"6. to highlight delays to Production Control" (Ex. 9)
This clouding of the real issue had its effect on the succesiful 
implementation of the cards. 5uccess seemed to be measured in terms 
of physically keeping y the cards with the batch tins. The foremen in 
general were willing to go along with the idea, but they could see 
that it had not been introduced primarily for their benefit - in \\
effect it was not truly relevant for the majority of them. It was
I
management's way of broaching an unmentionable subject; so they were
either fairly casual and non-committal about using the cards or they 
Joined forces with the wheel section because of old loyalties or 
because it was more in their interests to side with the wheel*
One foreman expressed keeness and this was made much of by At 
"No comments were made at the time, but since then, this paper has 
been asked for by Dave and he's pushing, he really wants these cards*"
But Dave's real reason was self-interest* He was taking the NEB 
Supervisory Studies course and wonted to use the route cards for his
project* Also it was his output into the wheel section that was
largely held up (because it was composed of cheap items) end he wanted 
his figures to reflect more accurately the work his section did and 
where the true bottleneck was*
In spite of the reasons for Dave's interests it would probably 
have been better to use his section for the pilot run: he was a more 
influential foreman than the SPI foreman, and whareas SPI work gener­
ally went straight through the whaol section, his was the work that 
was held up* (So the problem of delays was actually by-passed in the 
pilot run!)
In observing the meetings with the foremen to introduce them to 
the route cards, I was able to reflect back to A afterwards some points 
which might have helped the process*
(i) the room was uncomfortable - the foremen just stood around
the walls; it was not conducive to staying and talking it through; 
the expectation was that as soon as possible they would get back tp 
work, i*e* this meeting waa not part of their work as foremen*
(ii) A and b'S had not thought out which foremen to speak .to together 
It was an arbitrary split, but thoy had realised that group size was 
important end thot is why they hod two consecutive meetings*
(iii) They did not use the SPI foreman to :belp them present the cards 
Their thinking was thot he knew about the cards and so did not hove to 
be involved*
(iv) All their communication was ’downwards*• They did not really 
anticipate any feedback or discussion* This exaggerated a feeling of 
•them and us1*
In fact a diagram of the people involved helps to show the divisions 
that dxisted.
GFi General Manager
IE Industrial 
Engineer
US Uorke
Superintendent
A Accountant
PC Production 
Control
m
r/nen
us/a
SPI
Tho people A most wanted to reach were furthest away from him, and
he tried to reach them by the most indirect route* Ho was also isol­
ated from US although he was jointly presenting tho route cards with 
him* They had not worked out a satisfactory relationship so they were 
not able to present n united front* As he said:
"Ue is not very involved: ho is not against it but he wouldn’t do it
himself*”
So US was left in an awkward position caught between his management 
role and his loyalties to his old mates in the wheel section* This 
was a general issue for him to sort out for himself as well* (At 
that time I did not feel able to open out these issues with A and US 
- I did not feel close enough to them*)
As cold before my principal role was one of observer, but I was 
also in a position to eeo and understand more than surfaco actions* 
However I was not party to any exclusive information* All the infor­
mation I received about people and their relationships, about their
motives end reaeons for actions was shared in one way or another 
with other people in the organisation* The difference in my position 
was the way in which I could see the wholeness of the situation*
This was because in one sense I was detached - I was not part of 
the politics of the situation* This also allowed me to reflect back 
to participants some of my understanding* The extent to which I could 
do this depended on our relationship - were they receptive to feed­
back, was I confident enough to give it*
The role of communicator/influencer developed over time as relat­
ionships of trust were built up* In this first innovation situation 
I acted as observer and partial reflector et the time* but later on 
could discuss other levels of understanding of the observable aspects 
of the process*
It was also possible to distill some learning from the situation 
for thoso involved* At this stage it took tho form of relating prac­
tice (what happened) to theory* (This was also bound up with the 
initial problem of establishing my credibility in the eyes of organ­
isational members*) For instance, Greiner's(1967) views on Group 
Problem Solving:-
”•*• the foremen or the operators may have a more practical 
understanding of how to get daily production out of a group 
of men end machines*
The experienee of operating people frequently equips 
them to be of real help; (i) they are often able to spot 
practical production difficulties in the ideas of the special­
ist and iron out those difficulties before it is too late;
(ii) they are often able to take advantage of their intimate 
acquaintance with the existing social arrangements for getting 
work done •••”
This made more sense when A could see the practieal reality of the
application of this passage to his own management of the meeting with 
the foremen*
Other learning from the route card situation was taken forward 
to indicate possible outcomes in a similar process of introducing 
computerised production control* The anticipated pressures end some 
suggested guidelines were documented in the July 1980 Quarterly Report 
to management (Appendix 5) and stated in sn objective de-personalised 
way* Quote:
”4* Looking Ahead
The introduction of route cards was always seen as an interim 
step* Full computerised production control was always an 
ultimate aim* As this has become increasingly probable in the 
last couple of months, it might be right to try and anticipate 
some of the pressures that are likely to come with it*
4*1 Anticipated Pressures
(i) Pressure from outside concerning amount of capital 
and resources involved*
(ii) Resistance from inside the company because of per­
ceived threat to their own jobs, fear of change, 
loss of control over aspects of their jobs, being 
•watched'•
(iii) Pressures through lack of recognition of any personal 
benefit from implementing the innovation*
(iv) Resentment at the amount of work involved with no 
perception of any recognition or reward for that work*
(0) Confueion over new responsibilities and demarcation 
of areas of work*
(vl) Pressures from lock of involvement creating a 'them 
and us' situation*
4.2 Suggested Guidelines for hanttog Innouatlon
(i) Arrange fer the lnneuation plan to be sponsored by a 
board member who will be seen to have influence and 
enthusiasm*
(ii) Tell employesa of the plan so that they will know likely 
time-scsla, probable risks and any radical changes that 
might follow*
(iii) Bet up recognised lines of communication to employees and 
board*
(iv) Be aware of the need to graft the innovative group on to 
the existing organisation through effective communication 
and initiating procedures which clarify the manner in 
which responsibilities are shared among, or passed to, 
appropriate departments*
(v) Set up a steering committee for policy and a more grass­
roots implementation committee*
(vi) Evaluate staff abilities and continue to make use of their
full potential: provide opportunities for continual growth
- specialist function? training?
(vli) Encourage enthusiasm in a learning situation: allow those
involved to benefit from their participation: foster
feedback of perception and information* ”
After the meeting I was able to co-operate with A in exploring these 
points with particular reference to individuals and groups within CO 
- thereby again acting as practical interpreter*
My own learning on innovation arising out of this ewample was on 
two countsi-
(i) aspects of the process
(ii) an understanding of the progressive nature of my role*
(i) I was amazed at the complexity of the implementation process 
of what on the surface seemed to be a very simple matter* This was 
referred to at a much later date at a management meeting 
"Innovation doesn't have to be complicated: this was something very
simple, but it's the other things that it pulls out with it*"
The first seeds of the paramount importance of how the process 
was handled as opposed to what the innovation consisted of were sown 
in my mind. Also the fact that one innovation could be perceived in 
highly differing ways by different participants and that this had an 
inordinate effect on the outcome. A eis-match of expectations among 
the people involved could be at best counter-productive at worst 
disastrous (cf Evelend 1977).
Another conclusion was that the 'product champion* or promoter 
of the innovation has to be extremely clear and honest in his own 
mind about what he hopes to achieve with the innovation, and to be 
able to share this with other influential people. His plan of imple­
mentation should be well thougft out time-wise and other key people 
consulted and involved. There should be a proper means of evaluation 
and review of actual outcome.
(ii) In observing this innovation situation I found a decision had 
to be taken about the role I assumed - either inside or outside the 
process. It seemed questionable whether I could allow myself purely 
to observe when my inclinations were to facilitate the process. I 
took ths role of observer initially and then chose to be a reflector.
In doing so I started on the path of increasing involvement with learn­
ing and change within the innovation implementation process.
Xnn(^itlonProfile2 - .Snilth Petersen nail - adapted process
Ths GM called a meeting of the IE, PE, WE in the first weeks of 
January 1980 to discuss a new order from Cuba. The order, based on
b letter of credit expiring in F?arch 1980, was held up in London due 
to an oversignt and now the pressure was on to fulfil their commit­
ment. There were only 8-10 weeks to get the order through but the 
GW decided to take it on; this wee in keeping with his general policy 
of establishing the Sheffield site as a factory which got work done 
in the eyes of London* As IE commenteds-
”The group has been through a bad time — they were thinking of 
ditching the Sheffield site completely, GM is going through a pro­
cess of getting their confidence back. I think he's winning in that 
way* e*9* he takes on just about everything that it's possible to 
take on in terms of new work* Sometimes it causes a lot of problems 
here because we can't easily fit it in to meet the deadline; but 
basically he's right, because he's going to end up with an efficient 
manufacturing unit that makes a wide rang© of the company's products.”
The order was forJ-
- 2,000 Smith Petersen nails
- 1,300 hcClaughlan plates
- 5 hole brackets
Due to luck and the IE'© foresight they had tooled up for the WcCleughlan 
plat© in November. There was no tooling for the SP nail. At the 
meeting the production process of the nail was looked at to try and 
identify blocks and snags in manufacturing. The Production Engineer 
was briefed to design a new fixture for the Brook Mill machine.
Description
The essential part of the production process was in the milling 
of the nail, and also in reducing the time spent in the whesl room 
glazing end polishing.
Blank  ________  ^ machine shop  ______  wheel room
(milling) (polishing)
The PE was to design a fixture for tri-fin milling which wouldi-
(a) produce clOO nails per day
(b) reduce chatter marks due to vibration and so cut down on 
polishing time
The sequence of events was as followsi-
(i) specific order January 1980 - 8 weeks to complete
(ii) design fixture for milling machine and make it in tool room
(iii) set the machine
(iv) make the first nails (6)
(«) take them through the production sequence
(vi) estimate time for polishing (l minute)
(vli) check standard with quality
(viii) produce 2,000 nails.
Implementation Process
It took the P.E. (a new employee) longer than he estimated to produce 
ths fixture, A great deal of pressure was nut on him to come up with 
something quickly - everyone in the works was aware and interested, 
as evidenced by the number of people continually buzzing around the 
milling machine, trying not to show their interest but obviously watch­
ing everything that was going on, (See cartoon.) Previously there 
had been some talk amongst management of ths likelihood that the machine 
operator would be obstructive as he was opposed to any change, H© was 
described as *s frustrated tool maker* who relied on his ability in 
setting up machines to give him some importance and sta&us. In the 
©vent there was no hitch at this point. It is ray opinion that th© 
reason for his co-operation was th® interest being shown in him and 
his machines the status of having an important order running throogh 
his machine and being resoonsible for getting it through. He was 
pleased to show me over - "You know about it as well, do you?"
Traditionally CD had always given a very highly polished mirror
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finish to all work done by
(i) glazing (12 minutes)
(ii) electro polishing (Quality control to show up any marks)
(iii) hand polishing (6 minutes)
The PE tried to design his fixture to cut down on glazing time
5/- and estimated 1 minuts to eradicate the 1000° clime milling mark 
at the end of the cutj because of time pressure hand polishing was 
also cut resulting in a product which was substandard according to 
traditional CD's standards but on a par with competitor's products*
It also achieved a considerable cost saving (see PE report, Appendix 
7, A Review of Orthopaedic Machine Shop Prodedur©)*
However Ted, the glazer, was used to removing every mark and 
could not adapt for oaa order to not doing as usual* He was uncertain 
about the quality standard; so was the Quality Control manager, the 
person in charge of electro-polishing and the Gft. All were working 
against each other - pulling in different directions*
It was compounded by the fact that in th© pilot run the PE had 
naturally gone to the polishing foreman who had done the job in an 
estimated 1 minute: the worker actually assigned to the job (Ted)
could not achieve this time, but the senior foreman of the wheel room 
was certainly not going to 1st a new PE in to his department to dis­
cuss work allocation* He kept very rigidly to the Idea of being a 
master to himself (grown up out of the 'little mester* ideas). To 
the polishing foreman it was Just another Job; there was always 
pressure of time being put on their work - this was no exception;
- there was no real reason to come forward and help*
As IE said:-
"It is an engineering success story, but it's shown up weaknesses in 
thepperfcrmsnce of the rest of the manufacturing sequence; an
improvement in machinery has had a detrimental effect down the line; 
an advancement in one area is thwarted in another#”
The Process of Implementation
The actual operation of setting a new fixture on a machine and 
increasing production of th® nail seemed f i n T h i s  was well within 
the technical capacity of th© firm. However, outside pressure was 
brought to bear in two ways:-
(i) commercial pressure
(ii) time pressure
Commercial pressure was evident in that the company stood to lose a lot 
of money if the order was not carried through by the time stated in the 
letter of credit* This heightened the feelings of tension particularly 
amongst management resulting in phrases like "If it's not on tomorrow 
I'll de-pipe you*"
The importance of meeting an early deadline bowever was not mad© 
immediately explicit by the GFI even to his senior management team* 
Initially he said the expiry date was May 1980 (instead of FSarch 1980) 
so that they would agreed with him to take on the work. Only later 
did they find out the true date* This was characteristic of the GF's 
style and generated much resentment amongst his management 'team*.
"The worst thing is not really knowing why - I am making suppositions 
all the time*" - IE*
"We find out the truth in an outburst*” - A*
But they in turn did not pass on the immediacy of the deadline to the 
shop floor, who interpreted the pressure being put on them to produce 
the nails as Just another instance of management pressure* Only grad­
ually did they become aware of the short time limit* There was also 
aggravation of the situation in that it was the hand skilled workers
who were slowing down the process and not the machine operators
(engineers) - this fed the felt divisionPmentioned before between 
existing groups of workers.
However the real setback occurred later on in the cycle of 
production and seemed to be a combination ofj-
(i) defining the quality standard
(iiO the actual people involved in quality.
The uncertainty generated by the lack of an objective quality standard 
reflected through the different participants in different ways. The 
GFi in his Interfacial position between London HQ and the shop floor 
pretty well abdicated all responsibility; he withdrew and left it to 
others to decide, but was very foreeful and highhanded in the way he 
passed on that responsibility:
"Get this sorted by the time 1 get back on Wednesday or else ..."
The Quality Controller (QC) became overcautious in his response and 
annoyed the workers by continually rejecting the nails and sending them 
back for further polishing: this also annoyed the engineering depart­
ment because it reduced the efficiency of the PE's fixture and only 
allowed c70 nails production per day (rather than the estimated 100).
Other significant points were:- (Quote Appendix 5)
”(i) those who made the policy were not those bho had to carry it
out; however there are ways of facilitating the implementation 
process. In this case the glazer who was to actually do the
polishing could have^been approached for the pilot run; the
polishing foreman could have been involved in an explanation 
of the importance of this particular order.
(ii) As the implementation process became involved with more peopfefe, 
changes in programme shape were almost inevitable. Ideas and 
standards of quality were continually being re-defined by 
different people to suit their own purposes. In re-defining, 
the innovation moves away from being the property of a siggle 
individual or small group to being the property of a substantial
group within the organisation, if not of the entire organis­
ation. Essentially this is e process of communication - a 
process of adjustment, compromise and accommodation of different 
interests.
In this cose, as the SP nail moved into production more 
emphasis could perhaps, have been placed on re-thinking and 
re-defining the quality standard with all those concerned with 
quality. This would have meant re-thinking in terms relevant 
to parts of the organisation which had not yet been involved 
in the original planning: i.e. anticipating Ted's difficulties;
bringing in someone more acceptable to the senior foreman of the 
wheel section (e.g. US) to ensure his co-operation. It also 
points to the importance of feedback in the decision-making 
processes and also to the fact that the decision-making pro­
cesses are not necessarily simple linear progressions but com­
plex interactive patterns•"
In the end, there was a meeting of GM, IE, QC, US, to discuss the re­
laxing of standards more specifically and also a resolution to 'buy' 
more time from London by reducing the amount of time that London had 
allocated themselves for packing and distributing.
My principal role in this innovation situation was again one of 
observer - but tied to this was the role of listener and defuver.
This was recognised by other people in remakks liket- 
wIt would be a good thing if you were there - it would make for a 
calmer atmosphere - more reasonable.” IE.
People were eble to 'blow their top' in front of me and voice their 
fears - PE,QC, Ted, IE - all, interestingly enough, except the 
GH who denied me access to the meeting when he first told management 
about the SP project, saying that he was 'in a funny mood and was 
going to be tight on the others - though they didn't know that yet.'
Later on I used this innovation episode as the substance of a 
report to management in which at their request 1 drew out points about 
the handling of the process. These were the points just mentioned 
(P21-22); I was assuming the role of communicator of ideas about the 
process and identifier of problem areas. At that meeting and in the 
ensuing discussion it was clear that they found the analysis of past 
stitiations useful and that they were hoping to take their learning 
forward into other situations.
"It's useful to go over situations and get things in perspective.” GPl. 
"It's good to oversee the whole project and pick out things to learn 
from to help you next time.” IE.
A new concept of innovation seemed to arise - it was Isolated as an 
actual event in organisational life which could be planned for:- 
"Innovation is a continuous experience for the comppny end for thdiv- 
iduals. You learn to cope with innovations through cumulative responses 
to innovation situations.”
The significance of people in the process and of their own roles in the 
process was realised.
"Ue can do It all, but things still end up in a mess because people 
still havettheir own interpretations. If someone is determined to go 
his own wsyf he will.”
"It's the process that matters; it's different people every time so 
you get different reactions: I'm the only one who is the same each
time, so it'8 what I learn and do that matters.” US.
This last remark was really a break-through in self-awareness for US 
and showed a new use of language and idea
In observing this innovation situation my ideas about the import­
ance of people Involved in the innovation process and their interactions 
as opposed to the technology of the innovation were re-inforced. Once 
more the technical process seemed to be straightforward: the innovation
us8 a minor alteration in process technology * adaptation rather than 
invention! an incremental innovation making better use of existing 
equipment. It should have generated very little uncertainty - and 
in fact did so, but sparked off greater uncertainty in another area. 
This uas not foreseen because initially there urns not an overview of 
the uhole situation: the innovation uas not to do uith quality init­
ially but uith the addition of a neu fixture to an existing machine.
As the project progressed houever the focus shifted and the quality 
standard became the Important issue. Houever there was not a corres­
ponding shift in taking into account all the interests of individuals 
neu to the process. A diagram helps to make this clear.
c n --->
I E ____A
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Decisions about innovations and about hou they are to be implemented 
within the organisation cannot be taken as purely separate entitles 
but must be taken in the context of hou the innovation can become part 
of the organisation. This means taking into account the dependent 
nature of what seems to be a separate isolated event, and would suggest 
an integrative team approach involving relevant personnel at different 
stages. In suggesting this approach it would be importent for members 
to recognise and learn from the behavioural influences on the situation 
- to be able to understand hou and why they themselves behaved end 
what effect this had on others; to look at the nature of the inter­
action and be able to anticipate possible problem areas; to understand 
the different levels of communication end the central role that good 
communication plays in creating a climate of trust.
pe m
technology •  Glczer QC
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The third innovation profile highlights tho dysfunctional effects 
of having several groups of people concerned uith the innovation pro­
cess all operating in their oun individual spheres without much thought 
for the totality of the process. In this case the main stumbling 
block uas in the interface betueen the London R & D department and 
the Sheffield manufacturing unit, but it could equally uell have been 
the interface betueen different departments uithin one company. The 
seme lock of communication and integration can be seen betueen the 
group initially classed as the vinnovation' group, and other groups 
in the rest of the company tt^io at different stages are more concerned 
uith putting the Innovation into operation.
Innovation Profile 3
Rlnos hip-lolnt - adapted product
Mr. Rings (surgeon) required a particular kind of hip-joint - 
one uith the same stem but a different head, neck and collar. The 
total hip prosthesis is a tuo part appliance of a cup and a head on 
a stem, uhich fits into the cup. The Rings' appliances were designed 
for use without cement end this neu addition to the range consisted 
of a femoral component on which uas fixed a High Density Polyethylene 
Head, enabling the prosthesis to be Inserted uithout the use of cement 
while retaining the low friction properties of HOP.
Nr. Rings liaised uith the R & D department in London who produced 
a prototype - one, made by hand, - for the surgeon to look at. He 
liked the look of it so London sent the drawings and prototype to the 
draughtsman at CD Sheffield. He then had to redraw it fto make it poss­
ible to produce it on their existing machinery in the quantities desired. 
UJhen these drawings were resubmitted to the surgeon, he was not as 
pleased with them as uith the 'fancy' ppototype. In the draughtsman's 
words:-
wHe makes an aesthetic judgement; he does not look et it from tho 
engineering/production viewpoint•"
A similar instance occurred uith another neu product, the Gardener 
Kyphosis Distrector. Here the design drawings and prototype sent to 
the Sheffield site from London R & D did not always coincide in spec­
ification. The draughtsman redrew the design drawings, making certain 
assumptions about thread, screw end, thickness etc. The model was 
made according to his drewings end sent back to London with the no* 
drawings. But ho had made incorrect assumptions; the model was no 
good, a lot of time hod been wasted, the draughtsman was in trouble 
end felt resentful because he thought that the fault did not lie with 
him but with the system. He cited examples when the product drawings 
he had sent to London for approval were altered and sent back to 
Sheffield, and yet he himself received no feedback - good or bad; 
he never heard their quisles or saw the alterations made, merely felt 
thot his position was being increasingly undermined.
The Ring's hip joint profile illustrates a very familiar innov­
ation implementation process to the compeny, - in Simon's (1959) 
terms a 'non-programmed' decision making process which has become 
'programmed* through habitual ways of response. However on analysis 
of the process showed habitual mishandling due to a lack of care in 
overseeing projects and trying to learn how to facilitate the next 
occasion in a more efficient way.
Once the product had been satisfactorily designed tho production 
schedule went ahead using the appropriate established processes for 
thot type of product. The hitch in implementation occurred earlier 
in the process, focusing on the link between R & D in London and 
designer/producer in Sheffield. According to tho draughtsman, a 
knowledge of tho machinery, the tooling, tho manufacturing process
g g well as direct contact uith tho chop floor, uas vital. Ho expressed 
this in hio report on Product Design (Ex. 10 overleaf) - tho essen­
tials being that London uas too far removed from engineering end 
production, and thoro uas a need for an integrator* The IE's vieu 
uas that:
"Sheffield ought to be in on the initial design*"
The joining togothor of many little back street industries had result­
ed in on increased volume of work. Tho need now uas to tie up R £ 0 
and production uith possibly an integrated team of designers and 
engineers.
"People who hove to manufacture parts are the furthest removed from 
the ordering situation or the discussion situation. This isn't an 
isolated instance. The chains of information and communication are 
too lon^jy; it doesn't work; there arc too many hitches and person­
alities involved; you hove to piece together uhat information you 
con. Crucial people don't spook directly to each other: things get
out of hand." IE.
This process has demonstrated the alienating effect that uas had 
on one individual and the counter productive inter group conflicts 
that can arise. It can also be looked at from a political angle uhere 
the participants in the process assess their positions in terms of 
influence or power.
For organisational members who were directly affected by the 
change (in this cose most particularly the draughtsman) the coots 
were seen in personal terms and tho benefits in organisational terms.
In other words his position and work were directly affected by the 
innovation but he had least power or influence; he uas easily by­
passed or ignored. Uhile hio suggestions may have hod to havo been 
adopted, it all happened at one remove from him - ho felt himself 
to be helpless.
EX. 10. PRODUCT DESIGN March 19B0
At present it would seem that oot only the Sheffield plant but 
also other sections of the company are in need of some form of re­
organisation with respect to products:- in initial design, product 
function, final design, manufacture, delivery date and any alterations 
needed to aid manufacture or function. A department needs to be aet 
up to improve the present system, which would try and help on hroblems 
being met at present. This department would have to work on problems 
from the beginning, starting uith the initial design.
Initial dealon
The first stage of the initial design could be drawings produced 
at the plant where the manufacture will take place. In order to achieve 
a successful design there should be close discussion with the production 
department - or any other department oe required. This discussion 
should also include any outside source which could help. The person 
responsible should then be able to produce an initial design taking 
into account six main factors:-
- Function - Construction (design) - Materials
- Manufacturing process - Appearance (quality) - Cost
These can be grmpatf iirther lnto:-
(a) Those concerning the customer:
- mechanical loading, climatic and chemical influences, size, 
weight, maintenance, service life, reliability, delivery date, 
quantity required.
(b) Those concerning manufacture:
- design construction end assembly, material - ite condition, 
finish and availability, method of manufacture - Jigs, fixtures,
tools and special machinery, quality - inspection and gauging, cost, 
scrap utilisation, delivery date, quantity required, production schedule
If the intial design is approved, a prototype could then be made 
for approval by tho customer* In the field of products made by this 
company consultation will be needed with the surgeon or hospital re­
quiring the product*
Final Design
After approval, a final design drawing could be completed* From 
this stage drawings could be made for each step of manufacturing - 
this aftfling quality control, the manufacture of Jigs or fixtures needed 
tooling and the operator making the product on his machine*
Manufecture
As the product is produced in batch quantities it will be found 
that some alterations may be needed* Once again the design department 
can check these, change drawings, notify the production department for 
any change to tooling etc: check quality is not affected or function
of the product* Once again the outside help of the customer may be 
needed*
If a system such as this could be set up, I feel it could greatly 
Improve the present manufacturing methods - that is if the system 
was used by everyone in the company. With all Information on products 
at one source the department could be contacted for a quick answer on 
some of the problems being met at the moment - so reducing costs end 
helping with a quick delivery date*
Draughtsman
The innovator (the surgeon in thic cose) on the other hand ooes 
the costs in organisational terms and tho bcnofito in personal terms*
He stands to gain a lot of professional kudos from his innovation*
Ho poi03sso8 bargaining power: ultimately he can decide whether to
withdraw or remain with the company. However, it is in his interefefcs 
to build up a good relationship with one company and see hio Innovation 
idea become a practical reality* This gives the executive Interface 
(in this case the contact in the R & D department) some bargaining 
power also* He sees both coete and benefits in personal terms; - 
the effort to adopt is inevitably his task and he must discover wheWber 
there is a meeting ground where the innovation idea can become a pract­
ical reality through successful implementation*
Because the R & D depafctment wbs not an integral part of the manu­
facturing unit in CD Sheffield, tho some bask of finding e meeting 
ground also fell on the General Manager* In general, his role was an 
intermediary one between site end HQ* Most contacts had to be made 
through him: informal communication betueen other organisational
members at Sheffield and personnel in London was not encouraged even 
though this would have been more expedient on many occasions* This 
system of interaction was seen as tortuous and unsuccessful*
"The GM doesn't like mo to go direct like that - he wonts a full run 
down on everything thot has been said*” IE*
On the other hand the GM was generally mistrusted because he withheld 
information as a means of control and of bolstering his own position* 
"GM has got a thing about privileged information* Thera ore sevorol 
points we don't get informed about and wo should. GM sees us as a 
team, that's w£y it's hard to accept thot we can't bo told thot infor­
mation*" IE*
"GM knows the results he wants from meetings and so brow beats to get 
results* His tactics are to bettor away until you agree or your resign;
he genuinely believes this is consultancy. He will use any means to 
get results - even wrong erguments, incomplete information, side 
issues. It causes mistrust: it's e basic mistake in him,” A.
The temptation to use the some tactics in reverse whenever it 
lies in your power to do so becomes nearly irresistnble. The US used 
the system to his advantage when e message came from London^ asking for 
information on a certain type of machine to be used f?j£ Aneurysm 
Forceps, He gave GM wrong information purely to expose the GMis 
ignorance about machinery on the ehop floor.
These examples describing the general level of mistrust show how 
important it is to build up relationships of trust and credibility 
particularly when dealing with something like innovation which involves 
risk-taking (personal and organisational) and change. In suggesting 
an integrative team approach I presuppose that time will be taken to 
build up the team and its relationships. It would be no good having 
on integrated team unless issues of power, authority, responsibility, 
role, were fully worked through or at least open for examination. This 
points aoein to a personal awareness and an ewcreness of group processes 
and interactions - understanding the behavioural influences and imp­
lications in each situation.
My own learning in observing this innovation process was to recog­
nise more forcibly the importance of direct contact betueen relevant 
people and the building up of relationships of trust so that information 
can be relied upon, Uhere many separate groups of people are involved 
an integrative team to oversee the whole project could be created.
This team would have to spend time building themselves as a team, be­
coming aware of personal motivations onri understanding each other in 
the pressures of their outside jobs.
Alternatively, it could be the responsibility of one person to 
oversee events and to ensure participation and integration. It was
suggested in Chapter II (P Z ° i ) that managers ore facing problems 
of integration which they are grouting less competent to deal with*
This innovation profile has shoutn a distillation of the implementation 
situation into particular needs for co-ordination* communication* 
involvement* motivation etc*
The rolo of integrator would incorporate these skills and also 
the skill of developing them in others through a high (people-orisnt- 
atidn9 in the activities used* The implications of thie will be studied 
more fully in Chapter VII through an analysis of the researcher9a role 
as integrator*
As a postscript* from 1 April* 1980* the draughtsman was offered 
a change of boss - he was still to bo based at Sheffield but working 
directly for the Technical Sorviccs Officer (TSO) in London* specific­
ally ons-
(i) new product design (orthopaedics)
(ii) alteration of old designs*
(All tooling end remedial work was now done by an assistant in the 
Sheffield drawing office*)
This was an attempt to create better links between Sheffield and 
London* but it was unBuxrssful on a number of countss-
(i) Tho TSO uaa not perceived es the right person to liaise with
by people at Sheffield*
"He hos no engineering base: he ie anaware of the pressures of a 
production environments he ie insensitive in his handling of people*" 
IE*
Also he hod no real authority or influence - was meroly another cog 
in the wheel*
(ii) The Draughtsman had been given the impression that his Job 
orea was boing expanded - that he would now be Involved in design 
and fixing quality standards; but he found that nothing had changed 
materially - he still had no real influence*
(ill) Tffio isystem started well with meetings between relevant personnel 
from London end Sheffield to go over new products: the draughtsman
was given a two month schedule* But in three months the impetus hsd 
gone* The TSO was suddenly transferred to another position (no explan­
ation given) and was not replaced*
(iv) Thie left the draughtsman feeling very sore about this off-hand 
treatment of him* He was also upset because he eow his link of commun­
ication and recognition gone* He felt disillusioned with the whole 
set-up: he felt he was back to the ,seme old game of churning out work
for Sheffield with no plan* oversight or recognition!•
The process of initiating and implementing this system gives many 
indications of reasons for its eventual failure* It is symptomatic of 
a ’plug-in* solution; one which seems good in theory but which did not 
actually achieve what was wanted* The need was for a better sense of 
co-operation end communication on product design and it would have 
seemed sensible to link in the Sheffield draughtsman more directly with 
London* However it transpired to be an artificial system with little 
moaning for those concerned because of a lack of time spent initially 
on clarifying peoplo’e expectations* roles* responsibilities* tasks 
or accountability* The system was soon seen as superfluous - a patch 
up job - because it had not boen fully thought out in terms of those 
actually involved* nor hod those people been consulted in any way about 
how they saw the situation*
There was no one obvious ’head* person to go to with on-going or 
emerging queries or suggestions* There was no emphasis on helping the 
people concerned to create a satisfactory working relationship or to
service that relationship through giving time to the oooential work 
of understanding the process of working together*
The recult use o breakdown of the system and disillusionment for 
thooo concerned* An examination of thie uncucceseful implementation 
has implications for the next innovation profile which also concerned 
the cetting up of e eyetem of working together*
Innovation Profile A
The requisition system - process innovation
This eyetem was eot up in November/December 1979 by IE to improve 
the system of requests for new tooling* It was also seen by IE as a 
means of creating a co-operative team out of a group cf individuals to 
ensure a better working together on projects of mutual interest*
"I think 11*8 the only way to work - in a team of people. It was 
obvious that tho people who wore to work for me pulled in their own 
separate ways and there was a lot of ill feeling - no team spirit."
He also hod personal motivation for accomplishing a team set-up:
"Hy time at CD is getting experience of dealing with people - thatfe 
how to get on - it1© what thoy want in interviews now, and I think 
engineers need to be involved in running companies*"
The team was to consist of tho t/orks Engineer (UJE), the Production 
Engineer (PE), Tool room foreman (TRF) end Draughtsman (Dr), and would 
meet, once a month*
Prior to this requisition system, any foreman wanting a particu­
lar piece of tooling went straight to tho tool room with his request* 
The tool room foreman would make his own drawing and then make the part* 
Thie meant theti-
(i) there was no compilation of proper tooling drowingo;
(ii) shop floor workers were not using proper drawings;
(ill) the priority>of work in progress in the tool room was
disrupted;
(iv) the PE, WE end Dr. were uninformed of work in progress end of 
alterations made to existing tooling requirements.
The foremen used this system of going direct to the tool room out of 
habit nnd because they knew the TRF of old. They got things done as 
they wonted and their immediate need was satisfied more quickly. With 
a recent increase in the volume of work however and the beginnings of 
an expanded engineering department (with two new posts - that of IE 
and PE) there was an increasing mis-motch of management needs for 
formal drawings for the record and shop floor requirements for immed­
iate practical workable drawings. There waa a need to clarify working 
systems and people's roles within them.
The requisition system initiated by IE required the individual 
foremen to go direct to either the TRF or PE or Dr. and consult with 
them; they (TRF, PE or DB.) would then pass on the requisition to the 
WE who would place them in an order of priority end order the work to 
be done.
The Process of Implementation
Initially IE concentrated on the task system - setting up the 
paperwork procedures and system of reporting. Then he suggested to WE 
that he and the other three (PE, Dr. and TRF) Qot together regularly to 
discuss any problems that were arising - though there was no restric­
tion on what they talked about. He saw his own position os outside of 
this group of four - more os an overseer of the whole situation. He 
was also conscious that WE hod been in the company long before him, and 
he did not wish to take away his feelings of position and responsibility. 
It was interesting to note that when I talked to WE about these meetings 
he referred to them ass- 
"the meetings I set up."
He also said:-
"We discuss the work we've got on: the main reason is to try and open
TRF up a bit - he tends to be introvert, uorft communicate at all.
He thinks he knows more than the rest of us, but he's got an inflated 
opinion of himself."
This was echoed by PE:-
"he's a bit of a loner: he's good, he knows his Job but he needs
bringing in. He probably regards me and Dr. as superfluous. He's tied 
up making things."
Thie showo an awareness of the importance of good relationships for 
making the system work - focusing not only on task but on process.
At first it was the TRF who resisted the implementation of the 
requisition eyetem. This was understandable in that it seemed to re­
move some of his status in the eyes of other foremen; fileo he was 
used to uorteing on his own and being in charge of hie own work. He 
was ambitious and caw no real need for bringing in new people (such 
as PE) to staff on expanding engineering department. (He had wanted 
the job of PE himself.) He resisted by attempting to (and succeeding 
in) by-passing the system eltogether - in effect ignoring it. Then 
gradually as the monthly meetings came into operation he became moqe 
co-operative; he started to be more open about what was happening in 
the tool room; although he still did not like being told what to do ho 
began to accept it as part of his job in relation to the others.
In January 1980 the GH suddenly announced that he now wanted the 
requisition system to go through him - he would sign all tooling re­
quests. His reasons were never made explicit but IE thought that it 
was as a result of pressure from London to expftain tooling costs. He 
supposed that someone in London had seen an increase in tooling costs 
(because two more people had been set on), and because they (London) 
paid for oil the cost of tooling they wanted to know why.
'^ London do not fully understand the tremendous pay-off that good tool­
ing provides, therefore they put proooure on GH who in turn is keeping 
a tighter rein on tooling. But he doesn't discuss his motives, Just 
announces the change, lie hove no knowledge of the background."
The liit saw it as the GW obtaining more Information for himself, but 
"lie are not considered grown-up enough to be told."
His intervention had a bad effect however on TRF who interpreted it as 
removing further some of his power and status. Hia reaction uass- 
"doesn't he trust me?"
The whole affair was arguably a contributory factor to the TRF leaving 
the company in mid-February 1980. In fact the GM's intervention had a 
disproportionate effect which could have boen foreseeable. He only 
wanted 'to be seen to be keeping an eye on things'.
The care which had been spent on building up a team of workerq 
end ensuring co-operation was lost at one stroke through a basic lack 
of communication and disclosure of motive.
However, in spite of this experience, the IE was still committed 
to the idea of working within an integrated team concept and he saw an 
increasing need for this kind of organisation for new product develop­
ment (NPD). This was becauses-
(i) 'one-offs' were becoming increasingly standard;
(ii) the growing Importance of orthopaedic products and the fact 
that Sheffield would probably become the main (if not only) 
orthopaedic production site;
(ill) he wanted to encapsulate learning from previous instances and 
re-organise Jobs and job descriptions into a proper group to 
deal with NPD.
I liaised with the IE in helping to set up a NPD (group. Formerly
new products had been given to specific foremen to make on existing
tooling. If they found that their tooling was not adequate they hod 
§6fl§ to the tool room to sort it out. In effect their problem was
passed beck along the line to the tool room causing disruption of work 
schedules in the tool room and on the shop floor. The requisition 
system had been an attempt to help alleviate this problem. The aim 
of the NPDG was to iron out tooling problems and technical hitches 
before production* With this in mind tho IE 8nd I developed a basic 
structure for a NPDG and an Alternative Technology Group (ATG). See 
Ex. 11 overleaf.
The emphasis was on a proper means of consultation and partici­
pation for personnel at times relevant to their contribution, plus a 
viewing of the process as on inter-related, inter-dependent whole.
This meant emphasising the importance of consultation and working to­
gether, respecting eech other's contribution, meeting expectations of 
involvement, opening up two-way information flows, giving responsib­
ility and accountability to different people at different stages, 
helping people to understand the contextual nature of their task - 
to appreciate other people's roles, end letting one person take respon­
sibility for maintaining an overall view of the project and helping 
the process of integration.
Before each production run there was a meeting to discuss pract­
ical questions, e.g.
(i) how to make the new product;
(ii) was new tooling required?
(iii) the level of tooling required;
(iv) when was the product wanted?
(v) how would it fit into the tool room schedule?
(vi) what quantities were needed in the first instance?
Tasks and responsibilities were discussed and allocated. The relevant 
behavioural concepts underlying a team approach were also developed as 
time went on.
The system was in operation and working well by mid April I960.
CX. 11# NEUi PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT GROUP (NPDG)
IE
t/m orth# 
m/c shop#
tool room 
person £■ 
relevent
1# P.Or#
(product 
drauing)
2# U#E#
(new tooling 
design)
*
3. T.Or# 
(tooling1 
drauing)
manufacture
product
make tools
P.Dr#
Product
Draughtsman
W.E#
Uorke
Engineer
T#Dr.
Tooling
Draughtsman
I*E#
Industrial
Efigineer
- The central core of the NPDG uould remain the same* i#e# the 
Product Draughtsman* Uorks Engineer! Tooling Draughtsman# They uork 
as a team#
- However, at each stage (1*2*3*) a relevant person ie brought in for 
advice and consultation# e#g# 1# — the advice of the foreman* (or 
bfcher machinist) in the orthopaedic machine shop# 2# - a relevant
person in the tool room. 3# - the tool room manufacturer#
- Tooling and product drauing having been prepared production can 
begin in the machine shop#
- Any queries revert to the specific NPDG member#
- IE has general oversight of NPDG.
ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY GROUP (ATG)
I
f/ra ortho* 1#
m/c shop < ?
existing 
tooling ^
tool roam 2#
person <----->
relevant
3.
- Tho samo process applies as for NPDG*
- U.E. & P#E* work closely together on tooling design.
Pr. Dr.
(product drawing) 
new or existing
\ X.
! manufacture
P.E. product
(Adaptive tooling 
design) y ?
_ * , make toolst. ur.
(tooling drauing)
Pr* Dr. 
Product 
Draughtsman
P.E.
Production
Engineer
T. Dr.
Tooling
Draughtsman
I.E.
Industrial
Engineer
Participants expressed their satisfaction:- 
’’good communication is building up.”
"it’s tho right progression."
"we’re pulling together more?”
"it’s e good uey of communicating so nothing is forgotten or loot."
However it was felt important not to be perceived as a separatist 
isolated group - thereby furthering the cause of differentiation.
The very nature of the system of bring in relevant others from the 
organisation for consultation at specific times of neod helped to re­
duce this threat and to promote the idea that the NPDG was an Integral 
part of the whole organisation* rooted in its tasks and systems and 
people. As a further means of extending its ’open’ nature* the devel­
opment of the NPDG was made the subject of the April Quarterly Report 
to eenior management. This opened up a discussion on the dependent* 
inter-linked nature of innovation* and also the concept of innovation 
being a continuous experience from which participants could learn to 
enable future implementation situations.
A further development from the NPDG was the reviewing of tho 
structure and place of tho Industrial Engineering Department withlnr 
the company* with the aim of clarifying roles* responsibilities and 
the network of communications. (See Appendix 6) In considering a 
draft report needs were expressed for:-
(i) a different name and emphasis for the toolroom - more on the 
experimental/developmental aspect of their work - a reworking 
of the tool room identity;
(ii) summaries of areas of responsibilities for IE* UE* PE;
(iii) details of declared project programmes for separate individuals.
There was aleo a concern to draw in more positively personnel from Pro­
duction Control, Quality Control and particularly the US (in his ambi­
valent position of belonging to both management end shop fAoor). The
concern sprang from a meeting between IE and UE. I wae used as a 
•process* consultant in talking through the ways of including people
- how to reduce threat, how to minimise the risks (what were the 
risks for him), how to phrase requests, how to listen, build, value.
The document produced by IE on a review of tho IE department (Appendix 
6) reflects in port this increased understanding of the importance of 
•process* icsuss as opposed to fcontent* issues:- how to do it has 
become as important os what to do.
Ply role changed throughout these phases in Atructurol innovation
- requisition system — NPDG - IE deportment. I begen as observer/ 
reflector end then moved to a more participative position liaising with 
IE in helping to set up a NPDG. I was used here aa someone who .could 
talk through ideas, help communicate those ideas, identify possible 
problem areas, formulate and enable structures, involve people and 
enable feedback. Hy main role seemed to be that of communicfcbor with 
increasing influence over how people managed the process of implement­
ation. In looking at the review of the IE department my chief role 
was one of integrator, with again the emphasis being on how to achieve 
integration. This was tied in very forcibly with my own learning from 
these situations on the increasing need for integration and for one 
person to assume responsibility for ensuring good communications and 
oversight of the whole project* I was alao made aware of the need for 
on-going surveillance and a eonstant care for •process* issues. These 
issues were not the prerogative of any one individual but became inc­
reasingly a group concern with each member responsible and able to play 
their part end to develop these skills os time went on.
Summary
The four innovation profiles servo to reflect five increasingly 
important •mainline* issues in the process of implementing innovations.
These are:-
(i) implementing technological innovations is a human process;
(ii) implementing innovations is e continuous experiences
(iii) the process of implementation necessitates e holistic overview 
and a recognition of its interrelated interdependent nature;
(iv) implementing innovations requires the application of skills of
integration:
(v) implementing innovations implies learning of new organisational
behaviour.
Those five issues form the basis of tho findings on implementing
innovations which are detailed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER VI
rindloos on Implementing Innovations
introduction
When looking at the process of implementing innovations it became 
apparent that there was a clear framework of 'mainline* issues binding 
each implementation situation into a whole and also providing a common 
linking thread between different implementation situations. These 
ware summarised at the end of Chapter V and for clarity are reproduced 
here
(i) implementing technological innovations is a human process;
(ii) implementing innovations is e continuous experience:
(ill) tho process of implementation necessitates a holistic overview
and a recognition of its interrelated interdependent nature;
(iv) implementing innovations requires the application of skills of
Integrations
(v) implementing innovations implies learning of new organisational
behaviour.
This chapter examines each statement in turn*
Issue One
Implementing technological innovations is a human process
In reviewing the literature relevant to innovation it was noted 
how many writers made passing reference to the importance of human 
(often exclusively managerial) attitudes in influencing the innovation 
situation but yet how little was known in any depth of the real part 
this factor had to play in the process* Much emphasis was placed on 
technology per se end the hard economic criteria associated with it 
and little on the actual process of introducing end implementing tech­
nological innovation and change*
A major misconception about technological innovation is that those 
words - *technological innovation' - imply a concentration on tech­
nology* In fact the actual technology ie usually the simplest part of 
the implementation process* More important was the finding that techno­
logy primarily determines who the people in the process ere to be*
Individuals end groups of individuals enter and leave the process 
of implementation at different times relevant to their skills, expertise 
and knowledge* The process of implementation is a progression of 
different actors involved in increasing or diminishing interaction at 
different stages and levels, so the importance of individuals or groups 
and their ability to advance or retard the process becomes paramount*
At the beginning of the research programme it was thought that the 
type of innovation studied would have an Important bearing on the imple­
mentation process* This was because of technical characteristics 
(following Hayward & Allen 1976) such as relative advantage, compati* 
bility, complexity, divisibility, communicability etc* The mistake was 
in assuming that these attributes related to the technology of the 
innovation, whereas in fact they relate more to the people in the 
process* Characteristics such as 'relative advantage' assume different
meanings for different people: the product champion may perceive great
advantages whereas the shop floor worker may perceive negligible 
advantages because it puts his job in jeopardy* This was borne out in 
looking at the introduction of route cards where an improved flow of 
work was interpreted as the first signs of a shortooe of work by the 
shop floor, in spite of the fact that managers had introduced route 
cards to cope with an Increasing work load*
Other characteristics as well can be perceived and interpreted in 
different ways: 'compatability' becomes 'how radical an innovation is
it - or is it incremental?' - and to a large extent this depends on 
an individual's position within the firm and whether he ie personally 
affected* A minor change in quality to facilitate the implementation 
process was seen as slight from an outside position, but assumed greater 
magnitude in the eyes (and feelings) of the worker actually responsible 
in the Smith-Petersen profile* 'Complexity' becomes 'how much uncert­
ainty does this generate?' and so on*
The first seeds of the paramount Importance of how the process was 
handled as opposed to what the innovation consisted of were sown in my 
mind during the observation of the first Innovation profile - the 
introduction of route cards*
At this stage I had developed a tentative model of the implement­
ation process from an existing model (see Ex* 12 overleaf) of Collier's 
X974*). Innovations were classified by tho degree to which they departed 
from the fnresent operations of the company through three variables - 
product, technology and market* Seven categories were defined: (7a
was linked to 7 where new technology was seen as structural rather than 
technical - as in the route cards*) Each category was tied in with 
a suitable structural change to formally represent the relevant people 
concerned with the innovation and a suggested decision-making mode to 
facilitate the on-going implementation process*
EX. 12* (First) Model of the Innovation Implementation Process
Classification of Innovations by the degree to which they depart from 
the present operations of the established company: tying thie in with
suggested appropriate organisational mechanisms to facilitate innov­
ation process* and the 0/m - diffusion process*
Group Deoree of I
7
7 a
P t ID
p t m
p t PI 
Ptfl
P T m
PTfl 
p T tn 
p S is
SuQoested 
Pro* chanoe
existing org*
new eng* proj* 
team
new sales team 
new prod*
9P
sales 
*• MF
new prod 
9P y  eng «• mf
new ventooe 
company
new eng* proj* 
team
new mgt* team
d/m process
traditional
n
traditional
M
P/C
P/C
P/C
p «= present product 
t * present technology 
m * present market
P *» new product 
T «* new technology 
M » now market
5 « new technology is structural rather than technical
Decision making spectrum:
a n c p
Authorative: Marketed: Consultative: Participative
The model arose out of the evident need to see the implementation 
process es a whole* This had been graphically displayed in the intro­
duction of route cards which had represented a lot of different happen­
ings which had not been linked together as psrt of the seme process*
This had resulted in a lack of formal recognition of different work 
patterns, different responsibilities, different communication and 
reporting channels* There was no sense of re-arranging groups of people 
to work together on the one project - no overall 'team' concept - 
resulting in a situation of divided loyalties and unclear purpose*
As a model it lacks sophistication and depth* It was found that 
categories of innovation cannot so easily be defined - nothing was 
entirely 'new* or using 'new* processes - there were adaptations and 
a blurring of the edges* Neither could the model be 'forced* onto 
innovation situations: innovations and people connected with innov­
ations could not bo squeezed into shape and then left: it was too
prescriptive and inflexible* Another piece of learning was that the 
existence of a pattern does not necessarily prc-suppose effective app­
lication*
But in spite of these weaknesses the model has some value in its 
emphasis on tho totality of the process and the need for 8 broad overall 
view* For instance in its application to the Smith-Peteraen profile 
tho implementation process would seem to fall into category 7 demand­
ing a new engineering project team and a participative consultative 
approach. The Rings' Hip Doint profile falls into category 5 suggesting 
a link up in a new production group involving both engineers end manu­
facturers in a participative way* A lock of co-operation between these 
two groups resulted in large part in the breakdown of thie implementation 
process*
Also, within this total overview, the model allows for different 
components of the process - the innovation, the necessary structural
changes to Implement the innovation and the manner in which the process 
could be facilitated - and recognises the need to plan for innovation 
implementation* It also suggests that innovation can be seen as a 
recurring phenomenon which can be increasingly competently handled* for 
these reasons the model still has relevance for understanding the elements 
that make up the implementation process, but as research progressed it 
become largely redundant* It was found that a classification of innov­
ation was not as important as first assumed, but rather it was the 
interaction of the people involved in the process that wascf prime imp­
ortance almost regardless of the type of innovation being implemented* 
Thinking about the model and attempting to apply it in implement­
ation situations resulted in an awareness that an assessment of techno­
logy really meant an assessment of the people to be involved, with 
careful planning for new groupings, work patterns and demarcation of 
responsibilities vie effective communication links that were seen to 
work* This meant on-going 'servicing1 of the process and the people in 
the process - their relationships and the local structures of decision* 
making and communication - with on emphasis on collaboration and integ­
ration within the context of innovation* A logical development of thie 
was to ensure feedback and learning via final and on-going review meet­
ings to assist in future innovation situations*
The learning drawn out of considering the application of the model 
can be seen in the establishing of the NPDG* Here participants were 
already aware of the importance of good relationships for making the 
system work by focusing not only on task but also on process (see the 
Innovation Profile 4)*
The aim of the NPDG was to iron out tooling problems and technical 
hitches before production runs* The basic ©trflcture drawn up by IE and 
myself illustrates the shift in emphasis from the major 'hard' variables 
concentrated on in the first implementation model to a focusing on the
'how* of tho process and a clarifying of the different roles and re­
lationships within this framework* (See Ex* 11)* I quote from Chapter 
V, P 13*3
"The emphasis was on a proper means of consultation and the participation 
for personnel at times relevant to their contribution, plus a viewing of 
the process as an inter-related, inter-dependent whole* This meant 
emphasising the importance of consultation and working together, respect­
ing each other#* contribution, meeting expectations of Involvement, 
opening up two-way Information flows, giving responsibility and account­
ability to different people at different stages, helping people to 
understand the contextual nature of their task - to appreciate other 
people's roles, and letting one person take responsibility for maintain­
ing an overall view of the project and helping the process of integration* 
The overriding emphasis on understanding the process brings with it 
all the issues involved where people are involved - political msnoe- 
uvrlngs, conflicting goals of individuals and groups, power struggles, 
personal risk and investment, differing perceptions, issues of trust and 
co-operation, involvement, adjustment, communication* All these have 
been amply illustrated in the Innovation Profiles - but again it is 
not providing solutions to these problems that is warranted, more an 
identification of these 'people' issues as typical ingredients of the 
implementation situation - and a recognition that the process of tech­
nological Innovation and implementation Is a human process and has to 
be planned for and overseen as such*
Issue Two
Implementing Innovations is a continuous experience
In my search for a auitablo company to work with I hod of necessity 
to have eomo image in my mind of what innovation consisted* I had
formulated a general statement that innovation consisted of anything 
that was 'new' to the company concerned - whether it waa an entirely 
new generation of an idea (invented) or an incorporation into the 
company of someone else'e ides (adopted)* The process of making the 
idea a practical reality within the firm was implementation*
In exploring the concept of innovation with potential collaborating 
organisations I found that managers tended to concentrate exclusively 
on what I would term 'macro' innovations - very large scale projects 
such as total computerisation or the application of micro processors*
At first I thought this was mainly to Impress: after all innov" 
ation is still equated with 'a good thing’ in many; minds, with corres­
ponding associations of 'forward', 'progressive','dynamic', 'leader', 
'break-through'* Often it transpired that these areas of innovation 
were hazy Ideals of future years, to be attempted 'when we have the 
capital'*
My own earlier conception of innovation was rather more mundane*
I recognised large scale Innovations as being composed of much smaller 
areas of innovation and change* As said before, the encompassing term 
'innovation* could be likened to the skin of an onion* Contained 
within it ere many other layers of innovation which may be closely knit 
and interlinkad,Ubut which can profitably be peeled back and examined 
in their own right; and in doing so a greater understanding and facili­
tation of the complex whole is possible*
Thie was gradually borne out as research progressed - however 
initially I had to start there the company was* My first area of inno­
vation was via the feasibility study concerned with the application of 
micro-electronics for Improved productivity* On the completion of the 
study it was decided not to invest immediately in micro-electronic 
additions to machinery, but to reserve Judgement, meanwhile improving
existing machinery through the more traditional methods of new ji£s 
and fixtures* This then, in the eyes of management, removed this area 
out of the compartment labelled 'innovation*•
At the first Quarterly Meeting in January 1980 three other main 
areas of innovation were agreed upon - again all rather 'macro* in 
character*
(i) a data control system for planning production;
(ii) the relocation of machinery and plant space;
(iii) the development of a forge on site;
(interestingly, two years later only a small part of (i) and (ii) has 
been achieved*)
It was agreed that I should lidse with the project officers directly 
responsible for each innovation area* My interest in focusing on smaller 
scale innovations - the 'nuts and bolts* innovations at shop floor 
level - was dismissed; they 'were not deemed suitable for study as 
they were really outside of Sheffield control - they were prescribed 
by London* I would be able to collect and catalogue these though, 
through contact with IE and PE*'
In actual fact the first innovation area that opened up was the 
data control system 6or production planning and control necessitating 
liaison with A. As explained before (Chapter V, the introduction 
of route cards was seen as an interim measure - a small preparatory 
step within the hoped for framework of full computerised production 
control - or alternatively a micro innovation within the full macro 
level of innovation*
I studied this as an innovation implementation process in its own 
right and this led the way to considering other micro levels of innov­
ation which had not previously been regarded by management as innovat­
ions* The different concepts of innovation were highlighted and dis­
cussed in the April Quarterly Report (Appendix 4) where the larger
innovation areas were soon to be composed of smaller Incremental 
innovation and change; that in effect everything was interlinked and 
interdependent although it may not always seem so on the surface*
This expansion of ideas and broadening of outlook on innovation 
led to the experience of innovation as a recurring phenomena - eos 
that was an integral port of organisational life* This was in direct 
contrast to the popular belief that innovation was a bne-off* event 
often unpredictable and crisis-ridden*
"Interest iwas also expressed in the 'knock-on* effect of innovation* 
Innovation is a result of pressures from both outside and inside the 
company, but pressures are also created in difforwst departments by 
the innovation or the act of innovating* A request was made for me to 
explore further the separation/dependency issue*1' (Quote Duly Quarterly 
Report* Appendix S)
One of the reasons the IE gave for wanting to set up a NPDG was
that:
"one-offs are becoming increasingly standard*"
This represented an advance on the previously held views by other manage­
ment members thetj-
"I run innovation by reacting to happenings as they happen: as they go
'crunch'* It all depends on how quickly you con react to things*" 
end:-
"The pressure builds up - bang - you have to do something*"
Innovation implementation here seems to be connected with thoughts of 
crisis, things going wrong and adapting bo reacting to them* But can 
innovation implementation ever be a totally planned controlled affair?"
In fact innovation situations con be regarded as specific instances 
of the management fif change, and in allowing this, predictability 
becomes a nonsense, in the sense that anything predictable is so because
of ito fixed unchanging nature* In innovation implementation situations 
where people are on essential part of the process then the very nature
of the gome is change and flexibility, adaptation and development*
/
Innovation implementation is not something that cen be pinned down end 
dealt with in a prescriptive fashion with a pre-determined pattern or
isolution*
Patterns have value however in helping to identify the innovation 
situation and the people involved as an area of potential change: what
is then needed is an understanding of the human processes that lie 
behind change and skills in enabling that change to take place* This 
was made evident to me through attempts to apply the implementation 
model (Ex* 12)* The existence of the model was useful In encapsulating 
the different elements that made up the implementation process but ups 
not useful in enabling the process - (lending some Justification to 
managers* rather sceptical views about the value of models)* The static 
pattern had to be actively Interpreted, and that necessitated skills of 
understanding and communication*
"Ue can do it all, but things still end up in a mess because people 
still have their own interpretations*” was one manager's view*
However the fact that innovation was beginning to be recognised 
as a continoouo experience within the life of the firm meant that 
people could learn to cope with the implementation process through 
cumulative responses to innovation situations*
The analogy of the Russian doll was used earlier to illustrate 
this - where within each innovation implementation proce&B lies the 
kernel of another implementation process which ie always present and 
Influential in the thinking and acting of those taking part* Conversely 
any learning from one implementation process con be consciously taken 
forward to illuminate the implementation process of another innovation, 
even though technically it may be unrelated to the previous instance*
Success in managing the innovation process requires accompanying 
planned organisation change - or at least tho ability to recognise 
chsnge and learn from it*
Issue Three
The process of Implementation necessitates a balletic overview end 
e recognition of its interrelated interdependent nature*
In seeing the innovation implementation process as a continuous 
experience of organisation life, it is also essential to be able to see 
the whole episode as a separate entity with a beginning end an end 
(albeit with blurred edges) and so to be able to set it in context*
This is important for developing en awareness of the dependent nature 
of innovation - dependent in the sense that it does not occur in 
isolation - and also a sense of completion - that innovation imple­
mentation is related to a 'real* outcome*
Innovation implementation is a process involving high levels of 
co-operative activity at different levels and stages; as said before 
the technology of the innovation will determine who is involved in the 
process and when* for people to work effectively together in a process 
of change it is essential that they understand the total context of the 
situation and are able to see their contribution in terms of the whole; 
in Innovation implementation situations that means especially being eble 
to relate their creative contribution to a real outcome* This would 
entail a more global view of the organisation and the specific innov­
ation project within the organisation*
An inherent weakness revealed in the Smith Petersen innovation 
situation was the lock of oversight of the whole situation* Initially 
the innovation was to do with a minor alteration in process technology
- the eddition of e new fixture to en existing machine; however as
)the project progressed the focus shifted, and determining the quality 
standard become the important issue* This necessitated a corresponding 
shift in the personnel involved and disclosed a failure on the part of 
management to understand the priorities of others, and the pressures 
they suddenly felt subjected to - in this case the limelight switched 
suddenly from PE to the glazer* He (the glazer) only gradually became 
8ware of the centrality of his role and by then it was almost too late 
for him to cope effectively with the change* Basically the problem 
was concerned with e mismatch of expectation evinced os demanding too 
much or the wrong thing from each other* I highlighted these issues 
in the Duly Quarterly Report to management (Appendix 5, PS') pointing 
out the importance of a greater oversight of the whole project and a 
taking into account of all the relevant people* Other divisive 
elements were noted as:-
(i) policy makers were not the practical implementors in the 
situation, (but still had an important role in enabling the 
process through a concern for the people involved);
(ii) the uncertainty generated through partial knowledge due to a 
lack of briefing on the whole project (particularly with ref­
erence to the urgency of the delivery deadline);
(ill) the inflexibility of the process in not allowing for compro­
mise and the accommodation of different interests;
(iv) the lack of anticipation of potential problem areas - e*g*
quality*
This might seem to indicate a more participative approach to 
managing the implementation process with a clarifying of goals end 
objectives, a more effective climate of communication and a valueing 
of different roles end contributions* Participation ftas a part to 
play in reducing resistance to planned change but should not only be
seen in the negative light of eliminating dis-incentiveas just aa 
important ie the search to find positive incentives for those involved
- end this again emphasises the importance of viewing the situation 
as a whole*
This was evidenced by the way IE set up the requisition system 
for netii tooling* He was concerned to improve the system and to create 
a co-operative team out of a group of individuals to ensure better 
working together on projects of mutual interest* He sou his own posit­
ion as outside of this team - more as an overseer of the whole situa­
tion - end was also sensitive to the needs of the WE in retaining a 
position of responsibility* So the WE was the designated 'teem leader' 
if not verbally then by common consent - it was in his interests to 
make the system work end to search for incentives for the other parti­
cipants to work as members of the team* The TRF was the one dissenting 
member in that he saw personal loss of status in being a team member*
As time went on however he sou his Job expanding and his area of influence 
increasing through the way in which WE encouraged his participation in 
the monthly^ meetings* His incentive for remaining an active team member 
became increased feelings of responsibility and trust* When this was 
destroyed by the Gfi'sintervention he saw no reason to continue and left*
This experience influenced the establishing of the NPDG: not only
was there an emphasis on participation, involving relevant people in a 
participative manner with a proper means of consultation and feedback, 
but also there was an emphasis on creating on integrated team approach* 
This represented a development from participation in that people were 
not only actively involved but could also view the process as a whole
- could see where their contribution fitted in with others' contribu­
tions - could understand this in relation to the whole project and 
could relate that whole to the organisational context*
The dysfunctional effects of having several groups of people all 
participating in the innovation implementation process without a regard 
for the totality of the whole or how it was to be grafted onto the 
on-going function of the organisation was illustrated in the case of the 
Rings* Hip Joint* The importance of grafting the Innovative group onto 
the existing organisation is fundamental for implementation, both present 
and future* An integrated team which was perceived byafchers as seperist 
or an isolated elite would be furthering the cause of differentiation 
rather than facilitating implementation* The implementation model 
focused on the totality of the innovation process and its contextual 
nature but it was also mentioned that a recognition of these elements 
did not necessarily enable application* We are back to the old divide 
between idea and practice - between what is essentielly *out there* 
and what is *in here* and relevant to me and my organisation* The con­
cepts embodied in models need interpreting and applying, end this brings 
me on to tho next key element in the process of innovation implementation, 
thBt of integration*
Issue Four
Implementing Innovation requires the applicat5.on of skills of integration
It has been noted that although innovation implraentntion can be seen 
as a continuous experience within the life of the organisation yet it is 
composed of highly discontinuous elements - different combinations of 
people needing to co-operate at different times and places in differing 
degress of relationship - different contributions and responsibilities 
involving a change from normal work patterns - perhaps different con­
trol and communication networks - a turning upside down of everyday 
routine Involving risk end uncertainty*
The innovation implementation situation takes place over eome 
time and clearly depends upon a range of contingencies - organis­
ational, aocio/technical, human - such that any one 'solution1 would 
be impracticable and severely limited* All sorts of recommendations 
can be found to work in one particular isolated instance but cannot 
readily be repeateds there is no blueprint because, by definition, 
there is no identical repeat of an innovation situation*
The transcending force that seemed to arise out of disparate 
innovation situations, however, was that of integration - but integ­
ration based on individuals' perceptions and understanding both of 
themselves and others*
Structural devices, such as the creation of a new unit to deal 
specifically with innovation, or processual devices, such as temporary 
project teams or cross-functional committees - con be devised to aid 
the process d f planning end co-operation so necessary for innovation 
implementation, but do not of themselves constitute integration* As 
said before* the existence of a cohesive pattern does not automatically 
ensure integration - integration implies understanding and communic­
ation - the pattern needs to be actively interpreted*
This was graphically illustrated in the Rings' Hip Joint profile* 
Dissatisfaction had bean voiced for a long time over the difficulty of 
working on innovative product design when there were so many groups of 
people concerned with the process all operating mere or less independent­
ly with no thought for the whole process* An attempt was mode to provide 
for better communication and integration between London (responsible for 
R & D) and Sheffield (the manufacturing unit) bys-
(i) Structurally changing the draughtsman's Job so that ho was
pieced in a different line of accountability: he was still to
be based at Sheffield but working and reporting directly to the 
Technical Services Officer in London*
(ii) Having planning meetings involving the draughtsman (with 
his on-site knowledge of machinery) in initial design.
The initiation and implementation of the system however gives many 
indications of its eventual failure. First of all it was a solution 
devised and instigated by London and bestowed upon the Sheffield unit* 
in spite of the fact that most (if not all) the dissatisfaction had 
been voiced at the Sheffield site* i.e. they (Sheffield) owned the 
problem and someone else (London) 'sent* the solution. There was no 
consultation or provision for a two-way flow of ideas. It was also 
typical of a structural solution that seemed good in theory but because 
of a lack of care for putting the theory into practice failed to achieve 
what was wanted end in its failure left people feeling worse off than 
before.
The fault lay in thinking that the existence of an integrative 
device ensured integration# There was no sense of nurtuiring the system 
through the people involved to provide for present and changing needs: 
there was no emphasis on helping the people involved to create an on­
going flexible system that continued to achieve personal end organisat­
ional goals.
Structures can only change effectively where there is a corresp­
onding change in attitude of all those involved. This was seen in the 
setting up of the NPDG - again a structural innovation to aid integ­
ration in the process of technological innovation. As much attention 
was paid to the 'process' issue of working together - roles* expect­
ations, communication, feedback etc. - as to the 'content* issues of 
tasks end responsibilities. The system worked well and participants 
expressed their satisfaction with it. Another concern was to see that 
the group, though integrated in itself, was not hindering the process 
of implementation by being separatist and non-integrated in its wider
organisational context, - but that other people were informed and 
consulted about the process at relevant times - and that it was seen 
to be a normal functioning part of the whole organisation. A danger 
is that integrative devices are seen to be divisive in themselves 
thereby creating e ’them and us* attitude. The;key element seems to 
lie in how application of any integrative device is carried out: thie
presupposes the questions - ’what are the skills of integration need­
ed and who should apply them?*
Because the skills of the integrator are discussed more fully in 
Chapter VII through an examination of the researcher's role I shall 
only touch briefly on them here. U/hen I entered the company to research 
innovation implementation situations a very evident constraining factor 
on the process of implementation was a lack of overall purpose end 
direction evinced by different groups and individuals pursuing their 
own ends without regard for any common objective. The common objective 
should have been to get the innovation into operation - to move the 
idea through to reality, - but conflicting loyalties, personal moti­
vations, misunderstandings, confusion of tasks, all got in the way.
There was a need to see the project as o whole, to plan a sequence of 
events, to tap the right resources at the right times and to ensure 
co-operation, to make sure that everyone knew what the project was and 
to see it through to the end.
Being an outsider I was able to see these issues more clearly 
within the total context, and having no personal invested interest was 
able to help people see that wholeness themselves and their interactions 
as part of it. I took on the role of communicator/integrator end became 
involved in innovation implementation processes even although I hod no 
technological contribution to make. The skills involved were mainly 
those concerned with good communication, such that any 'process^ consult­
ant would promote:-
- establishing a working relationship of trust and openness;
- providing a good communications network of information and feedback 
(more direct contact, fewer links in the chain, two way interaction);
- emphasising the importance of listening - giving recognition to 
the importance of perceptions and feeling;
- helping to identify underlying motivations and reasons for actions;
- establishing a sense of credibility and neutrality.
As research progressed these skills were no longer seen as belong­
ing to one outside person but were developed and extended to people 
within the process. (This was at my initiative to begin with, as it was 
always part of my intention to leave behind at the end of my research 
time, participants who were capable of managing their own process.) It 
became legitimate and valid to recognise 'process' Iseubs es being of 
as much importance as 'content' issues: i.e. how a situation was hand­
led had as far reaching consequences as what it was all about.
Where different people usre involved on a project en integrative 
team concept was evolved where it was part of their business to sppod 
time building themselves as a team and using the skills of integration 
themselves (see NPDG). These skills were not seen to belong os of any 
right to any one set of people but more an essential area of learning 
for anyone concerned with the innovation implementation process. The 
skills also had to be directed outwards to the process of communicating 
end promoting the innovation in other parte of the organisation not 
directly involved (the steps of redefining and interconnecting.) The 
process of learning these skills forms the substance of the next section.
Issue Five
Implementing innovations implies learning of new organisational 
behaviour
Thors are two aspects to this statement
(i) how do people learn?
(ii) what new organisational behaviour needs to be learnt?
In suggesting an integrative team approach it becomes apparent that 
part of being a team member is recognising and learning from the be­
havioural influences on the situation; being able to understand how 
and why they themselves behave end what effect this has on others; to 
look at the nature of the inteofeCtion and be able to anticipate possible 
problem areas; to understand the different levels of communication and 
the central role that good communication ploys in creating a climate of 
trust.
This is uh8t is meant by 'implementing innovation implies learning 
of new organisational behaviour'; the new behaviour is new ways of re­
lating end communicating, and understanding underlying reasons for 
actions.
This is made more explicit by looking at the implementation situ­
ations studied and seeing what was learnt by participants in the pqocess.
Firstly there were the obvious practical points which were extended 
knowledge about innovation implementation such es:-
(i) new concepts of innovation, where macro levels of innovation are
seen to be composed of equally important smaller incremental 
innovations;
(ii) the value of reviewing and evaluating the complete innovation
process;
(iii) the dependent Contextual nature of innovation implementation;
(iv) the pressures to innovate and the pressures that innovation
itself creates;
(v) anticipating and planning for innovation;
(vi) the continuous nature of innovation and the implications this 
has for future innovation situations -
end so on#
The second area of learning was loos tangible and more to do with 
understanding the process# Points such as:-
(i) innovation implies change which can be anticipated and planned
for, but os more and different people are included a process of adjust­
ment and compromise begins: cf Smith Petersen profile.
(ii) change assumes different proportions for different people -
it is necessary to get beneath surface transactions to understand what 
effect change, in this case innovatory change, is having, and the con­
sequences for the success of implementation. A good example here is 
the way a minor change in the, introduction of route cards was seen by 
management as making shop floor work easier, but which was perceived os 
threatening by the foremen#
(iii) Structural innovation, which often goes hand in hand with tech- 
ncfbgical innovation, can only be effective if attitudes change# Again 
the route card innovation illustrates this, where meetings were set up 
to ostensibly permit an open discussion about the introduction of route 
cords, but where in fact there was little two way interaction or feed­
back because management did not really expect or want this# The struct­
ure for feedback was there but not activated because of a Ib cU of 
parallel change in attituriB#
(iv) Integrative procedures and devices do not of themselves create 
integration: they have to be implemented with understanding and skill
- and these integrative skills can bo learnt by anyone taking part in 
the process: they are specialist skills but not exclusive to any one
person or grapp#
(v) learning these skills is on on-going committment which spills 
over into oil aspects of organisational life#
People learn through experiencing; in the sphere of human relat­
ions this means receiving feedback from other people on how they per­
ceive you and your actions# The more you understand about yourself 
the more you are likely to understand about other people# Going back 
to questions of an epistemological nature* an expansion of inner know­
ledge leads to a similar opening out of outer knowledge# The skills of 
integration* and all process skills, operate within this human relations 
field.
The sequence of learning during the research programme started 
gradually, beginning with content issues - relating theory to practice 
(as with the application of Greiner's (1967) views on Group Problem 
Solving in the introduction of route cards#)
Then the Quarterly Report meetings provided not only for exploring 
content issues (such as different concepts of innovation) but also for 
'safe' confrontation between managees. Here I operated in a process 
role helping managers to express their feelings and perceptions and 
translating them into more easily accepted general understandings and 
behaviours.
The talks I had with IE on the requisition system resulted in a 
combined setting up of NPDG and the introduction of the concepts behind 
it at the April Quarterly Report meeting# Those were concepts of integ­
ration and learning about relevant behavioural factors - how decisions 
are taken, how problems are solved, how to work in a group ate. In 
setting up the QBDG great emphasis was laid on how we were going about 
it (See Chapter V, Pi33). Initially this was at my instigation, but as 
the group developed members took on process functions themselves, giving 
recognition and weight to the equal and complementary role of the process 
observer in the team.
This seemed to be the key element in facilitating the innovation 
implementation process. Oifferent ways of managing the process ore 
dependent on different contingencies of the situation, but on under­
lying understanding of how the process and the people in the process 
fit together, and on understanding of one's own position within the
process, seems to be the overriding integrating force in managing the
innovation situation; and this also has application for further 
innovation situations.
Summary
The five issues described provide a framework within which to view 
the innovation implementation situation. Although by definition innov­
ation is non repeatable and therefore discontinuous, it does have a 
continuous aspect in the way it can be anticipated and planned for by
focussing on the way the process is to be handled rather than what the
Innovation consists of. Prescribed solutions are not possible because 
of the nature of innovation and the involvement of different people 
at different times; what is possible is on identification of potential 
areas of change and a thinking ahead of who will be involved - their 
contribution to the process and how and where they will fit in. A 
planned sequence of events for the whole process can be anticipated 
ensuring oversight af the whole project. Skills of integration are 
needed to ensure co-operation and communication among disparate groups 
associated with the process. These skills con be learnt and developed 
by those taking part end used to facilitate further innovation situations.
CHAPTER VII
Findlnos on the Researcher's Role of Integrator within 
the Innovation Implementation Process
Introduction
Thic chapter beglno with a brief resume of the changing research 
role (documented more fully in Chapter III) ae a historical background 
providing the antecedents for the role of integrator assumed during 
the innovation implementation process. The integration skills required 
to facilitate the process are distilled through my own interventions in 
this role and through a comparison of the specialist role of integrator 
with other intervenionict end organisational roles. A consideration of 
the;* type of skills, .knowledge and character needed by the integrator 
or innovation consultant os revealed by this research is developed.
This culminates in an understanding of two core activities of 
integration of central importance in facilitating the innovation 
implementation process.
How the concept of Integration evolved
The role of integrator within the innovation implementation pro­
cess was assumed gradually through a combination of increasing involve­
ment in the innovation process and a recognition that, although not 
technically expert, I had skills that could facilitate this process.
It is interesting to document the roles I have performed over 
time together with the influence exerted over time. (See EX. 13 over­
leaf) Of course there are overlaps in the times and categories but in 
the main they seem to follow a progression similar to flahgham's thoughts
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on storting out as the audience and ending up within the play ae an 
actor* As the relationship between myself and the organisation changed 
so my role end level of intervention changed* Increasingly there come 
a feeling of belonging - of being part of the organisation, and a 
parallel progression also occurred - a transference of attention 
from the innovation situation per se to the people in the organisation 
and then to the people in the innovation situation* Amongst those 
people in the innovation situation I had to include myself - I was 
part of the system under study* I became increasingly aware of the 
significant way I was being used os part of the innovation process by 
members of the firm - as on identifier of problems, as communicator, 
integrator and innovator* In this sense I become more fully part of 
the data* I was not merely observing (with all the reactive effects 
implied with this method) but essential to the process*
There seemed to be four progressive stages roughly paralleling the 
four methodological phases; these con be summarised ass-
(i) observer/identifier
(ii) reffectar/communiceijor
(iii) process/integrator
(iv) innovator/learner
Of the four, it was stage three - that of integrator - that assumed 
most significance for the innovation implementation process* The first 
two stages were concerned with opening out the issues of innovation and 
identifying areas of implementation within the firm* The last stage 
was more to do with my own learning for research purposes (although it 
will be referred to again as assuming more importance through develop­
ing integration skills within the implementation team itself*)
The third stage, however, encapsulates these skills of integration 
in a readily available form through ah examination of my own interven­
tions and behaviour* In observing innovation situations one of the most
noticeable features was the conflict existing between unco-ordinated 
groups and individuals - all connected with the implementation pro­
cess in one way or another but all with different motives, aims, 
expectations and loyalties* The overriding nsBd seemed to be that of 
integration, so that people and process became a purposive whole*
The concept of integration emerged gradually as did the concept­
ualisation of the role of integrator* Initially I operated consciously 
within a process role &n creating effective communication networks, 
establishing an atmosphere of openness and trust, recognising and legit­
imising data concerned with feelings and perceptions, surfacing problem 
areas, trying to foster understanding of underlying reasons and motives 
for action etc. The process-oriented behaviour of the innovation con­
sultant has been noted by Buijs (1981) os being the most appropriate 
kind of intervention to aid innovation, particularly in mature organ­
isations*
As I became increasingly involved in innovation implementation 
situations however this process role took on a further dimension of 
consciously trying to integrate end co-ordinate groups of people import­
ant to a particular stage in the process. This was seen in the estab­
lishing of e NPDG where I was-,sought out to advise and assist in building 
up a team to deal with new products and processes. The neutrality of 
the role was important in enabling me to cross departments end enable 
interfacial barriers to be lifted* for instance, the block that was 
evident between the Production Department and the Industrial Engineering 
Department was eroded through helping IE and US co-operate on a re­
structuring of the IE department. This interactive method of designing 
improved strategies helped to provide a smoother more acceptable imp­
lementation process*
Aspects of integration were taken oven further when it was seen 
as important not only to co-ordinate participants in the immediate pro­
cess in hand but also to extend feelings of integration across the 
whole spectrum of those involved. This was to create o total view of 
the situation end fenable them to see the relevance and meaning of their 
particular contribution. It also gave members a more global view of 
the organisation^ aims and helped to increase feelings of involvement 
rather than feelings of isolotion. This was explored particularly in 
the co-research phase with A in thinking and planning for the implement­
ation of computerised production control. The emphasis on anticipated 
pressures end suggested facilitating guidelines for innovation was 
another example of helping to co-ordinate not only technical factors 
but human factors as well, with the stress on active learning from 
working situations*
The Specialist Role of Integrator
Having described how the concept of integration emerged as on 
essential feature of the innovation implementation process I now pro­
pose to examine in more detail the characteristics of the role of 
integrator - what is specific to the role? - what distinquiehes 
it from other organisational roles?
The integrator can be seen os belonging to a brood bend of organ­
isational *interventionists* which would also include people such es 
behavioural scientists, OD consultants, change agents. These roles all 
hove distinctive traits and diffeuent emphases but are all concerned 
generally speaking with organieetions and change (that is within the 
organisational context). It is not within the brief of this thesis to 
dicuos the differences between them individually but it JLs useful to 
compare and contrast them with my role of integrator as revealed in 
this research* This provides one way of trying to assess of what 
exactly the integrator*s role consists.
Planned organisational change is a way of helping organisations
solve problems vie social technology (Dennis 1964)* In the some way 
OD is ebout helping organisations evolve new systems, prodedures and 
methods of opgsnioing work to cope with changing situations through 
the use of a consultant. It is based upon the disciplines of the be­
havioural sciences and emphasises a Joint involvement of consultant 
and client with joint determination and regulotion of the situation 
to establish credibility and acceptance of findings to ell parties. 
Bennis stresses that the consultant and client aro in a •collaborative* 
relationship in order to make a deliberate end systematic application 
of *operable knowledge* to the client’s problems. (Clark 1972)
From this common starting ground springs an immediete area of 
difference between my role of integrator and tho role of an OD con­
sultant. It concerns problem definition and goal setting. Typically 
for tho OD consultant all change efforts foSlow a similar circular 
pattern - diagnosis (what is the problem/whose is it) w data 
gathering - interpretation - decisions on action - implementation
- feedback/evaluation - renewed action. These are joint activities 
between consultant and client with the aim of developing new and 
creative organisational solutions and developing tho organisation's 
own self-renewing capacity* (Boor 1980)
Some of the more commonly used strategies are:-
- teambuilding, whore the need for collaboration and collective 
working has been identified
- creating better awareness of intergroup relationships to reduce 
conflict
- goal setting and planning - systematic goal setting activities 
ore seen os important in building effective organisations.
For me os integrator however the task was one that was less concerned 
with problems ond solutions: the 'problem* was to fccilitete the
innovation implementation process* This required the seme,skills of 
diagnosis, dots gathering, interpretation etc* but oil within e spec­
ific task situation* Initielly this task situation woe futuristic - 
it was not so much e present problem that needed solving es an antici­
pation of the changes thot new technology would make in human terms 
and a parallel anticipation of chonges that could be Implemented to 
facilitote the innovation process: a pre-empting of problems rather
than n remedying of a situation* I discovered that innovation imple­
mentation situations that were handled in a present problem solving 
way had all the counter productive hallmarks of ’crisis' management#
This was seen particularly in the first two innovation implementation 
situations where I was operating mainly in the role of observer* 
Recommendations for future innovation implementation situations could 
be made after a post mortem on why that particular innovation had not 
been effectively implemented, but it was too late for that Innovation*
In effect retrogressive work of that nature only had implications for 
the future* (I also became aware that I, os researcher into innovation 
implementation, gave the impetus for some sort of evaluation of the 
process which previously had not been carried out.) Building up a file 
of cose studies of the innovation implementation process had value only 
if they were seen as part of en on-going series where each study hod 
learning implications for the next situation end a contribution to make 
to the development of competency in handling future innovation implemen­
tation situations* This pointed to a strategy for continuity in change 
rather then disconnected change, booed on a learning cycle for those 
involved.
It might be that the root csuses of unsuccessful impfementat*00 
in perennial problems such es o basic lack of communication which con
be approached on a separate basis similar to that of an OD consultant*
In part this was evidenced by the felt need in my host company for
change end innovation in mays of communicating which were focused on 
in the first Quarterly Report (Appendix 2): witness the rather wry
comment by A:
"It didn't really matter what you wrote in that, report did it? Ue'd 
have ended up talking about this anyway.”
Primarily, however, the concern of the integrator is potential 
problem identification and a drawing out of different ways of consid­
ering the innovation implementation process rather than problem solut­
ion* This may seem n negligable point of difference to moke, but it 
does hove implications for the way an integrator approaches her task 
and this presents a further distinguishing factor.
There is an increasing belief that chenge can be structured, 
co-ordinated end controlled in a systematic and planned way (Rones 1969). 
Consultants called in to facilitate change are often required to imple­
ment pro-determined goals e.g. set up an M80 system. "Package' solutions 
have often emerged from widespread research studios done on a particuler 
problem with the results amalgamated into a general programme for solving 
the problem or achieving a specific objective. The utilisotion of a 
package solution or a particular OD technique should properly be upon 
the findings of specific data in the organisation concerned* In practice 
however packages ere often implemented regardless of the appropriateness 
for that particular situation (Bcnnis 1969).
The contingent nature of the innovation implementation process 
has been noted such that e general theory or set of techniques for imp­
lementation has proved to be impracticable* The very nature of innov­
ation is change - the 'problem* is not a static one to be solved, but 
s dynamic situation requiring constant change and flexibility in 
approach according to tho immediate contingent factors* This is seen 
most readily in the way different people assume different roles and 
relationships according to their individual technical contributions
at different timeo in the process: as integrator I had to be able to
adopt end change my approoch and techniques to accommodate that part­
icular instant and those particular people, involving a continuing 
dynamic interaction* Of course this statement rather simplifies very 
complex patterns of interaction which, on looking back, were fed by 
some feelings of insecurity on my port - in knowing that the organi­
sation could quite well continue operating without me* (cf Child 1977) 
It was obvious to me very soon that the GM considered himself out­
side of any change or innovation situation: his role was that of out­
side director* I recognised my lack of power to involve him directly 
and my aim became, not to change him end what he wanted to do, but 
rather to help him clarify and extend what he thought via e supportive 
questioning role* There was a delicate balance to be achieved between 
colluding and judging. One of my mistakes was in letting this relation­
ship with the GH slide into one of non-involvement with the innovation 
implementation process* He was content to let me work with IE and A 
and I exerted no real pressure to involve him more deeply; he became 
more of a reference figure whom we politely kept informed about what 
was going on* This was short-sighted on ray pert in not anticipating 
changes in personnel, so that when key figures ouch as A and IE left 
there was no-one remaining in a sufficiently influential position to 
continue with the new structures and processes introduced* As these 
new structures (such es NPDG) were informal rather then formal - i.e* 
they crossed the normal bureaucratic boundaries of roles end relation­
ships end were not 'written in* to the formal organisational chart - 
they disappeared in time, leaving no real impact on the organisation* 
This lends credence to the importance of the 'top-men phenomena'; 
arguably, if the Gffi had been involved end committed to these structures 
they would still bo operating*
Goodge (197?) hos warned about the dangers of love/trust assump­
tions which locate organisational problems in the informal organisation 
end so often leave the formal structure and power relations untouched. 
The dichotomy is that values of 'love and trust' are often needed for 
initial acceptance fcnto an organisation but then con seriously restrict 
any further progression and work spertaining to key variables such as 
power and role structures*
Some impact was made however on the GM os evidenced by an inter­
view with him some 12 months after^the mein body of field work had been 
completed. In response to the question:- 
"liihat innovation are you concerned with at the moment?’' 
his reply incorporated a number of concepts which hed not been present 
in my initial interview with him. These were:-
(i) innovation is an on-going situation
(ii) innovation is an integral part of the organisation
(iii) adaptation of products is mainline innovation (although he was
still concerned with innovations at o macro level i.e. computer­
isation)
(iv) changing organisational structures :1s innovation
r
This showed e considerable broadening of his initial understanding of 
innovation end the innovation implementation situation, BUT he also 
showed an immoveable stence in saying:-
(i) communication does not mean innovation
(ii) doing is innovation, not sitting end talking
There was little reference to eny self-learning (in fact I don't believe 
ho thought his understanding of innovation had moved et all) end still 
very much e feeling of 'management-by-crisis' culture.
He referred to integration aa•being a major part of his role and 
described how ho had re-organised tho site into three autonomous units
- surgical instruments, orthopaedics and forge - each headed up by 
a monager responsible for innovation and integration in his unit. When 
pressed further about structures for integration - particularly bet­
ween the three units - these seemed to be lodged in his own persons 
i.e. he was the one person who knew what was going on end could co­
ordinate activities. Unfortunately his idea of integration was rooted 
in a personal power base: he was Interested in integration as e means
of enhancing hiB own position and re-inforcing his own knowledge end not 
as a wider organisational means of helping to facilitate the innovation 
implementation process. The integrator's role ia however very much 
concerned with issues of power, which I will refer to again later.
This leads on to a further understanding of the term 'problem 
solution*. The integrator has to be catalytic rather than direct in 
her approach - helping people to change themselves rather then impos­
ing solutions. This is also true of onging OD work within on organ­
isation where typical objectives ore to increase people's problem 
solving capacities and to generate long term opportunities for personal 
growth of people in organisations. 6 basic common value assumption 
here is that improved competency in interpersonal and intergroup relat­
ionships will result in a more effective organisation. As integrator 
I  shared this value assumption but was caught between long term and 
short terra objectives. My work context was much more task oriented, 
and initially the objectives of increasing people’s problem-solving 
capacities and providing for personal growth and development were not 
ends in themselves but a means to achieving successful innovation imp­
lementation. Generally speaking, it will all depend on the individual 
integrator's inclination and situation in the end, but I would suggest 
that initially the onus of establishing credibility with organisational 
members is dependent on whether the change methods used have any visible 
bearing on the implementation process, i.e. do they achieve on identi-
fiablc influence on the process which can be measured, - in terms 
of increased economies for instance?
This brings us on to the thorny problem of measurement which will 
be discussed moro fully later. For the moment suffice it to say that 
there is increasing consideration of 'economies of co-ordination' as 
being a major means of reducing unit costs rather than 'economies of 
scale*. D'Connel (1968) As Clark (1972) says this impliesz-
nthe existence within enterprises of experts who possess on 
ability to make a precise conceptualisation of the methods of 
co-ordination as currently used, and to decide whether these can 
be improved.”
Slthough I did not attempt to do this, it could be usefully applied 
to the role of integrator within the innovation implementation process 
in both establishing credibility and in justifying her position.
In fact the introduction of route cards was an innovation designed 
to improve methods of cp-ordination in the production process* A major 
failure in the whole implementation process was this lack of any defin­
ite attempt at measuring productivity both before and after the intro­
duction of route cards, (I have already mentioned the integrator's 
role in prociding the impetus for some means of evaluation.) This 
resulted in an inability to assess the validity of the innovation against 
any 'hard* economic criteria, end also led to a dissatisfied feeling of 
incompletion on the shop floor. The whole affair just drifted into 
habitual work patterns (or non-work patterns). There was no feeling 
of achievement or of success in implementing a new worth-while system 
with a tangibly more effective result. In fact success was largely 
recognised as a metter of physically keeping the cards with the batches 
of work - a manifestation oft 
"managers' rights to tell workers what to do" 
in the eyes of the shop floor.
As integrator I was concerned with the 'task* of implementation 
and on important port of the task for the people concerned woo a sense 
of completion with a real outcome - on idea which hbs become reality. 
The integrator is in o position to provide an oversight of the whole 
situation and can aid a sense of completion through briefing relevant 
individuals on the whole project, enabling them to see when and how 
their contribution fits into the whole, end assessing the final position 
at the end of the implementation process when the innovation has become 
part of the routinised operation of the organisation*
The importance of enabling participants to see a real tangible end 
result to innovation implementation is emphasised os a means of making 
innovation and change relevant and meaningful to their situation*
Unfortunately behavioural science practitioners have become assoc­
iated in many people's minds with competence in reducing resistance to 
change* In the area of innovation the focus has often been upon smoo­
thing the introduction of technical ..change - installing new technol­
ogies and practices with the minimum of opposition by first measuring 
and then increasing participation and involvement of organisational 
members in work activities* Many 'before and ofter* studies have been 
compiled with general advice to practitioners on helpful areas to con­
centrate on in order to reduce resistance to change (e.g. Katz and 
Kahn 1966). The little meaningfulness of this kind of data for pract­
ising managers has already been commented on* The integrator is ofl 
course also concerned with reducing resistance to technical chsnge, but 
more than that she is also concerned to provide positive incentives for 
accepting change. It is not possible to assume that work is n 'central 
life interest' for organisational membors (Bennis) and that greater 
involvement in organisational affairs will provide its own reward.
As integrator I had to grapple with the question 'what's in it for 
me? bhy should I co-operate, participate, become more involved? These
questions could not only be answered in organisational terms but had 
to be seen in a personal light. This highlighted a dichotomy that runs 
through other spheres of organisational activity - that between task 
achievement and personal achievement* In part the integrator can 
answer these questions with an emphasis on learning and self-development 
(personal!/achievements which also contribute to task achievements) but 
it would be foolish again to assume that organisational members automat­
ically shared this view of learning providing its own reward*
In a sense as integrator my hands were tied, in that, unlike 
someone in organisational design for instance, I did not question tho 
appropriateness or otherwise of the new technology or practice in a 
total design sense but rather entered the field of play in tho next act* 
The introduction of the innovation had already been decided upon - my 
job was to ensure implementation usually within the organisational frame­
work given* But es Bessant (1978) commented:-
"we have been used to accepting structures as largely 'given* 
frameworks in which we 'muddle through', coping with changes on 
a heuristic basis* This may not be the most effective way of 
organising**1
One of my functions as integrator was to focus upon the human/ 
organisational aspect and to advise on facilitating structures or changes 
in work patterns and relationships relevant to the innovation implement­
ation process - also to represent these factors as a functional 
equivalent to the engineers on the technical side. This was most easily 
seen in the recommendations for the NPDG devised and implemented in con­
junction with IE* It posed problems however in determining how often 
individuals could leave and enter temporary systems without being dis­
advantaged -
"how much uncertainty can a human being cope with?"
(Uonsino 1976)
Again this highlights an eoosntiol paradox in the innovation 
implementation process - that processes and structures of integration 
to facilitate the change process of innovation implementation ore in 
themselves change-full# ;i» port this was tackled by having a permanent 
core group of people in the NPDG with initiative to draw in at approp­
riate times on a one-to-one basis those who could contribute relevant 
skills or knowledge:- in effect trying to harness the resources that 
were there rather than chfbging what was there# I also had to recognise 
the importance of being able to moke local processes work within tho 
existing overall organisational structure - as it was these processes 
that assumed greater significance for the innovation implementation 
process#
It is not within the brief of this thesis to go deep into the 
process/structure debate but Friodlander and Broun (1976) have made a 
distinction that I find useful:
"both process and structure ore concerned with authority 
communication, decision-making, go:al setting and conflict 
resolution# But process implies the implementation of these 
as dynamic behavioural events and interactions, whereas structure 
describes these as on-going sets of durable roles and relationships#" 
For me as integrator this meant a recognition of both tho overall more 
static structure of the organisation and also the local permanent end 
non-permanent processes of interaction - and specifically those created 
to facilitate innovation implementation. (This poses strange questions 
such as: 'lihen does o permanent local process assume the characteristics
of structure?1 Perhaps the two can not be divided, or it is not essen­
tial to do so#) However, my role was to hBlp overcome overall structural 
barriers (e#g# statutory roles, status, hierarchical positions, power and 
influence) to local processes of interaction designed to aid innovotion 
implementation#
The nim was to bo both analytical and creative in approach 
possibly involving an interdisciplinary design*
Of importance here is Gregory’s (1978) notion of a ’contingent 
decision sequence’ which relates to the development of individual 
strategies for changing and uncertain situations with a corresponding 
need to develop sophisticated strategies for problem solving and 
decision making* The trick here was not to be committed to one stance 
or definition but to be able to adapt and change. I adopted a stance 
similar to that of ’creative problem solver’. Innovations contain 
aony of the characteristics of ’open’ problems e.g*
- boundaries may change during problem solving
- the process involves the introduction of novel ideas
- there is no one correct solution 
(Rickards 1974)
These necessitate characteristics of creative thinking, risk-taking 
and willingness to consider new ideas on the part of the integrator. 
Techniques to aid creative problem solving include non-rational elements 
such as brainstorming, wildest idea, non logical stimuli etc., and 
legitimise data such as feelings, impressions, perceptions, As integ­
rator I recognised the value of this kind of data in aiding diagnosis 
of integration needs end its potential influence in implementing change* 
The main difference between the role of creative problem solver and my 
role of integrator, was that of necessity, I was part of the process or 
’problem1 under considerations my activities in facilitating the imp­
lementation process were an essential port of this process, whereas 
creative problem solving does not nocessarily actively include the 
person of the problem solver in the implementation of an idea.
However, in spite of this involvement in the innovation situation 
the nabtral role of the integrator is of vital importance. I had to be 
able to collect data from all sources and be free to come and go in all
areas - accepted with e high level of trust by oil concerned* But 
this relationship of trust did not Just ’happen* - it had to be 
worked at and maintained* I was aware that if I had been seen to be 
grinding e particular axe I would have lost credibility! there was 
a delicate balance to be achieved between neutrality and involvement*
Nevertheless I found it hard to maintain sufficient rapport with 
the many different sections of people in the company without maintain­
ing a very heavy time committment* This was aggravated over time os 
I worked more with A and IE than with the shop floor for instance* A 
set-back also occurred when I was taken on as temporary Purchase Inooice 
Clerk* It seemed a good idea at the time to gain more knowledge and 
and insight into the workings of the company end to increase a sense of 
being pert of the organisation. However it also proved counter-product­
ive in a number of ways.
First of all I became an employee of the organisation (albeit 
temporary) and this altered my statue with other organisational members
- particularly those on the chop floor* While not denying that I had 
been part of the political scene before, I had now more overtly joined 
the politics of the organisation and become identified with one partic­
ular sot of people, I was now, not just task-oriented but task bound
- my position dictating more or less who I communicated with and the 
type of information I received - and restricting my accessibility to 
previously *open' parts of the organisation*
Although tho time spent as PI clerk afforded fresh insights into 
the way the organisation operated, I was unable to operate within the 
integrator role at the some time. It supported the view that the integ­
rator only exists through the innovation implementation process? that 
is what gives her a working identify - and It is through that process 
that validity and credibility hove to be established.
Credibility is also bound up with being able to interpret the
data collected* Initially the interpretative role neceoeitoted n 
depereonelieation of information eo that organisational members did 
not fear reprisal or feel threatened* This meant reflecting back 
generalised understandings of behaviour (as for instenco in the first 
Quarterly Report of this research —  Appendix 2) This sided a con­
structive examination of problem areas and helped to look at previously 
unvoiced (and therefore unperceived?) problems* Another interpretative 
aid in promoting integration was the ability to translate the problem 
into more easily understood language* The collection and Interpretation 
of deto extended into a co-operative activity and the development of 
improvement strategies also became on interactive process* While being 
task-oriented, implicit In the integrative approach is the belief that 
major contributions to the efficiency and effectiveness of the organi­
sation in innovation implementation processes is made through having a 
high fpeople orientation* in the activities used#
In connection with the depersonalised reflection of Information 
back to the organisation, the integrator is acting in a way similar to
that of the social scientist,
'‘Social science can describe the activities of a working organi­
sation, for example, in terms of roles rather than of individuals 
and so enable us to see beyond the apparent reasons for people’s 
actions, Including our own, and to take a less egocentric view 
of the situation* Or it may describe the actual operations of e
company in such e way os to show that the allocation of tesks or
functions to component units fells to match the chsngfcpg realities 
of the situation and for this reason leads to conflict and delay," 
(Cherns 1971)
This often results in a model of the operating system under study 
to enable on eccurote definition of the problem. But any model embodies
a set of concepts which must be understood If it is to be used effect­
ively* This was exemplified in the tentative application of a model 
for Innovation implementation proposed in this research programme*
The model had value in encapsulating the innovation implementation 
situation os an event which could be responded to on on objective 
level but it defied application on an equally objective, static, pre­
determined level* It was found that the model had to be actively 
interpreted to be of any see, and this was part of my role as integra­
tor - not merely to supply models as a means of distilling experience 
end capturing knowledge but to apply that knowledge in a flexible manner* 
Action research has developed along similar lines of evolving 
methods capable of reflecting process and change as well as static 
behavioural forms, end enabling development and testing of hypothesis 
within the context of the organisation* The difficulty for both action 
researcher and integrator is in evaluating the outcomes of action taken 
and in identifying which aspects hove contributed most to the gains or 
losses experienced by the organisation*
In post-field work interviews on what lasting effect, if any, I 
had hod in the company, the GM indicated that my first Quarterly Report 
which focused mainly on patterns of communication was a contributory 
factor to A leaving the company* He also mentioned the NPDG as a use­
ful working structure which had dissolved because IE had been unable 
to service and maintain it alone*
The IE said that he hod found me useful to talk to (ho was unablB 
to talk to GH) - I brought a different perspective; ho could concen­
trate on the task Instead of the politics - but it also mode him 
realise that he was not going to got what he wonted from remaining in 
the company - that the GM was fixed and would never change. He hod 
tried to maintain the NPDG but due to a ban on recruitment and increas­
ing work being given to him (oversight of the computerised production
control project when A left) he had not been able to# It was a way 
of working that had appealed to him and he had seen the benefits in 
Increased committment and greater efficiency amongst members#
However It still remains difficult to measure the success of 
planned change in terms of tangible criteria like Increased productivity# 
Another difficulty I found was in assessing an appropriate time span 
over which to relate changes In organisation and changes in productivity; 
- and how to know whether planned organisational change was related 
anyway to an Increase in productivity - or was it something else (cf 
the Hawthorne experieento)?
The integrator is commonly concerned with relatively short term 
projects within the life of the organisation, and one way to aid on 
evaluation of action taken would be to build up a collection of case 
studies in innovation Implementation to assess both the immediate short 
term effects and the longer term influences# This would mean helping to 
set up within the organisation some function or system with this longer 
term perspective. As Integrator I was concerned with the anticipation 
of future innovation Implementation situations via a cross-functional 
learning system# It has already been noted that people of different 
disciplines and at different levels could be effectively integrated 
into the Implementation process at times appropriate to their skills and 
knowledge to facilitate the process. Port of my role was to generate 
a learning/teaching environment within the innovation implementation 
process - again with a dual function: to promote learning about con­
cepts of innovation and also self-learning via an examination and under­
standing of the human processes necessary for implementation.
It hod been thought in the mid-60*s, that training and development 
within organisations would automatically remove the ’transference of 
learning’ problem, whereby however effective the training given to on 
individual outside his organisation, when he re-entered his everyday
work surroundings ho resumed his previous role bound by long standing 
expectations of attitudes and behaviour from his cdleagueo. Systems 
such as the Managerial Grid developed by Blake and Mouton (1964) -
a five year programme involving the whole' organisation - were utilised 
as a response to the understanding that human attitudes and relation­
ships arc structured and oao therefore be changed by a structural 
systematic approach* However this again proved to be insufficient and 
created conflicting roles of loyalty, responsibility and accountability. 
A delegation of duties and roles does not necessarily ensure smooth 
implementation* Similarly I found that to delegate responsibility for 
the task of integration to others, or to keep the role exclusive to 
myself did not really solve the problem - there was a need to build 
up the organisation’s (i.e. people’s) own facility to learn adapt and 
change.
An allied concept in tho area of developing learning abilities is 
that of Action Learning (Revans 1977). The Action Learning programme 
con be full or part-time, in-compony or outside company, where managers 
come together as e group on a regular basis to use their own individual . 
work problems as opportunities for learning. There are many areas of 
similarity between Action Learning end the learning that takes place in 
Innovation implementation situations:
- the problem is generally on ’open one* with no readily available 
’solution’ '
- the learning is tack oriented and necessitates action
- the task gives meaning to learning and enables ownership of the 
problem: It also bridges the gap botween individual learning and 
transference of that learning to the organisational context
- action and learning arc constantly being redefined In the light of 
real time feedback
- group processes of help, support and information shoring are 
important
- it leads to ways of thinking and behoving of a very fundamental 
kind
- people ore enabled to take responsibility for their own learning
- the set adviser and integrator operate in similar ways - particularly 
in their emphasis that participants learn to manage themselves.
These attitudes to learning are strikingly dmilsr, however a major 
difference ie that in Innovation implementation ell participants, and 
the integrator/facilitator, are involved in the one task - implement­
ation; they may all have specific problems within that task but 
essentially they are all working towards the some desired (or undesired) 
change# The innovation implementation situation is also less formally 
structured os a learning situation; initially at any rate learning 
opportunities hove to be seized when appropriate and gradually developed 
as an integral part of the process.
The importance of the leornor/toocher role for the integrator csnnot
be underestimated however. It is her task to isolate individual blocks 
to learning - poor or inndqqonte perception of events or problems, 
emotional blocks arising from insecurity and a fear of making mistakes, 
rigidity of thinking resulting in prejudices and preferences (often 
associeted with the cultural norms of the organisation, real or imagined), 
poor communication skills, inability to adapt to certain situations, 
possession of a limited range of strategies for solving problems etc.
- end to help people identify and understand them for themselves.
Dale end Payne (1976) offer e useful model to help evaluate learning 
end development. They propose three key dimensions along which develop­
ment at various levels can take place — awareness, resources and will:—
awareness - developing self concepts, then self in relation to
others, moving towards self direction 
resources - developing now skills end techniques, then expansion of 
role, moving towards creative exploration
will - moving from passive existence to self determination and 
self enactment.
The model relates an individual’s development to his performance end 
is of use to the integrator in assessing the appropriateness end level 
of on-going learning, in cumulative innovation implementation situations.
On reflection, a large part of what I would consider my effective 
actions were broadly to do with learning* They incorporated such diverse 
aspects as
- fusing work systems and learning systems; (NPQG:IE dept)
- telking through an innovation implementation situation and jointly 
deciding on future action; (IP.1)
- providing the impetus for some kind of evaluation; (IP. 1 & 2)
- clarifying and extending concepts of innovation; (IP.2)
- developing self concepts and awareness; (NPDG)
- abstracting concepts and theory for possible re-application or 
testing; (IP.2)
- importing ideas and ways of thinking; (IP. 1 & 3)
- understanding/learning about process Interactions; (NPDG) (QR 
meetings)
- storing up relevant data for later discussion (IP.2)
Partly of course this emphasis on learning came about because of who I 
was and my research position of belonglcg to two definite worlds: the
world of ideas - the Polytechnic (where initially I was most at home) 
end the world of practicalities - the organisation. I remember dis­
tinct feelings of the seduction of organisational life the comlex- 
ities, the intricacies, the realities, the fascination of the organis­
ational jig-saw; it seemed teeming with life es opposed to the ’ivory 
tower* of the Polytechnic. No doubt this initial euphoria coloured my 
initial perceptions and mode me anxious to belong. And yet my contrib­
ution to the organisation was in JoidngN the two worlds - Importing
ideas and ways of thinking into the organisation - acting as ideas 
gatekeeper (os opposed to Lewin’s technological gatekeeper) end 
making idea associations available to organisational mombers while 
being rooted in the practicalities of their situation. And at the 
same time attempting to provide for continuity of this experience 
through learning both about innovation implementation and about self.
Ghy, you may ask, is all this specific to integrator? liihy is 
learning and self-development not part of the Personnel snd Training 
function? The answer is that of course it could be part of the Personnel 
function (and often is) but that learning of this type is also essential 
for integration. The innovation implementation situation presents a 
ready made vehicle for this type of learning but also would be dis- 
functional without it. Integration implies co-ordination of roles and 
activities which in turn effectively means understanding of behaviour 
(both self and group) and an opportunity for an acting out of new be­
haviour patterns.
For instance I usually found it was profitable to explore partici­
pants* differing perception of the innovation implementation process 
end to show how their different ’root definitions* (Checkland 1981) 
caused different ways of operating. This also provided a systematic 
way for getting at the politics of the situation and the expectation 
of statutory roles and positions. Learning of this sort also counter­
acted what Back (1973) called one of the essential tragedies of man, 
the ’paradox of permanence end change’ - where man is always searching 
for an unchanging structure on which to rely without acknowledging that 
he himself is always changing - so that nothing can ever be permanent 
end unchanging. Learning can provide e certain stability through the 
ability of the person to learn snd cope with change — and perhaps do 
it better next time. This cumulative learning approach in the context 
of the innovation implementation situation was o fundamental in my role 
as integrator.
A consideration of the role of integrator must always weigh up 
where she ehould stand in the organisation^ structure. Could she be 
part of an internal department (ouch os Personnel) or would this too 
greatly Jeopardise her position of independence ond neutrality? There 
ere conflicting views on this.
Bessant (1978) suggested that the integrator needed to be fully 
participant in the organisation:
"He will be internally based, part of the system which ho is 
involved in changing. One of the major criticisms of many con­
sultancy operations is that they diagnose and implement without 
an awareness of the history end other contextual dynamics assoc­
iated with on organisation."
I believe this to be a partial view of the role of integrator especially 
if whe is specifically employed by the company to fulfil this role. 
Implicit in my interpretation of the role is that it is temporary. An 
in-depth knowledge of the organisation has to be assimilated for the 
integrator to be effective, but part of her work is also to pass on her 
integrative skills to members of the organisation who ere associated 
with the implementation process, so that they can manage their own pro­
cesses more effectively independent of any outside ’prop*. A full-timB 
integrator as a formal member of the organisation would merely provido 
o disincentive for other members to learn and use these skills for 
themselves. It would also be extremely difficult to be seen as neutral 
end unbiased in approach.
Alternatively, the integrator role can be recognised by manage­
ment as an essential function of the innovation implementation team and 
so be consciously filled by an existing participant member of the team.
One of the advantages I found in operating in the integrator role, 
was that of being on ’outsider*• I was statelcos ond rootless ond yet 
ettachbd to the organisation. I worked hard to demonstrate thot I had
no invested interest in any one set of people In my Initial period in 
the company, slowly building up relations of trust. I was not task 
bound ond so to n certain extent could create my own role. Most of 
ell I had tine, time to be interested and listen. This was I think 
a luxury not tenable in conjunction with being c full time paid up 
member of the organisation (es my time ns PI clerk demonstrated). It 
was a temporary attribute - end one which over time I mistakenly let 
slide* I say mistakenly because it become increasingly epparent that 
the tools and resources of the integrator were those of Information, 
communication, co-ordination, understanding ond learning, dealing with 
data not generally accessible through normal channels. As integrator 
I supplied many of the deficiencies of the formal system of communic­
ation, dealing with o different type of data, but data that was equally 
important for facilitating the innovation implementation process.
Th e major disadvantage of being an outsider was that I had no 
recogh&sed status and lacked formal power. Any formal power that I 
gained was really o measure of how much others decided to allow me: 
so in answer yto the question ’whet power belongs to the role of Integ­
rator? - I.e. what resources does she control? I could only say 
initially ’myself* - my knowledge, skills, ideas, ability to gain 
access etc. Later on this became amplified by group support, assessed 
stature etc. snd the ability to communicate effectively with power 
promoters such as A ond IE*
The Dutch experiment in innovation consultancy (1982) advocates 
an outside consultant position. Thoir report comments:
"The know how of the process of innovation is transferred from 
the consultant to the organisation through the process of 
Innovation consultancy. The first objective of the project is 
to learn the participating companies how to innovatate. They 
lenrn this through the consultation work of the consultant. His 
interventions should fade away and at the some time the orgoni-
cation is more and more taking over the control of the process 
of innovating."
This echoes a former proposition by Ross (1974) that tho logical out­
come would be to create on agency outside the target organisation 
whose special role would be to introduce innovations, usually throogh 
consultative practices or in accordance with the requirements of law or 
other regulations.
There are pros and cons on both sides: what is undisputed is
that technological development brings with it a growth of specialist 
staff end increased specialisation of skills and functions. It would 
seem necessary to have a parallel development in new roles to promote 
increased lateral and vertical communication, co-ordination and integ­
ration.
In this way the integrator would be distinguished from other roles 
allied to the innovation process - executive, product champion, 
business innovator, technical innovator. The executive role incorpor­
ates studying present and future products and markets and comparing the 
organisation’s competitive standing with other enterprises; he seeks 
to use new technological methods as they become appropriate and feasible 
for the organisatlon:-
"To meet these changes he must continuously modify the functions, 
tasks and working groups of hie unit. At one extreme this pro­
cess involves restructuring his organisation, and at the other, 
altering the job contents ond Job relations of individual employees 
- men ond women whose needs, interests, skills, attitudes ond 
aspirations are themselves in constant movement."
(Uilson 1971)
Tho executive represents in Witte’s (1976) terms the ’mach 
promoter* or power promoter, being in a key position of power and
influence end eble to generate resources, fecilitete decisions end 
generolly push forward schemes of innovation and change* But he may 
lock fundamental technicol flair end ideas necessary for innovation; 
his role has to be complemented by the *fach promoter* or technicol 
promoter - similar in role to the product champion who con supply 
the technical push to the innovation but may not hove enough power or 
status to overcome organisational resistance on his own*
The idea of a duality of purpose working through complementary 
roles is an attractive one* Individuals possessing a combination of 
the two roles are less common (seen most easily I suppose in the self- 
made entrepreneur but not «o often in members of larger scale organis­
ations)*
for the purposes of Innovation implementation however, there seems 
to be a missing factor: the power promoter (e*g« thte executive) ensures
that the decision to innovate is taken ond puts resources and inflluence 
behind that decision: the technical promoter (e*g* the IE) works out
the technology relevant to the innovation idea end the potential task 
structures for implementation: but then the idea still has to be put
into action* It is here that the Integrator can fulfil a vital role os 
hmnan promoter within the task of innovation implementation*
Both the technical promoter ond the integrator would be concerned 
to identify the human toeks to be performed to operate the Innovation 
implementation system, but whereas the technical promoter would be 
interested in size of task ond timing of events, including such activities 
as diagnosis, design, installation, commissioning operation and obser­
vation of symptoms (Gregory 1978), the integrator would be more con­
cerned with relating tasks to roles in order to optimise performance 
criteria ond human satisfaction. Her integration activities would have 
the objective of improving overall task performance, involving a basic 
recognition that with technical problems, political problems need to
be addressed nt the seme time; that in organising for the technical 
function there is a knock-on effect which is port political, part 
technical and part process*
Uhile technical competence might be on asset in establishing a 
rapport and a common language with participants I did not find it 
strictly necessary for tho integrator’s role* I had to be a special­
ist in;the field of management and interpersonal skills rather than a 
’task* specialist. This enabled me to stand bock from th& task and 
view the process in an unbiased light* As integrator I was interested 
in co-ordinating activities rather than controlling them, acting as a 
bridge (in so far as they can be separated) between personal and org­
anisational goals, between motives and task, between means and ends* 
Whereas tho technicol promoter often acts in the role of technological 
gate-keeper, the integrator acts in the role of ideas’ gate-keeper, 
keeping in touch with ideas and concepts relevant to process issues 
developed in research institutions or other external sources*
Conclusions
In developing the specialist role of integrator in the innovation 
implementation process two core activities of integration have emerged 
- (i) abstraction (ii) communication
a) Abstraction
Ideas gatekeeper ~ 
(ways of thinking)
technical/political
(
a) ebout innov/lmpl. 
process
   learning
b) about human N 
interaction
change/stability
a) ebout innov/impl* 
process
b) about self
Ae shown in Ex. 14 abstraction is concerned with two key deter- 
minents of successful innovation implementation - the technicalities 
(task) of innovation end the process of implementation. In practice 
they hardly can be separated as technology can be seen to be rooted 
and defined in terms of the motivations, interests and goals of the 
people concerned and of the culture of the organisation in general. 
While being task oriented the integrator is not task bound end must 
recognise that when organising for the technical function of innovation 
implementation, political and processual issues have to be addressed 
at the seme time. This necessitates skills both in organisational 
understanding and analysis and the processual skills of interaction 
and intervention.
The integrator only exists through the innovation implementation 
process and it ie her task to facilitate this process. One of the 
hallmarks of innovation is uncertainty - ond this is certainly 
integral to the innovation implementation process. Its partial reso­
lution lies in learning over time. In facing situations of innovation 
and change port of the integrator’s role is to provide for some sort of 
stability, rooted in the continuity of learning for those involved:
- learning about concepts of innovation, tho process of implementation 
and essentially, learning about self.
Innovation implementation is not a replicable set of events but 
rather ie governed by cumulative change. The learning strategy should 
focus on understanding and planning change - developing internal 
competencies which con be relied upon in futuro innovation implement­
ation situations, rather than on planned change.
(ii) Communication
The integrator assumes identity through tho innovation implementation 
process, helping in patterning the syetem to introduce e new technology
or process* As euch she operates in the role of key communicator or 
communication gatekeeper, often supplying many of the deficiencies 
of the formal communication system, i.o, in:-
(a) crossing bureaucratic boundaries
(b) recognising a different order of data - qualitative, rich, 
often expressed through a personal, one to one, collaboration.
(c) being able to communicate at all levels, and, particularly for 
the task of innovation implementation, to communicate effectively 
with power promoters*
(d) helping overcome formal structural barriers to local processes 
of interaction
(e) opening up ’forbiddens’ - raising questions ebout public and 
private property*
The integrator has to be able to recognise the two worlds of the 
organisation - the ’formal1 expressed through tangibles such as 
technology, structure, role prescriptions, and the ’informal’ expressed 
through intangibles such as loyalty, role expectations, power - end 
be able to demonstrate and use their interrelated interdependent nature 
for instance in shouing how one person’s perceptions or root definition 
results in a particular way of operating* Communicating understandings 
of this nature is essential for being able to see the innovation imp­
lementation process es an observable whole and yet as part of the on­
going life of the organisation* Innovation implementation is e process 
involving high levels of co-operative octivity at different levels end 
stages and communication has a major part to play in its success*
This poses certain problems of course in that the integrator must 
hove mobility and access' to all parts of the organisation end a neutral 
’detached’ aspectto her role uhifco also inevitably being port of the 
situation: the conflict of ’acting upon nature and being part of it’
(Back 19*73)
A three dimensional time perspective of the integrator'e role 
helps to counteract this conflict* The integrator operates in three 
time zones (though these ere not necessarily sequential)
(*•) iH fche situation - observing, diagnosing, helping
(**) After the situation - abstracting, reflecting, learning
(iii) In on on-going capacity - pre-empting, planning, servicing
Although I have indicated some of the integrator's activities for each 
time situation these ore by no means mutually exclusive* The emphasis 
is always on understanding ond planning change and innovation, not so 
much on planned change*
CHAPTER VIII
Summary & Conclusionss 
The Contribution of the Research
This chapter is the culmination of the thesis* It gives a 
summary of the research undertaken snd attempts to show how all aspects 
have been woven into an integral whole* These aspects include:-
- identifying the area of research
- the contribution made in understanding the implementation process
- the conceptualisation and development of the role of integrator
- my dual role of integrator and researcher
- extending the research process by welting the thesie in a manner 
likely to bridge the divide between academic and management*
Some unanswered questions uncovered by the research are put forward 
together with some indication of possible areas for further research 
within the innovation implementation process*
New Aspects of the Research
In examining related fields of literature it was found that there 
had been a great variety of work done on innovation end the adoption 
of innovations - why a particular innovation was or was not adopted, 
success and failure rates of adoption etc, - but little on the process 
of Innovation implementation - i*e* what happens to the innovation 
after adoption* This seemed to be a major gap in our knowledge and 
understanding of Innovation, and one where investigation would benefit 
and be of central interest to both academic theory ond practical man­
agement* I also found that innovation implementation was regarded as 
a hotch potch of various tbboreticel ingredients - such as decision 
mating, problem solving, communication etc* - all presented with oary- 
ing degrees of emphasis and detail according to the interests of the 
writer* These areas are, of course, essential components of the imple­
mentation process, but I found it hard to pick out from such piecemeal 
presentations any underlying concepts or understandings of the process 
of implementation per so* The focus hod become distorted and diluted, 
moving away from the process of innovation implementation and on to 
compartments of knowledge to do with the process* I felt this provided 
a patchy, incomplete understanding, and, while it was necessary for me 
to read widely around the subject of innovation, much of it fell outside 
the scope of the literature review, because of the material being non­
specific to innovation implementation*
flanagers too faced this problem: I felt there was a need to bind
these areas together into a study which had Innovation Implementation 
as the focus - where Innovation Implementation provided the rationale 
for the Inclusion or exclusion of other elements - and where this 
was made explicit through direct inference to real data taken from 
specific studies of the process*
So the overall major aim was to study innovation implementation 
in its own right*
In early survey work to find a suitable company that would be 
prepared to agree a contract for my working on this research, I found 
that managers in the six firms approached had a very impoverished 
vocabulary to deal with innovation, ond limited perceptions of the 
effect innovation, ond particularly innovation implementation hsd 
within their organisations*
The research involved an examination of specific examples of 
innovation implementation within one organisation, with which I felt 
there would be some possibility of mutual communication, with the aim 
of drawing out key factors in facilitating the process*
Unfortunately managers who had taken the trouble to read some of 
the literature on innovation only had reinforced in their minds the 
popular 8tareztyping of innovation as being a bright technical idea 
making good financial sense which would therefore be acceptable to the 
company.
This research, written in rather an unconventional way is intended 
to break down the unwitting reinforcement of this obvious fallacy by the 
academic communityi - ond has managers os much as examiners in mind.
Initially an atheoretical approach was token. Descriptive work 
helped to identify innovation implementation situations ond provided a 
useful background of data from which theories and issues for further 
investigation and development arose* Some of this data woo surprising 
in its simplicity ond yet provided significant pointers for the direct­
ion of the research.
A major discovery here was managers• inadequate perception of 
’innovation* os a single isolated event in the life of the firm, and 
the ensuing lack of oversight of the whole process of implementation. 
This led me on to examine ways of looking at technological innovation 
end change which hod previously been unrecognised within the firm.
Innovation implementation was regarded oe a specific instance of 
the management of change within the boundaries of technology; the 
people Involved were technicians and very much task-centred and task- 
bound, yet for effective implementation there had to be a broadening 
of task issues dmto a complementary understanding of the political end 
process issues that were inevitably pert of the whole. It was too easy 
end too detrimental to put the shutters down and concentrate purely on 
the task in hand.
This broadening of concepts of innovation implementation (Chapter 
VI) was a starting point, which provides a contribution to understanding 
in its own right, but which also provided a springboard for further 
research work. Early fieldwork generated theories and concepts arising 
out of real experiences which were then tested and refined and applied 
collaboratively. Significant conclusions so far were:-
(i) Each innovation needed a different facilitating structure made
up of the individuals actively involved in the process and 
decision making.
(ii) There was a need for one person to occupy a key role in over­
seeing the whole implementation process and provide for needs 
of integration.
(iii) Also necessary was some means of increasing the learning of
those involved to ensure increased competency in dealing with
future innovation implementation situations.
In broadening my, understanding of innovation implementation, the prob­
lem posed was how to develop and extend this understanding to relevant 
others in the process. (This was in keeping with my concern that the 
research was of practical value and help to the firm where work was 
undertaken.) Extension demanded 'inner* work so that concepts could 
be owned, token on board, used rather thon outwardly acknowledged but 
actually effecting little or nothing.
A new approach was token beceuse of dissatisfaction with the 
existing stance of viewing innovation implementation as a technical 
event unrelated to behavioural factors - this not only within the 
firm but also, by default, in much of the rolated literature on inno­
vation. Little systematic work had been done prior to this research 
in relating new technology to the people involved in the implementation 
process and the effect their patterns of communication and interaction 
hod on tho process.
Through this behavioural emphasis come the relation between 
learning about concepts of innovation, learning about the implement­
ation process and learning about self. Later innovation implementation 
situations studied exemplify this. Hy involvement added to the inform­
ation gained in the initial research work particularly through my 
learning about myself as integrator and extending this to heightening 
the learning ond self-knowledge of others involved. Of necessity this 
has some implications for the research role particularly in the areas 
of objectivity versus involvement, theory versus practice. Uhile being 
aware of these issues I have not seen them as opposites. Rather, I 
perceive that a fusion of academic theory and practical reality in me 
and my involvement gives the research insights that might otherwise 
have been overlooked. This is particularly so as a concern to develop 
the necessary skills of integration in organisational members themselves, 
through an emphasis on Joint learning, emerged, giving the research on 
interactive collaborative intention.
ThB Role of Integrator
A contribution to existing theoretical perspectives of innovation 
implementation has been made through a conceptualisation ond deline­
ation of the role of integrator within the implementation process.
Integration as o major determinant of performance in uncertain 
activities such as innovation had been advocated, but little done on 
specifying the actual role of the integrator. Contrary to previous 
expectations (cf 1st Model of Innovation Implementation, Ex. 12), I 
found that integration could not be planned and imposed. True integ­
ration demanded inner activity and knowledge and it was the integrator's 
task to promote this within the innovation implementation process via 
an adaptive learning approach.
This research uncovered two major core activities of the integr­
ator role - (i) abstraction (ii) communication - as being of 
paramount importance (Chapter VII). Both activities, while rooted in 
a tangible task situation, focus on the 'intangibles' of ideas and 
behaviour, and their significance in influencing what is normally con­
sidered a technical process. It is a crucial part of the integrator's 
task to represent these factors as a functional equivalent to new 
technology ond to demonstrate the inseparability of the technicalities 
of innovation and the process of implementation. The need to imple­
ment an innovation idea is self-evident but successful implementation 
is not so evident.
The integrator has a central role in facilitating the implement­
ation process through having 8 high people orientation in activities 
used. The real learning, and therefore adaptation, goes on as the 
integrator enables individuals in the organisation to capture what 
they are doing to one another in the present moment of implementation. 
She needs to be able to diagnose integration needs, develop and imp­
lement suitable strategies to cope with those needs, ond also build up 
the ability end desire to learn from the situation for those Involved,
- thus enabling them to cope more effectively with the next innovation 
implementation process.
A good example of thia occurs in the suggested guidelines for 
handling innovation arising out of the introduction of route cords.
The research graphically demonstrates the on-going nature of innov­
ation implementation and the significant effect that participants' 
learning has on the process and on wider organisational structures.
In the first innovation implementation situations studied where I 
operated in the role of observer a lack of understanding of the whole 
process and a lack of co-ordination end integration resulted in a 
crisis-ridden sequence of events* Later these innovation implement­
ation situations were used as the basis for case studies in broaden­
ing participants' understanding of the process. This resulted in 
requests to jointly set up a NPDG whore integration and learning 
played an equal and complementary role to that of new technology.
This in turn created a demand for new roles ond patterns of working 
within the IE department as a whole.
Certain pertinent questions are highlighted through the research 
undertaken. Among the most fundamental of these is:- 'Does the 
organisation recognise the role of integrator os a needed and essential 
part of the innovation implementation process?' i.e. would the powers 
that be wont to engage (and pay for) the services of an. integrator?
In the end this often boils down to economic criteria: to put
It crudely - does the integrator pay her way? - can she Justify
\
her position in terms of increased innovative activity - more 
'successful' implementation end therefore an increase in economic 
health (evinced through reduced costs, greater efficiency end prod­
uctivity?)* This is not to say the the onus for proof of economic 
viability lies solely with the integrator, nor should she feel con­
strained to collude with the view that economic criteria are the 
only ruling force or the prime 'conditions of service'; but on
emphasis on task end 'hard' facts should be recognised as an import—
velidifying factor of her role especially sg seen from the organis­
ation's point of view.
The problem of evaluation end measurement in this way has already 
been noted. In the first place the relationship is not a direct 
equation with straightforward ratios. The 'economies of co-ordination* 
are hard to pin down and realise in facts and figures. Part of the 
problem lies in being able to define clearly the desired efficiency 
objectives of innovation. As intimated before, the integrator's role 
would include a raising of awareness of the economies associated with 
human factors and a handling of innovation implementation in a less 
haphazard crisis-ridden way. However, this is not to minimise the 
problems of economic considerations for managers.
Secondly the integrator's skills are celevant to both the short 
term project and the longer term perspective of the on-going life of 
the organisation. The wider-reaching influence of integration is a 
continuing 'hidden*, iprocess likely to emerge at varying and unspecified 
times.
Increasingly there is tho view amongst management writers and 
researchers that skills of integration ore a necessary part of o new 
management approach to cope with increasing complexity, diversity, 
innovation and change. The question is, do managers of organisations 
see integration as a necessary approach, and more specifically, do 
they see innovation implementation as a 'problem* requiring the skills 
of integration? When I returned to the company after an interim 
period of a year the GM very definitely hod incorporated into bis 
thinking different end wider concepts of innovation (see Chapter VII) 
and regarded integration as an essential element of the implementation 
process. Unfortunately he had embodied the concept of integration In 
his own person so that it fed his need to be kept informed but did not 
actually permeate through to enhancing the implementation process
itself# Consequently, even though he regarded integration as essential, 
those most involved in implementation were being denied its benefits#
The question arises as to whether it is enough to incorporate 
integration skills into mainline jobs - making integration part of 
the normal organisational perspective - or whether there is a spec­
ific need for an integrator to initiate these skills# And if, as 
suggested, the integrator is seen to occupy a temporary •consultant* 
role what happens upon withdrawal? The *open* problem of innovation 
implementation does not have a fixed solutions would the initiating 
phase of the integrator be sufficient to sustain the useful application 
of integration skills, or would ehe be needed on a part-time basis for 
instance in a ‘servicing* capacity - similar in human terms to the 
annual visit by auditors for financial reasons#
Some organisations would wish to recruit a full time integrator 
with skills and job description to match, others may choose to ensure 
that someone within the management or implementing team is occupying 
the role of integrator at any giventime# The research demonstrates 
however, that for successful implementation in the present time and a 
greater ability to cope with innovation implementation in the future, 
the role of integrator must be found within-the implementation team.
The Writing of the Thesis
Innovation requires an integrative approach end it was decided 
to use an integrative approach in the writing# The challenge for me 
in writing about innovation implementation was how to present my find­
ings in an integrative way# As suspected (see Chapter II) tho binding 
together of different strands of literature, experience, data, learning, 
feelings, observations, to create a unified integrated whole has proved 
difficult. It is easier to separate out compartments of knowledge
and present them in en apparently logical and instructive form# But 
the very core of my findings hits out at the engineer or accountant 
or technical innovator who is so schooled in finding his sense of 
worth in the organisation by producing logicdly his area of expertise 
that he cannot take down those barriers and allow himself to play a 
real part in the whole process of innovation implementation# (I 
suspect that the person occupying the role of integrator within en 
organisation will be constantly open to similar demands requiring her 
to become more compartmentalised*) This was amply illustrated in 
each Innovation Profile where participants* needs to retain the sec­
urity of their own job boundaries and responsibilities caused the 
implementation process to founder*
In addition to presenting my research in a way consistent with 
its subject there is the previously referred to aim of trying to pro­
vide a contribution to breaking down the stereotyping of innovation in 
the minds of managers, by producing a document which is more likely 
to speak to the manager in his own environment - making the litera­
ture more accessible and obviously applicable: and to abandon funct­
ional boundaries that would restrict and limit the value of my contri­
bution#
So at.each stage of the research and in each chapter of writing 
I have bound together relevant literature with my own theories and 
ideas, drawn from my own experiences, and the practicalities of the 
situations faced within the organisation# The pressures I hove felt 
in doing this may be akin to the pressures on on integrator in on 
organisation viz# - the demand to separate and comportmentolise#
The three organising principles of the research which focus on:
- the *how* of the process
- the specificity of the approach and outcomes
- the understanding and learning about the innovation process for 
the people involved
underpin the writing of the thesis and drew together the different 
aspects of the research into a comprehensive whole#
Further Research
Some interesting areas for further research hove emerged from 
this study#
(i) The development of an internal learnlno capacity within the 
organisation# A more detailed analysis is needed of the 
influence the development of learning abilities in partici­
pants has on the process and on the wider organisation#
This could also contribute further knowledge on the nature 
of the collaborative relationship in research of this kind, 
allowing for participants1 own definitions of reality and the 
meaning of the situation#
(ii) fiore research of the coso study typo providing detailed 
information about specific Innovation Implementation processes# 
This would be:
(a) to counteract the possibility of the emphasis on integr­
ation being on outcome of the researcher's own inclin­
ations and style;
(b) to assess the most effective balance between driving 
forces for innovation and the forces of resistance to 
change# Can there be too much integration providing the 
counter productive situation of stasie?
(iii) fibre effective methods of measurement and evaluation of the 
integrator's role in economic terms# This would include case 
studies where efficiency objectives in terms of time span, 
reduced unit costs, staff deployment, soles etc# were clearly
defined in advance and used to assist an evaluation of the 
process used#
(iv) Matching integrator and organisation
Is there a need to match the integrator and organisation in 
terms of style so that there is a shared common ground of 
values from which to initiate work? As was seen in the re­
search programme en attempt was made to investigate the pre­
vailing organisational climate of different firms end to 
select an organisation that was compatible in certain key 
areas with researcher's style.
Do certain types of organisations require certain types of 
consultants - and if so what are the criterie for selection? 
Uould it be personal selection or could it be objective and 
done for instance through the services of an agency? (Some 
work on this aspect is being done in the TNO project in the 
Netherlands.)
(v) Training for Integration: this would be on two counts:
(e) training of the integrator - not only in the process
type skills mentioned but also in knowledge of concepts 
of innovation end the innovation implementation process,
(b) motiving small firms to accept the need for integration, 
and the necessary provision of training whether as an 
individual or as a functional role within the management 
team.
The Contribution of the Research e A Summary
A major gap was identified in the literature on innovation - 
namely implementing innovations* The ensuing research into implemen­
tation has produced a contribution to understanding on a number of 
counts
(i) a theoretical framework underlying the totality of the 
innovation process* (Ex# 12)
(ii) a distillation of five mainline issues binding each innovation 
implementation situation into a whole and providing e common 
linking thread between different implementation eituations:
(a) implementing technological innovations is a human process
(b) implementing innovations is a continuous experience
(c) the process of implementation necessitates a holistic 
overview and o recognition of its interrelated interdep­
endent nature
(d) implementing innovations requires application of the 
skills of integration
(e) implementing innovationsiimplies learning of new organi­
sational behaviour*
(iii) the conceptualisation of the role of integrator underlying the 
understanding of the innovation process
(iv) a new perspective on coping with innovation implementation 
through a combination of these elements, providing for learnino 
from the experience of taking part in the implementation process 
for the people (organisation) involved*
Clearly the subject of the research determines the nature of the re­
search process (method and task are inextricably bound together) and 
a further contribution has been made by:-
(i)
(a)
(ili)
(iw)
( v )
examining and including the implications of the person and 
biography of the researcher hersiif
developing a changing research design based on a changing 
research role according to the type of data sought 
this culminating in an interactive collaborative relationship 
to aid in making the research relevant to the host organis­
ation and to aid in a fusion of academic idea and practical 
reality
creating an action frame of reference rooted in a task situ­
ation while confronting existing ways of thinking - changing 
•stock* knowledge and utilising ’new* knowledge 
wilting the thesis in an integrative way to make ideas and 
ways of managing innovation implementation accessible and 
relevant to managers in their working environment*
POSTSCRIPT
As a piece of research this work extends and develops theories of 
integration in the innovation implementation process, but it was also 
unavoidably a vehicle for my own development and awareness, both as 
a person and as a researcher* I feel that the two areas of research 
and self-development make uneasy bedfellows, but I also believe that 
they are inextricably bound together*
One fundamental difficulty that I found hard to cope with was 
that of assessing what were the ultimate aims of the research* There 
was the obvious aim of obtaining a further degree, but how far did this 
fit in with me and my learning? How much should I toe the academic 
line, how much should I pursue interesting self-developmental side­
lines? There wae the organisation I was working with; how much could 
I let feelings of responsibility to them take precedence over my own 
interests? What about particular individuals <£n the organisation and 
their pre-occupations?
The whole thing was a gigantic Juggling act with me trying to keep 
a balance between the pull of many divided loyalties: a common trap 
I suspectt-
flAs a person, (Han), a being with the power of self-awareness, 
he is generally so poorly integrated that he experiences himself 
as an assembly of many different personalities, each saying •I,.M 
(Schumacher)
trying to hard to get everything right and pleasing nononB, least of 
all mysefrf* Part of my learning in doing research has been to become 
more self-reliant, more able to stand alone - but I find this difficult 
to do. (Yes, standing alone and writing this is part of the same
process - end equally difficult: 'to thine own self be true!)
On looking bach, any feelings of achievement or satisfaction or 
pleasure were to do with whether JC was learning from the situation or 
action or relationship, and this often seemed related to others* learn­
ing* Situations could be as diverse as doing a literature search by 
myself, to contracting work with a osnatjSer, or talking to someone on 
the shop floor* Failures were apparent when I blocked learning, my 
own or someone else*© for one reason or enother. For example:
(i) After the first Quarterly Reeting (January 1980) US said he 
would like to discuss further his own team set-up with the foreman* I 
didn't follow this up immediately, (though I said I would at the time,) 
feeling it not quite to fit in with what J, wanted to do* I pushed it 
to one side; later on, feeling guilty, I tiled to remedy the situation 
with U5, but it was too late - I had lost his confidence* That incid­
ent really spoilt any further co-operation with US* I never felt as 
easy with him as with some of tho others*
(ii) li/hen the company decided to go ahead and use computers for pro­
duction control, I decided, in the interests of research (for comparison 
purposes) to withdraw and observe only* I tried to explain this to A, 
but I sensed his feeling of being let down* In the end I found it inr >
Possible to do: (whether this was from ethical reasons*
"Experimentation is a valid and legitimate method of study only 
when it does not destroy the object under investigation*" 
or my own inability to sit back, I'm not sure.) I back-tracked heavily, 
but the relationship with A was not the eamo*
In both these instances there was also an element of trust being
lost*
Other failures were apparent in my feelings of inadequacy and lack 
of self-confidence* I overcompensated by being more direct end force-
ful - not being eble to edmit to ignorance. I think this was tied 
up with being young (ishi) and female: what I was really saying was
'take me seriously* - and I could'never quite believe that they did.
I was always aware of vaguely *gallante* overtones.
There ore other things also that I believe hove mode a difference 
to me as a researcher because I am a woman. (I can only write as I 
feel - I*m not really in a position to judge whether men feel similar 
constraints.)
The first constraint is again a duality - this time a duality 
of role: the role of wife end mother and the role of 'worker*. There
are real pulls on either side and again I find it difficult to create 
a balance. The good aspects of having a dual role were in always having 
a 'Caring Other* to talk to, bounce ideas off, and generally keep me 
motivated; and also the enforced 'putting on ice* of ideas (or ell 
aspects of research work) while turning my mind to other demands, often 
helped to clarify my thoughts. (The seme process I suppose as positively 
not trying to remember someone's name and then it surfaces in your mind.) 
This is close to Jung's concept of 'controversion* where people tend to 
react against over-elaboration of some aspect of their development and 
pull back to the healthy control line of further growth by attending 
to another aspect. In my case it was enforced!
On the other side there were feelings of frustration at compromise 
- especially time-wise; feelings of lock of value in the eyes of 
others because of family commitments - 'How con they take me seriously 
when I've got to go now and collect the children from school?' copfcbres 
the essence of this, or 'the wife's got a little Job'; and all the 
time the struggle goes on in me because 1^ can't even sort out what is 
important to me. Questions like 'what should I do? ...* are strange 
questions because they relate to ends not simply to means. No technical 
answer will do, such as 'Tell me precisely what you want end I shall tefl 
you how to get it.‘ The whole point is that I do not know what I want.
There were real feelings too of being 'pondered' to, which fed 
my lack of self-confidence. Thoughts such as 'they wouldn't tell me 
to get lost if they wanted to,' made me work harder to establish some 
sort of credibility.
I mad8 use of my femininity too. People asked how it was that I 
found it comparatively easy to gain access to firms. Part of it was 
that I was always well prepared: port of it too was that I was a feirly
presentable woman (though I've only just managed to own that!) and still 
something of a novelty to the small engineering firms in and about 
Sheffield. The firm that I worked with for 18 months was 90^ male 
employees: initially I had to establish myself os a woman going back
to work after marriage and children - that was understandable and put 
me on a level with their own mothers (mostly) and wives. It was inter­
esting to note in the firm's Xmas pub outing that the women mechine
operators all stayed together as a group while I, as I attempted to Join
them, was diverted off to talk with a small group of men: so I wasn't
classed in quite the some way.
With the managers of the firm I found that I was used sometimes as 
a confidante, sometimes to boost their morale (or ego!) and generally on 
a friendly companionable level. Perhaps you feel I em too self-conscious 
of being female - that it doesn't moke that much difference: all I
can say is, that it is real to me, it makes e difference to me end affects 
how I operate. To emphasise this point I quote Juch's extension of
Friedlander's Parable. (For the full parable see JABS 1976 Vol. 12 no.
1, P7-21), Juch ends up with one of today's promising adolescents - 
Pede, short for Personal Development: Quote:-
"My conclusion is expressed in the description of the energetic 
strapping youth named 'Pede'j that is: the learning process
based on rationalism (Thinking) and pragmatism (Doing) should be 
completed into a personal development model by incorporating the
existentialistic Inner-Self.”
I agree - but I would give him a sibling named 'Pedef' - F for 
female - as I believe that creates a new being whose inner-self is 
essentially different because of her sex and the roles end expectations 
put upon her.
Jung points to the reality of conflict in life:- 
"The discrepancy between intellect (what you know you should do) 
and feeling (what you wont to do) which get in each other's way 
at the best of times is a particularly painful chapter in the 
history of the human psyche.”
(My brockets)
and this has relevance for my approach to research. Polerities are a 
fact of life, vix:-
feeling / intellect
irrational / rational
doing / thinking
unconscious / conscious
inner self / outer self etc.
"Everywhere there are opposites, and we find it always difficult 
to keep two opposites in our mind at the same time."
(Schumacher)
"Contradictions are the space in which we live."
(John Cage)
Uhy seek to reduce conflict or tension and create an even balance? 
Why try to tip up all the ends - know all the answers? Uhy not admit 
incompleteness, mesoineos, greyncss as e real valid stote of affairs?
Is it something to do with academic humbug? - or rather my collusion 
with imagined academia? Certainly I set out on the research path with 
the idea that I would come up with a neat parcel of knowledge at the
end. But what I understand now is very different. Perhaps what matters 
more is the recognition of the state and a determinstion of what is most 
important in given circumstances. But what I recognise in a situation 
and how I determine what is most important in given circumstances is 
unique to me - a product of my being - the outcome of my conscious 
rational self and my unconscious intuitive self - and, is I found oit 
in doing research, this is always changing.
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1. Introduction
1*1 Search Process
To find a suitable company to work with I approached the 
Industrial Liaison Centre in Sheffield (part of the Sheffield 
Centre for Innovation and Productivity) and spoke to the man­
ager, Fir. K. W. Bell. It was agreed that I could send out a 
memo with his next circulation to the 1,500 small firms on his 
mailing list.
From the replies I received, and from some personal contacts 
of my own, I investigated the possibilities of working in six 
different companies. This involved arranging initial inter­
views and follow-up interviews in an effort to assess which 
company would prove to be most profitable to work withi* the 
first instance.
Preparation
Fly approach to these first meetings was, first, to think 
through as thoroughly as possible all the things which might 
happen and be said. Secondly, to consider how to structure 
the interaction, in order to come out with an agreement to 
proceed if I felt that the innovation situation and the com­
pany 'climate* were suitable. And, third, if the company were 
not suitable for an initial investigation how to negotiate for 
a situation where I could come back at a later date after so$e 
prepafcefcpry research work had been done. In reading through
O.D. literature on bating entries into organisations a lot of 
emphasis is put on the relationship formed. So I set the
1. Schein, E., Process Consultation, Addison-bJesley, 1969
following aims for the first meeting:-
(i) to get g  background knowledge of the company, 
emphasising the exploratory nature of the meeting;
(ii) to define my ideas on innovation and decision-making;
(iii) to discover how fer my perceptions were shared;.
(iv) to get the contact to realise that date collection
within the company would create expectations emong 
employees;
(v) to get the contact to commit time to the project so 
that he would feel involved in it and give me author­
ity in the eyes of others;
(vi) to get a feel for the climate of the company through 
observing management style;
(vii) to establish myself os a person of competence;
(viii) to establish client expectations about the project and
agree on how I would proceed*
1 aimed to keep the initial investigations to a short time 
span so that this could be reviewed as the company learnt more 
about me and saw the potential and benefit to them in the 
project (end so that I could withdraw if need be)* The first 
meeting was to be essentially exploratory on both sides to 
test out whether
(a) the company woo innovative and 'right* for me, and
(b) whether management would be willing for their company to 
be used to aid the research project*
Results
Of the six companies visited:
(i) R*C. was very 'extreme* in its rigid structure end
formal procedures: it was doubtful whether I would be
allowod much access or freedom of data collection*
(ii) BCD woo willing to co-operate, but it seemed difficult 
to pinpoint situations in which decisions about inno­
vation were being mode* Root of our discussions soemed 
to be about technical specifications around an already 
decided innovation: the possibility of working with
them at a later date remains open*
(ill) BE was a service industry - and while being fairly
innovative - was becoming increasingly involved with 
an external company and the possibility of merging*
(iv) GD was the smallest firm - eight members in all and
hod a very informal 'round the drawing board' style*
I would have practically had to 'live in' to catch them 
at it*
(v) AP were in a specialised field and highly Innovative
I approached them through the Technical Director and 
some hitch in communication occurred between him and 
the Reneging Director* However the possibility of work­
ing with them at a later date remains open*
(vi) CD seemed the moot auitable company to work with and so
X shall describe (fcy meeting with them in more detail*
Resting
I phoned up end arranged a meeting with the General Roneger on 
1 October, 1979*
2*1 Background to Company
C*D* Sheffield is port of a group with headquarters in London*
It ie solely concerned with production os London HQ are respon­
sible for coles, marketing and distribution* As such there needs 
to be close links with London who to some extent control the 
purse strings, though on a production basis CD is financially
autonomous onri self-accountable.
CD makes surgical instruments and orthopaedic products: they
have a catalogue of 16,000 lines but these are not all oper­
ational at the seme time, nor do they always manufacture 
everything on the premises - they buy in certain requirements*
The two main divisions in the work are surgical instruments end 
orthopaedic products* Surgical instruments hove five main de­
partments - (i) scissors (ii) retractors (ili) specials 
bows (iv) general tools (v) cheap end - numbers of expend­
able items e.g. towel clips* The Orthopaedic department is 
relatively small, especially in relation to the profit it brings 
in, and is duo for expansion* There ere also other allied de­
partments whose functions cross the main product divisions, e*g* 
forge, tool room, finishing, polishing, passivation, warehouse*
CD employs 140/150 p&oplc within a basic pyramid structure 
(formal organisation chorfc reproduced os Ex* l)* Each section 
has a foreman who is responsible to the departmental manager* 
Senior management consists of
(i) the Works Superintendent
(ii) the Industrial Engineer
(ill) the Accountant
(iv) the General Manager*
Innovotioa Background
CD ie always on the look out for ways in which to increase 
profit; they feel thoy must be dynamic, not static* Product 
development is usually instigated by surgeons; thoy ore in 
close contact with some who came with ideas and drawings for
uoyc of improving their technique with adopted products*
This inevitably means that CD must be highly odeptivo end 
ready to cope uith change themselves* It aleo means that 
besides producing large batches of one particular item e.gg 
en ortificiel hip joint, they ore also producing small batches 
of the seme item with variations for a particular suggeon* In 
large part they ore user/customer dominated - the NHS being 
another customer with specific legal obligations to comply 
with - e*g* the quality and type of raw material used* 
Developing new products often moons clinical experiments using 
experimental items.
A recent innovation was a re-laying of existing machinery 
within the orthopaedic section ech&iving a 50$ improvement in 
production, but this resulted in a more rigid range of product* 
0D is now waiting for board approval for expending the ortho­
paedic section, involving looking more closely et the ways 
things ere being produced and re-vamping ways of working to 
make for continuous production*
Present State
There are a number of on-going or future innovations within 
CDs—
(i) development of the forge area by buying fast striking 
forging presses end expanding the site; setting up o 
forge on a profit basis and selling its products os 
well os making components for CD;
(ii) creating a more effective production control system 
with the possible use of micro-processors for dote 
collection and feedback;
(iii) the use of micro-procossors on existing machinery ;
(iv) the use of on-going adoptive technology on existing 
machines;
(v) coping with design innovation required by surgeons*
In connection with item (iii) CD was taking advantage of a 
Deportment of Industry grant for £2,000 to conduct o feasi­
bility study for assessing the application of micro-processes 
within the company* They were using the services of a team 
of consultants - Sheffield Micro Information Systems Ltd*
Climate
Ue spent some time discussing decision-making especially the 
GM'e personal style* I was left with the impressionss-
(i) he was aware of the importance of incolving other 
people and paid lip-service to that but in fact was 
fairly autocratic in style: he actually sold this*
(ii) He enjoyed his position of power - his ambition had 
created this situation*
(iii) He was aware of human motives and politics but waq 
unsure of how to handle them*
(iv) He hod a policy of expansion - of bringing in new 
people and ideas - of creating a wider management 
perspective*
(v) He tried to foster a spirit of delegation and trons- 
forral of decision-making down the line and yot made 
fairly heavy usa of withholding information as a 
control system*
There seemed to’ bo a struggle going on between two opposing 
views* On the.one hand a fairly open progressive management 
etyle and on the other a more rigorous tightly controlled 
style* The feeling was that exteonally the GM recognised and
wanted to implement newer etyles of management - team work, 
consultation, etc* but had not yet managed to internalise 
that for himself in terms of change of style, increased 
delegation* His policies of expansion were bringing with 
them a need to re-assess his role end the roles of others in 
an attempt to cope with the inevitable changes in the system 
structure end lines of authority* CD seemed to be poised at 
a time of fundamental change*
This led on to the fact that if I were to come into the com­
pany from outside and start interviewing people and collecting 
data, this in itself would create change*
2*5* Contracting
It was agreed that CO was a suitable company*. ;to study for the 
purposes of looking at innovation and decision-making* As 
item (iii) - using micro-proceosos on existing machinery - 
was the subject of o feasibility study nt that time, it was 
suggested that a useful way in would be to liaise with the Ind­
ustrial Engineer on this project*
Initial Entry
3*1 Innovation, feasibility Study
Over the next month I liaised closely with the Industrial Eng­
ineer and the consultants, attending formal meetings and also 
informal meetings with the people concerned* The Industrial 
Engineer had been appointed in May 1979 and this project had 
been given to him to oversee, as port of a programme of expan­
sion, in the process of which a new department of Production 
Engineering would be set up, headed by the Industrial Engineer* 
The Proposal for the feasibility study is reproduced as Ex* 2*
Oackarounri to the feasibility study
Meetings held in May 1979 between the consultants and the GH 
identified specific areas in their manufacturing process which 
might benefit from the application of micro-processor techno­
logy.
The company therefore looked for guidance under the Department 
of Industry1s MAP Scheme in order to determine the best course 
of action to meet their initial and future requirements.
Terms of Reference
To evaluate the potential for using micro-processors within the 
company's operational areas of:-
(i) Double headed Hasan drill
(ii) Instrument Machine Shop
(iii) Spark erosion die making
The report comprised an appraisal of the major operation 
performed by each machine together with some reference to any 
peculiarities of the process. This was then followed by dis­
cussion of how improvements could be effected to the basic 
process by alteration in techniques of jigging (where applic­
able) together with those which could result from additional 
electrical/electronic control and/or monitoring.
Some observations were also mode of the effects on the company 
of moving into electronic systems generally, (see Ex, 3)
Following this report it was decided to use intermediate 
technology - i.e, adapting existing machinery by moans of 
jigs and fixtures, on the recommendations laid down in the 
report. This was to be n phased programme of events running 
from January I960 - April 1900, and was the responsibility
of the Industrial Engineer# In ths new financial year the 
possibility of using micro technology for new systems of pro­
duction planning and control was to be investigated.
Re-negotiation
At this point I felt I needed to re-negotiote my contract with 
the company. I wanted to gain moro understanding of the workings 
of CD - the tasks, the people, the products, lines of commun­
ication etc* With this in mind I arranged a meeting for 12 
November, 1979 with the'"General Manager.
My aims were:-
(i) to clarify my position and role
(ii) to get the go-ahead for building up my understanding
of the company as a background for my work on Innovation 
and decision-making.
I found the GM receftfbive to these proposals; my first elm was 
to build up e realistic picture of the organisation as seen by 
an outsider end I undertook to reflect this back to senior man­
agement* I said that I would take a 'critical* view but would 
not criticise individuals, as the development of relationships 
of trust was necessary for mo to get an accurate picture.
The principal role problem I foresaw was to maintain the right 
degree of independence. In the fentry phase, involving initial 
contecte end the development of relationships with other per­
sonnel, a prime concern would be to gain people's trust and 
confidence. It would consequently be difficult to be the 
carrier of dissonant messagos when I might later hove to give
critical feedback on the company's functioning. The concern
with devoloping relationships might distract me from getting 
an 'objective* view of the company and its problems. This 
suggested to me that the best way of giving feedback was not 
to do so piecemeal, but to make e report at specified inter­
vals which dealt with problems in an 'objective* fashion.
This was egreod upon - the first report to be at the end 
of .three months - the first in e series of quarterly reports. 
I was also given complete freedom end access to all personnel 
as well as being invited to more formal management meetings 
etc.
3.3 Summary
(i) I hod taken a decision to work from 'observables' 
rather than from theory or generalisations, while 
realising the risk involved both for me and the 
company*
(ii) I had achieved a number of successful interactions 
to date which involved:
(a) developing a better understanding of my role;
(b) obtaining valuable information;
(c) developing friendly personal relationships.
(iii) I was building up data from which to go forward into 
the main research project.
Firct Quarterly Report
4.1 The Uritinq of a Report
In writing a Report I had to try to balance a number of con­
siderations* Uhnt should go into it. Who is going to receive 
it? lihat, If snything, dLd I want to come out of it?
I decided to write the report and submit it to each of the
senior managers with a date fixed to discuss the report after 
a few days.
In keeping with my brief of acting ss an organisation 'mirror*
I needed to present some of the key issues end areas of con­
cern that had emerged. It would be difficult to avoid a oense 
of personal criticism or confrontation on management style; 
and it would also be difficult to present a convincing case 
without being specific about fchet people hod said and without 
implicating other individuals. At the same time, I felt the 
need to justify my own expertise and show e depth of under­
standing of the situation backed by 'fects*.
Finally, I hod to remember that they might wont to do something 
about the situation so it would not be enoggh to create a lot 
of dissonance without offering some constructive way of deal­
ing with problems.
I decided therefore to mix the 'row* data with interpretations 
and more generalised theory enabling them to understand their 
situation in more objective terms; and to suggest ways of 
turning their understanding into action through a reporting 
of needs expressed by various personnel at differing times.
I also wanted to focus on structural issues rather than on 
personality ones because people can work on structural issues 
more easily. It also reduces the threat in the situation. I 
toned down whatever might antagonise and tried to present 
people's behaviour in the context of the pressures on them. 
Hopefully, this would leave room for poople to constructively 
work on issues if they wanted to.
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Proposal for a Feasibility Study 
(Under the Department of Industry's MAPCON Scheme)
On behalf of 8 C.D. (SHEEFIELD) LIMITED
B^S SHEFFIELD MICRO INFORMATION SYSTEMS LIMITED (Con. 463)
1. THE NATURE OF THE MICROPROSESSOR APPLICATIONS
Discussions with the Production Director revealed that the company 
is achieving a high grouth in producing orthopaedic implant and high 
quality surgical instruments, (the increased production uas approximate­
ly 40$ last year). Houever the company ore facing a shortage of skilled 
staff uhich they are attempting to overcome by on intensive training 
programme involving 20% of the uorkforce, together with on increase in 
technical and managerial staff.
The company are looking touards microprocessor technology to imp­
rove their productivity by higher automation of their machining pro­
cedures and closer monitoring of the expensive stock and uork in pro­
gress. It is intended that the feasibility study ©ill be undertaken 
together uith the company's Industrial Engineer in order that the 
expertise gained can be projected into further developments uithin the 
company.
i
A subsequent investigation of the company's shopfloor uith the 
Industrial Engineer revealed too particular areas uhich they uould like 
to be investigated uith a vieu to taking advantage of microprocessor 
technology, namely:
APPLICATION {‘I) - Improving Machine Operations
The uork centres uhich uarrant investigation include:
(i) Doubled headed Hosan drill - uhich is required to drill
approximately 80$ of the orthopaedic products but one of the 
problems facing the company is the machining of neu stainless 
steels uhich become uork hardened uhen drilled. This state 
may become detectable by increased machine loBd and hence 
corrective action may be possible. Another detectable state 
could be an indication as to uhen the drilling process is 
completed.
(il) Instrument machine shop - this large machine shop is being
Investigated uith a vieu to developing more sophlscated Jigging 
facilities and rautcr.mating the process. There appears to be a
potential use of microprocessors to control the sequence 
control of feeding, clamping and monitoring slot depth.
(iii) Die making through spark erosion requires hard finishing to
obtain the required finish. An investigation into the possi­
bilities of developing more sophlscated die making and ultim­
ately pressing by cold forming.
APPLICATION (2) - Improved Shop Floor Production Monitoring
The company's production use very expensive materials - Cobfelt, 
Titanium and Orthopaedic stainless steel. The increase in production 
being achieved requires the company production management to develop 
more sophisticated shop floor planning and control procedures.
The study would identify the type of facilities required in order
t08—
(i) control stocks of raw material.
(ii) monitor the flow of production batches through the work centres
to enable standard costs to be more clearly identified and 
hence give more direction to the profitability of the different 
company's product range.
(iii) allow clearer identification of departmental end work centre 
utilisation.
(iv) develop a production planning system which would allow work to 
be scheduled, work in progress tracked and production costs to 
be controlled.
This would allow the company to identify areas where manufacturing 
processes require increased capacity or development.
2. C.D. LIMITED
The company has operated for 100 years based upon the local cut­
lery skills.
As stated previously a high production growth is being achieved, 
by approximately 40$ last year, producing high quality engineering in 
the orthopaedic implant and surgical instrument makkets.
The company are successful in both the U.K. and export markets, 
exporting approximately 50$ of its sales. The company has a wide 
product range of approximately 16,000 products.
The company's success reflects the progressive attitudes of the 
management, which shows in:
- the company growth
- the workfooce training programme (for new manufacturing processes)
- the new Sheffield factory siting
- They are keen to investigate the potential far using microprocessors
within their company's production machinery and management activities.
3. TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDIES
APPLICATION (1)
To evaluate the potential for using microprocessors within the
company's machine operations indicated in Section 1 in order tot
(l) Improve the production output without on increase in workforce,
due to the lack of skilled operatives*
(ii) improve the quality control of the products being manufactured*
APPLICATION (2)
To evaluate the potential for using microprocessors with the
company's stock and production monitoring in order to:
(i) control stocks of expensive materials*
(ii) allow more control over the production planning and monitoring
of work in progress*
(iii) allow the product profitability to be Identified more clearly 
instead of using the existing estimated standard costs*
4. CONDITIONS FOR THE FEASIBILITY STUDY
APPLICATION (1)
(i) Ten man days will be required in order to carry out:
(a) a detailed investigation into the drilling, fitting, die 
making and cold pressing operations* This will be under­
taken in consultation with the company's Industrial 
Engineer*
(b) an investigation into the hardware and software archi­
tectures necessary for development*
(c) the production of a feasibility report*
(11) The feasibility study will be undertaken by two consultants*
(ill) The cost of the study will be approximately £1800 plus VAT*
APPLICATION (2)
(1) Ten man days will be required in order to carry out:
(a) a detailed investigation into the company's production 
flow routes end stock requirements together with the 
necessary production planning and monitoring reporting 
requirements*
(ii)
(iii)
(b) an investigation into the cost of suitable hardware and 
software requirements together with the necessary organ­
isational considerations*
(c) the production of a feasibility report*
The feasibility study will be undertaken by two consultants* 
The cost of the study will be approximately £1800 plus VAT*
EX. 3
SECTION 6: General Remarks Concerning Provision of Electronic Equipment
The remarks merie on each of the machines around uhich this investi­
gation has centred have ell alluddd in some way or other to the additional 
provision of electrical/electronic control and monitoring equipment. In 
some cases such equipment will incorporate a microcomputer controller.
The level at uhich the company would want to become involved with this 
provision warrants some comment.
(i) Electronic expertise as such does not presently exist within the 
company.
(ii) Electrical and mechanical maintenance of most existing machines 
is, however, undertaken.
(iii) Wiring and control panel modifications or additions would be 
well within the compass of existing staff.
(lv) Installation of more sophisticated electronic equipment could
be undertaken provided such equipment was designed as a package 
with such installation in mind; the need to 'tune' instruments 
to suit a machine is best avoided.
(v) Any equipment employing microcompters would be best designed
such that acquisition of (expensive) programming ability is 
avoided.
SECTION 7t Conclusions
This report has attempted to provide on appraisal of where 
largely low-cost,(.excursions into electrical and electronic aids 
may be profitable on machining. It has not been considered realistic 
to imply that microelectronics the ’'obvious” improvement to any pro­
cess* Rather, it is suggested that significant returns could bo 
achieved as e result of quite modest electronic and electromechanical 
additions to jigs and machine controls in many cases. The exception 
to this would be the gains to be realised if a data logging facility 
were acquired to monitor machine performance* Although this would be 
initially concerned with the cannulation process only it could well 
be usefully deployed onto other machines also* The philosophy behind 
all recommendations made in this report hna been that of minimising 
operator intervention in machining processes.
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Background to the Project
My first contact with the Company was a visit to the General 
Manager on 1 October 1979* U)e discussed the possibility of 
my looking at how technological innovation was initiated and 
implemented within the company and at the decision making 
processes involved* Following this discussion, I was introduced 
to the Industrial Engineer and was kept in touch with the formal 
procedures to do with one specific innovation*
In a subsequent interview with the G*M* on 12 November, 1979 
it was recognised that it was important for me to have more of 
a 'feel' for the organisation - to understand more fully the 
tasks, products and people of C*D* as a background for work on 
innovation and decision-making*
It was agreed that I should present a report to eenior management 
after three months on the picture I hod built up of formal and 
informal/.systems, attitudes and relationships* This was to be 
the first of a series of quarterly reports*
Data Collection
This has been carried out over the period from 21 November 1979 
to 11 January I960* I began by holding fairly formal interviews 
with members of the senior management team, interspersed with 
more informal discussions with personnel at all levels* This ubg 
supplemented by occasional conoersations end with observations 
of the daily activities in the factory* I felt it important to 
make as many contacts as possible and to assure people that what 
they said to me was confidential in that individuals would not be 
quoted but that I would generalise what they said as I built up 
an overall picture; that I was not here to be judgemental but
to act so n mArror for the organisation, reflecting bock to them 
any key issues thct emerged*
1*3 The Purpose and Form of this Report
(i) to show how an outsider sees the organisation;
(ii) to identify key issues that have emerged.
I hope to report on issues which hove become apparent to mo through 
my interviews, discussions and observations by continually reflect­
ing back to generalised understandings of behaviour in organisations* 
This is important, because people tend to see problems in terms of 
the particular personalities involved, but I hope to make clear 
that there ere characteristics in the organisation ond development 
of accompany which influence the way people act. Comments made 
about individuals should, therefore, be taken in this light, end 
not es personal criticisms*
Port I - The Report
2*1 Old and New - stapes in the development of an organisation
The ways in uhich a company grows are many and varied; in part 
its development will depend on how it copes end responds to crises* 
C*D. has had a long period of unsettlement and management change 
and now seems to be entering a phase of expansion* Many managers 
see that for their sito to prosper and continue to move forward 
they must develop new forms of relationship. Companies invariebly 
begin life oa the creation of one strong leader (or they arc re­
juvenated at a time of crisis or stagnation by such a man)* As 
they grow, they become too big for one man to control single- 
handedly, and it becomes necessary to create a system of roles to 
deal uith all the work. When n company is dominated by one man, 
it is characterised as having o 'power culture*. Uith increase
in size and complexity of business, development of a system of 
specialised roles becomes necessary* Authority is delegated to 
the individuals in these roles and, although power ultimately 
derives from the man at the top, it is more dispersed than in 
a 'power culture'* This kind or organisation is characterised 
as having a 'role culture'*
Typically, in a 'poeer culture' the leader is closely involved in 
all i f  fairs, either personally or through hie lieutenants, and has 
a close hand in all decisions* His word is regarded as law, and 
the organisation carries his stamp* However, the very success of 
such a form of organisation leads eventually to pressure for change 
as it grows in size and is forced to take on specialists* The 
larger organisation makes greater demands on co-ordination, and 
specialists bring with them different backgrounds, styles and 
expectations uhich clash with prevailing norms*
The organisation uhich emerges relies on clearly defined roles, 
separate functions, clearly understood procedures for communica­
tions, and rules (governing, for example, the settlement of dis­
putes)*
Each type of organisation has particular strengths and weaknesses, 
end is successful in particular environments* The recent history 
of C*D* exemplifies this process of coping uith expansion* Thus, 
the creation of professional functions such as Industrial Engineer, 
the recognition of the need for rationalising planning and control 
systems, represent an attempt to develop more rigorous and system­
atic methods in planning organising and evaluating work* There 
is also the creation of additional levels of management below 
top level to provide a broader management capability* A process 
of moving from a 'power culture' to a 'role culture' can, there-
(Are, be observed throughout the company. Several issues relating
to this phase of transition have been obsorved:-
(i) the prevailing management etylo is characteristic of e
'power culture* although the emergence of an effective 
organisation based on properly defined roles and adequate 
differentiated authority is boing encouraged.
(ii) there is a leek of understanding about new ^ personnel 
connected with expansion which is expressed as resentment 
of outsiders (cowboys) coming in and taking over staff 
positions; this, in turn, gives rise to tho feeling that 
shop floor ability is not recognised or promoted#
(iii) there is a general foar of change — a fenr of anything or
anyone new expressed through lack of co-operation and n 
withholding of information: this is also an ettompt to
gain management recognition of shop floor ability, although 
withholding information is not solely o shop floor phenomenon; 
it seems to be a genorsl strategy for getting noticed#
Needs have been expressed for:-
(i) clearer role definitions;
(ii) more knowledge about new positions and management functions;
(Iii) regular team meetings of management at all levels with
joint consultation, openeess end decisions that are acted 
on# (A movement towards this has begun in the lest feu 
weeks, particularly at middle management level)#
Individual and Group Identities
There ore a number of felt groups within C.D. uith significant
importance: these ore
(i) senior management - GM; IE; A; US;
(ii) middle management - UE; PE; T/Fm; Dr; n/cs;
(iii) the tool roogi*
(iv) surgical instrument workers*
(v) orthopaedics#
Because of the number of definable groups, the chaftns of command 
are tortuous end confused - staff at either end are remote from 
one another* This increases the likelihood of breakdowns in com­
munication and leads to overlap between roles* Because of this 
staff tend to encroach on one another9e authority, or to bypass 
one another in order to shorten the chain of command and communic­
ation* The effect of this on the individual is to create uncert­
ainty about his role and anxiety about what authority he has* He 
may try to ocercome this in two ways - by avoiding taking deci­
sions and not accepting responsibility, or by taking authority 
away from others* The persons most affected by this ore inevitably 
the men in the middle* A few examples will illustrate this*
(1) The Works Superintendent's authority is undermine when
the G*M* takes decisions unilaterally to change production 
schedules* He feels a lack of proper consultation*
(ii) He, in turn, encourages his subordinates to bypass the 
recognised system of reporting and consultation*
(iii) This creates tension in the Works Engineer who responds 
by withdrawing* Each person off-loads his stress onto 
another*
Role relationships and reporting relationships seem to be in a 
state of flux; new systems are harder for some to accept than 
others* There seems to be a clash between older existing roles 
and new initiatives* This is seen in:
(i) the rapid rise in status of the tool room*
(ii) the increased importance of the orthopaedics department 
in terms of profit*
(iii) individuals who ere selected for promotion without 
consultation*
(iv) outsiders brought in to fill roles which have not been 
explained - end, therefore, seeming to be irrelevant 
to the majority of those in the organisation*
Needs have been expressed for a systematic review of role relation­
ships with the aim of clarifying what each should be doing* There 
are signs that the problem is already in port recognised - with 
the on-going attempt to write proper job descriptions - but it 
also means people saying how they are hindered and helped by the 
things other peopleddo, andcooming to arrangements which suit both*
2*3 Information and Communication
Communication is concerned with how information and instructions 
are passed between personnel having different duties, responsibilities 
and power* A system of communication, however, does notddepend 
solely on logically devised procedures* It depends as much, if not 
more, on the underlying structure of roles - on personnel having 
adequate authority to carry out their duties and clearly understood 
areas of responsibility* Good communications also involves how 
people communicate with one another# This includes skill in 
listening and talking, and the general climate within the company 
which fosters or impedes communication* Thus, personal relation­
ships between staff are as important as functional relationships*
The climate of communications in C*D* reveals several areas of 
tension:
(l) those who do not appreciate the GM'S style are demoralised 
by his abrasiveness*
(ii) the old system of fight end confrontation with managers 
prevails because people ore clear that they know howto 
tnonage this system*
(iii) withholding of information is used as a control device 
or as a means of increasing outward power and authority*
(iv) 'People get lost trying to reach top management' -
this tends to perpetuate the view that management does not 
know or is not interested in what is really going on at 
shop floor level*
(v) Communication flows are mainly downward - in the form
of commands; there is little lateral communication across 
quite insular departments* This leads to mistrust and 
bad working relationo*
(vi) Communication uith London seems to be fraught with mis­
understandings; there are too many personalities involved; 
too many hitches; not enough information is passed through 
at the right times*
Needs hove been expressed fori-
(i) more integration between departments*
(ii) a 'system of recognition* where a true record is compiled 
of a man(s ability over time, with opportunities for pro­
motion*
(iii) senior management showing more knowledge of shop floor 
workings, and conversely shop floor receiving more inform­
ation and explanations about things that affect them, e«g* 
overtime cut-backs*
(iv) a better system of consultation end decision making for 
senior management - formal and informal*
(v) more definite corporate planning Instead of all pulling 
in different directions#
(vi) q better system of communication between London and 
Sheffield*
The value of open communication ia neglected* Communication is 
predominantly downward* Management tends not to consult, and 
neglects the value of keeping subordinates informed, to encourage 
identification with the aims of the company end overcome a 'them* 
and *usf attitude* Consequently, subordinates (at all levels) 
feel a constraint on communication upwards* This denies manage­
ment the feedback it needs, and denies subordinates possible 
eupport*
These problems are primarily a matter of attitude* However, as 
has already been recognised in a small way, meetings and consult­
ations which bring together different groups of people to discuss 
Joint problems, and to work on these, are e way of improving 
understanding and changing attitudes*
Part . 11
3*1 The furtherance of the aims of the research project 
The research has four main aims:
(i) to study firms who ore making technological innovations 
in order to assess how decisions to innovate are token*
(ii) to examine the innovation implementation process to see 
whether decisions are taken participotively or not and 
their consequence*
(iii) to identify the communication structure and to determine 
the nature of interpersonal communication flows and how 
the formal structure and informal processearare related*
(iv) to provide a general theoretical approach to help 
organisations cope with innovation implementation*
I feel that the past three months hove given me some understanding 
of the organisation; the next stage is to monitor a number of 
on-going innovations using a variety df techniques e*g*t
(i) Sociometric survey
(ii) Organisational flapping questionnaire*
(iii) Best and Worst Innovation Implementation*
(iv) Case histories*
(v) Informal assessments etc*
This could result in the first step towards providing a general 
theoretical approach to help organisations cope with innovation*
In order to do this I need your help in identifying several well- 
defined innovations within C*0* at the present time*
Establishing a Further Work Contract
I would like the monitoring of these Innovations and a further two 
reports to you on my progress to bo the basis of my work in C.D. 
over the next six months*
Also there may be areas in this report which you feel need follow­
ing up for the benefit of C.D* These would be the basis of an 
additional contract between us*
APPENDIX 3
NanaQement fleeting - 23 January. 1980
)A report on the feedback session centred on the first Quarterly Report
(i) The meeting lasted roughly 2 \ hours; (9.40 - 12.20). We had 
to wait a feu minutes for the Accountant (A) to come end during 
that time I discovered that the Works Superintendent (WS) had not 
yet read the report. I was a little worried about this particular 
ly as specific reference had been made to him in the report. He 
proceeded to scan through it there and then. The GOT withdrew 
behind his paper and the Industrial Engineer (IE) just commented 
that he thought the report could hove been much more 'hard 
hitting*, more specific - that I could have 'laid things on
the line' more, particularly in the areas of communication end 
information.
While this took me aback a little (I suppose I had subconciously 
been expecting support from him rather then criticism) I was also 
relieved as I had been worried about the confronting nature of 
the report.
(ii) When A arrived the Gfl turned to me and said: ”Ue're all here - 
it's your meeting, tell us what you want.” This again surprised 
me because it did not fit in with his behaviour that I had obser­
ved in other meetings, where he set the tone of the meeting from 
the start and directed things fairly heavily thereafter.
But it did give me a welcome opportunity to begin by saying that 
the report really sprang from a success situAtion: that it was
because CD was on tho point of expansion, because it woe pro­
gressive end forward looking that a lot of these issues centred 
on role structure, communication, linos ofauthority, etc. were 
emerging.
from this a short discussion followed - what I term as 'nit­
picking' whore minor details of terminology and understanding 
are picked on and tossed around, e.g. CD was not expanding 'it 
wea developing' existing resources; it was in a stage of trans­
ition, moving from older craft-based ideas to more modern ways 
of production; the emphasis was on raising the Sheffield unit's 
status in the eyes of London (group headquarters). Also, 
emphasis was laid on the good things that had occurred within 
tho Sheffield site in the last fifteen months - a 50% increase 
in productivity, better promotion paths for personnel etc. This 
gave me tho opportunity to say that of necessity I had collected 
mainly negative data because of the method of data collection - 
interviews, informal concorsations etc.
(iii) After this introductory 'shake-down' the meeting got down to 
some real work on the issues ofcommunication, openness and 
trust, between the four members of the senior management team,
I decided to take the role ofprocess observer and mainly inter­
vened on this level. This was because I was anxious that the 
meeting did not remain os a general time for letting off steam 
but that some learning was brought out; that it was recognised 
that this type of meeting - i.e. one not concerned primarily 
with task issues but more with relationships - could bo of 
value andccould bring about constructive change.
Important points raised included!
(o) do we see ourselves as a management team or not?
(b) what la the level of trust between us?
(c) what are our assumptions about each other in relotion to 
task, role and status?
(d) are we equals?
(e) should we all have access to the seme information?
(f) what would be a satisfactory way of operating as a team 
in the future?
It was significant to find that the Gfl sow the three others as 
the management 'team' end saw himself outside of this - more 
as a liaison between Sheffield and London and being fairly 
directive to his 'team* at Sheffield* It was also interesting 
to note that he was not willing to collude with the general 
feeling of the meeting and agree to operate as a member of a 
senior management team. He retained his position of separatism. 
(After the meeting this led A to say, "Nothing's changed - he 
won't change his attitude.")
four main actions arose from this part of the meetingb
(a) Every 2nd Wednesday in the period (roughly once a month) 
there would be a formal management meeting of the top 4 
in order to provide a structure for cross-fertilisation 
of ideas and knowledge and to enable members to begin to 
operate more on a teem basis. It would also be e meeting 
to examine relationship issues as well. Decisions would 
be taken and action plans formulated so that everyone was 
clear about future plans.
(b) There would be a review meeting held next week (Tuesday,
29 Danuary) to start them off where there would be a 
recapitulation by each member of the team of where he was 
- projects, policies, budgets, etc.
(c) Areas of responsibility were more clearly defined:-
- IE was responsible for seeing that middle management 
operated as a team
- US was responsible for structuring meetings between all 
senior foremen
- A was to start building up the production control side*
(d) Each of the three menagees was more clearly established as
a project officer:-
- IE responsible for plant re-location and use of space
- - US p&onning of a new forge
- A data collection and control for production*
I was left with the feeling that there was a greater spose of 
satisfaction with having faced up to some of the personal issues 
and antagonisms that were getting in the way of proper communic­
ation* The GH did not really subscribe to the view that manage­
ment meetings should be held at definite pre-determined times
- he felt they should occur when the need arose, on an 'ad hoc* 
basis, but he agreed fairly readily to a monthly meeting of the 
type described* This was seen os important by the others in that 
the meetings would provide a structure for more safely brin|6gg 
up process issues*
The central issue that seemed to emerge was 'where is the company 
going and what organisation does it need to get there?' This 
seemed to be explored in personal terms and to have some satis­
factory tangible outcome for the members at the meeting*
The feedback to me was that the report was 'basically right' and 
•enlightening' although 'it doesn't really say anything that's 
new'* This was important for me because my 'facts' at that time 
were only so many one-sided statements (admittedly collected
from a large proportion of the work force) and personal hunches* 
The data, subjectively derived, could only become 'factual* 
through developing shared acceptance of it* Questions of 
communication, roles, personalities ere social matters end 
data about these can, therefore, only acquire the status of 
'fact* thoough a social process (viz* sharing it)*
I also became aware that giving data feedback clarification 
perhaps improves the understanding of individuals but does not 
necessarily motivate them to change* Perhaps too the time had 
come for the managers themselves to start generating and eval­
uating data, instead of relying on me to go from one person to 
another and collect it* Group generated data would have more 
power to influence participants to seek changes, if that is what 
they wanted*
finally, I had been wondering whether the focus I had adopted 
reflected my preferences or the reality of the situation* I 
tended to look on the resolution of role relationships as an 
end in itself - as a 'rational' problem to be solved* In so 
doing, I was adopting the conventional vieu of the organisation 
as a hierarchical, functionalisad, routine-performing system, 
dominated by authority relations* But the impression was that 
ray approach in this hod reflected the actual state of the organ­
isation and that by working on an area which many personnel at 
all ftevele had identified as important, I had not Imposed my own 
views or preferences* One comment was, 'It didn't really matter 
what you wrote in that report did it? He'd have ended up 
talking about this anyway*"
Two of them (IE and US) intimated that they would like to talk 
with roe further about their own team set-ups* I also asked
whether I could attend their monthly management meetings to 
keep abreast uith the climate and progress of work etc* This 
was agreed upon: my role would be purely as non-porticipatory
observer*
The final part of the meeting was concerned with my position, 
end research work on innovation and decision making*
It was decided that there were three main areas of innovation:-
(a) the data control system for planning production - headed 
by A
(b) tho relocation of machinery and plant space headed by IE
(c) the development of a forge on site - headed by US,
Of those (a) and (b) seemed to be the areas Cor immediate work 
and it was agreed I should liaise uith the project officers - 
A and IE respectively*
The 'nuts and bolts' innovations at shop floor level were not 
deemed particularly suitable for study as they were oeally out­
side of Sheffield control - they wore prescribed by London*
I would be able to collect end catalogue these though through 
contact with IE and the production engineer*
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The Three Plain Areas of Innovation
These were decided upon at the last quarterly report meeting.
(i) the data control system for planning production control 
- headed by A
(ii) the relocation of machinery and plant space - headed by 
IE
(iii) the development of a forge on site * headed by US.
I would like to discuss how individuals feel these areas of work
are progressing.
Innovation Profiles
I have focussed on four types of innovation over the last three
months.
(i) process Innovation: for example the beginnings of creating
an increasingly efficient system of production control (e.g. 
the introduction of botch route cords)
(ii) adapted-technoloov-processi the use of on-going adoptive 
technology on existing machinery - usually tilth a view 
to Increasing productivity, (e.g. Smith Petersen noil)
(iii) adapted product: coping with design innovation required by
surgeons! usually this has been an adaptation of a standard 
product line* but sometimes has meant a new product (e.g. 
Rings' hip Joint)
(iv) organisational structure innovetlont this does not really 
fall inside the definition of technological innovation, but 
does serve to illustrate some of the human factors which 
account for the bulk of variations in the innovation process 
(e.g. Rqquisltlon system for new tooling).
In looking at the innovation implementation process, there seems to
be a need to integrate all the people end subsystems relevant to
the innovation* The existence of integrative devices - committees, 
liaison departments etc* is apparent when looking at organisations* 
Traditionally it has been the responsibility of the managers in an 
organisation to ensure integration between people and subsystems*
But the problem is that an appreciation of problems in general terms 
e*g* 'poor working together on a project* is followed by the use of 
'plug-in9 solutions e*g* project teams, co-ordinating groups, job 
rotation etc* when in reality each situation ie different and the 
success of the group working together will depend on how the group 
sees itself in the task situation end how aware individuals are of 
the formal and informal roles within the group*
This would seem to point not to 'plug-in' solutions but to helping 
members to loam from the process of taking part in the innovation 
implementation process; to learn about relevant behavioural factors 
- how decisions are taken, how problems are solved, how to toork 
In a group etc* This learning could then bo taken forward to aid 
future innovation implementation situations*
Example
Nefe> Product Development Group (NPDG)
IE
P*DR
Product
Draughtsman
f/m orth* ^ 1. P.Dr*
*  (product 
dri
U.E.
Works
Engineer
tool room 
person ^ 
relevant
2. W.C.
(new tooling 
design)
manufacture
product
-r?
T*Br.
Tooling
Draughtsman
3.
mako tools
T.Dr* /  
(tooling u *
I.E.
Industrial
Engineer
drawing)
- The Central core of the NPDG would remain the same, i.e*
Product Draughtsman, Works Engineer, Tooling Draughtsman*
They work as a team*
- However, at each stage (l, 2, 3) a relegatot person is brought 
in for advice and consultation*
o*g* 1* - the advice of the foreman (or other machinist)
in the orthopaedic machine shop 
2* - a relevant person in the tool room
3* - the tool room manufacturer*
- Tooling and product drawing having been prepared production 
can begin in the machine shop*
- Any queries revert to the specific NPDG member*
- 1«E* has general oversight of NPOG*
Now Product Development Group
Uith the previous points in mind, I would bo interested in follow­
ing the development of a flexible group to deal with new product 
development. (See Example) I would also be interested in helping 
group members to draw out the learning from co-operating in such a 
group and in taking that learning forward into further innovation 
situations*
My Role
I would liko to hear from each of you what you think I have been 
doing over the lost three months and if you think I have had any 
effect (good or bod) on you or the company*
Thio is to belp me classify what my role has been In the company 
over'the last thitee months. N*B* this honestly how you hove seen 
me and not what you woufchave liked to have seen, or what you think 
I might hove been doing.
Looking Forward 
I would like to heor:
(a) whet you think of the work I hove done co far
(b) what you think about New Product Development
(c) where you think I could concentrate in the future*
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Introduction
Tho previous quarterly report (April 80) looked et three mlin 
areas of innovation end also at smaller innovations occurring 
within these main areas* It was euggested at the meeting that 
the Innovation Profiles ore part and parcel of the larger innov- 
atlon area; that the larger innovation areas are composed of 
small Incremental change: that in effect everything is inter*3
linked end dependent although it does not always appear to be so*
A request was made for me to explore further this separation/de­
pendency issue*
Interest was also expressed in the •knock-on* effect of innovation* 
Innovation is a result of pressures from both outside and Inside 
the company, but pressures are also created in different departments 
by the innovation or the act of innovating*
This report will look at these two areas in more detail and then 
also consider the direction that tho research seems to be taking*
Separation/Dependency
The Cuban order for 2,000 Smith-Petersen nails is a recent innov­
ation that illustrates the separation/dependency issues Involved 
in the innovation implementation situation*
2*1 Brief Description
The GM called a meeting of the IE, PE, and UE in the first 
weeks of Oanuary 1980 to discuss a new order from Cuba* The 
order, based on a lettor of credit expiring in March 1980, 
washeld up in London due to an oversight and now the pressure 
was on to fulfil their commitment* There were only 8-10 weeks 
to ga*,t the order through but the GM decided to take it on*
The order was for:
- 2,000 Smith Petersen nails
- 1,300 McCleughlen plates
- S hole brackets*
Due to luck and the IE*s foresight they had tooled up for 
the McCloughlan plate in November* There was no tooling for 
the SP nail* At the meeting the production process of the 
nail was looked at to try and Identify blocks and snags in 
manufacturing* The PE was briefed to design a new fixture 
for the Brook Mill machine*
The essential part of the production process was in the mill 
ing of the nail, end also in reducing the time spent in the 
wheel room glazing and polishing*
Blank machine shop wheel room
(milling) (polishing)
The PE was to design a fixture for tri-fin milling which 
would:
(a) produce clOO nails per day
(b) reduce chatter marks due to vibration and so cut down 
on polishing time*
The sequence of events was as follows
(i) specific order January 1980 - 8 weeks to complete
(ii) design fixture for milling machine and make it in
tool room
(iii) sat tho machine
(iv) moke the first nails (6)
(v) take them through the production sequence
(vi) estimate time for polishing (l minute)
(vii) check standard with quality
(viii) produce 2,000 nails*
Implementation Process
It took the P.E* (a new employee) longer than he estimated 
to produce the fixture* A greet deal of pressure was put on 
him to come up with something quickly - everyone in the 
works was euare and interested, as evidenced by the number of 
people continually buzzing around the milling machine, trying 
not to show their interest but obviously watching everything 
that was going on* Previously there had been some talk amongst 
management of the likelihood that the machine operator would 
be obstructive aa he was opposed to any change* He was des* 
cribed as 'a frustrated tool maker* who relied on hie ability 
in setting up machines to give him some importance and status* 
In the event there was no hitch at this point* It is my 
opinion that the reason for his co-operation was the interest 
being shown tin him and his machine: the status of having an
important order running through his machine and being respon­
sible for getting it through* He was pleased to ehow me over 
- "You know about it as well, do you?”
By 21 February, 1980 the fixture was working well and turning 
out about 100 nails per day - but it was obvious that the 
March deadline was not going to be met* Owing to fehletttter 
of credit the company stood to lose a substantial amount of 
money* The understanding was that because of the rush odder 
the quality standard would be lowered* However it proved very 
difficult to fix a reduced standard of quality*
Traditionally CO had alwaye given a very highly polished 
mirror finish to all work done by:
(i) glazing (12 minutes)
(ii) electro polishing (Duality control to show up
any marks)
(iii) hand polishing (6 minutes)
The PE tried to design his fixture to cut down on glazing 
time - an estimated 1 minute to eradicate the 5/1000” 
clime milling mark at the end of the cut; because of time 
pressure hand polishing was also cut resulting in a product 
which was substandard according to traditional CD’s standards 
but on a par with competitor's products*
However Ted, the glazer, was used to removing every mark and 
could not adapt for one order to not doing as usual* He was 
uncertain about the quality standard; so las the Quality 
Control manager, the person in charge of electro-polishing 
and the GPl* All were working against each other - pulling 
in different directions*
It was compounded by the fact that in the pilot run the PE 
had naturally gone to the polifthing foreman who hsd done the 
job in an estimated 1 minute: the worker actually assigned to
the job (Ted) could not achieve this time, but the senior fore­
man of the wheel room was certainly not going to let a new PE 
in to his department to discuss work allocation* He keeps 
very rigidly to the idea of being a master to himself (grown 
up out of the 'little-mester' ideas), To the polishing fore­
man it was just another Job; there was always pressure of 
time being put on their work - this was no exception; there 
was no real reason to come forward end help*
AS IE said:
”It is an engineering success story, but lt*s shown up weak­
nesses in the performance of the rest of the manufacturing 
sequence; an improvement in machinery has had a detrimental
effect down the line; an advancement in one area ie thwarted 
in another*”
Notes on Implementation Phase
The actual operation of setting a new fixture on e machine 
and increasing production of the nail seemed fine* The hitch 
occurred later on in the cycle of production and seemed to 
be a combination oft
(i) defining thB quality standard
(ii) the actual people involved in quality*
It would seem that a greater oversight of the whole project 
would have been useful, taking into account all the relevant 
people*
The following points seem to be significant:
(l) those who made tho policy were not those who had to
carry it out; however there «re ways of facilitating 
the implementation process* In this case the glazer 
who was to actually do the polishing could have been 
approached for the pilot run; the polishing foreman 
could have been involved in an explanation of the 
importance of this particular order*
(ii) As the implementation process becomes Involved with
more people, changes in programme shape are almost 
inevitable* Ideas and standards of quality wore cont­
inually being re-defined by different people to suit 
their own purposes* In re-defining, the innovation 
moves away from being the property of a single indiv­
idual or small group to being the property of a sub­
stantial group within the organisation, if not of the 
entire organisation* Essentially this is a process of
communication - a process of adjustment, compromise and 
accommodation of different interests*
In this case, as the 5P nail moved into production more 
emphosis could perhaps have been placed on re-thinking and 
re-defining the quality standard with all those concerned 
with quality* This would have meant re-thinking in terms 
relevant to parts of the organisation which had not yet 
been involved in the original planningl i.e. anticipating 
Ted's difficulties; bringing in someone more acceptable to 
the senior foreman of the wheel section (e*g* US) to ensure 
his co-operation* It also points to the importance of 
feedback in the decision-making processes and also to the 
fact that the decision-making processes are not necessarily 
simple linear progressions but complex interactive patterns*
Decisions about innovations and about how they are to be 
implemented within the organisation cannot be taken as purely 
separate entities but must be taken in the context of how the 
innovation can become pert of the organisation* This means 
taking into account the dependent nature of what seems to be 
a separate isolated event, and would suggest an integrative 
team approach involving relevant personnel at different stages*
Innovation/Pressure
The innovation taken to illustrate the issues of 'knock-on' pressures
of innovation implementation is tho introduction of route cards to
aid production control*
Brief Description
The need for a proper production control system has been 
recognised since September 1978. The General Manager (GM) 
and the Accountent (A) discussed the matter: their first
thought was to use e small computer, but as A commented:
'You look at these things, but you know you've got no power 
to buy them, it's over £30,000 for software*• They next looked 
at jasing the services of a computer bureau: 'we got as far
as we could before we actually had to spend any money'* (June
1979) This resulted in a meeting between GM, A and the Man­
agement Services Manager (London) and the computer bureau 
people* Following this it was proposed to purchase 8 ready 
made system end use it on London's computer* This wouldi-
(a) facilitate site production control
(b) solve the interface problem with Dondon*
December 1979: A - 'Ue are still waiting for approval -
money; nothing has happened yet; but we haven't left it 
completely; we're trying to put in one or two innovations as 
we go along - like route cards - something that we need 
now which won't be useless or upset us no matter what we take 
in the future*
Description
Basically the route cord removes control of work schedules 
from the individual section foremen to production control 
management (a relatively new post)* It is mainly concerned 
with surgical instrument manufacturing* Batches of work move 
around the shop floor from section to section* Previously 
foremen received e total annual schedule end could pick and 
choose at will the work they wanted to do* This was resulting
in 8 lock of order and sequence of work* Bottlenecks 
occurred In production, ordere wore not being met and 
management had no knowledge of what was being done at any 
one particular time* There was increasing pressure on top 
management from London as their enquiries about orders became 
more specific through use of a computer*
The route cord was designed so that:-
foromon no longer hed to requisition materials 
foremen no longer had to chase work batches around 
the shop floor
at any one time management could find out what work 
was in progress and whore it was 
reasons for delays should become apparent 
where delays were happening should become apparent 
management could sequence work according to their 
production schedule
a smoother work flow end greater efficiency were 
promoted*
Process of Implementation
(i) A formulated tho cord
(ii) Proposed experiment to GM, US, IE end !°C
(iii) Explanatory meeting with A, US, PC and one foreman 
showing completed route cord.
(iv) Pilot experiment for one month in one oection (Jbnuary
1980)
(v) General meetings with foremen to inform them about 
route cards (4 February 1980)
(vi) General implementation (5 February 1980)
(vii) Feedback meeting of foremen (29 Febouary 1980),
(i>
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
3.2 Pressures to Innovate
(i) Outside
- The main pressure seemed to bo from London who were 
requiring more specific end instent information about 
work in progress and product costing. Their requests for 
information highlighted the inefficiencies of the present 
methods of product costing and production control within 
the company.
- Gressure was being put on individuals to como up with 
instent knowledge,
- Inadequacies in the present system were holding up future 
growth plans; it was felt that to become, or remain, e 
progressive 'successful* company, e more detoiled system, 
able to respond to changes and providing up-to-date inform* 
ation was vital.
(ii) Inside
- The main pressure seemed to be the occurrence of bottle­
necks in the manufacturing process.
- There was a need for a proper order and sequence of work 
as a means of identifying priority work and also identi­
fying batches 'on the floor'.
- Due to personalities involved it was also importeofe to 
implement one system for all so that it was not seen es a 
'blaming* or 'picking-on* exercise.
- The pressure was olso to instigate something which would 
be useful es o permanent measure and not as a stop-gap 
measure.
The ultimate aim is to bring in some kind of computerised
production control: the introduction of route cards was
\
seen as a first step in dealing with these pressures to
innovate but also a step which was useful in its own 
right.
3.3 Pressures caused by Innovation of route cords
- A was very aware of the effect the introduction of route cards 
might have on the foremen and went to great lengths to try and 
forestall any resistance. *1 tried to impress on them that 
none of this uss taking away the reaB; skill of their Job which 
is dealing with their men, allocating to them the job, knowing 
what men can do what job end so on. I think it will come if 
it's done properly - only if you just swept in next week and 
started throwing these around I think they'd resist it.*
- However there was still some feeling from foremen that they 
would have liked to hsve been involved in the design of the 
card - to be able to contribute ideas etc. Also some thought 
it should have been introduced to all sections at the same 
time:-
'Introducing route cards to one section without informing 
other sections what was being done, was wrong. Bad communication*.
- Some continued to see no practical use for route cards:
'not necessary for this section, our own method is the best.' 
'only interested in increasing production, I cannot see ihow the 
route cards will improve production.*
Conversely, and perhaps this points to a greater involvement 
of people to ensure acceptance:-
*6y using our section as a test, I could see I would benefit 
by it.'
(As on aside, SPI was choseneo the section for the pilot run.
This seemed an inappropriate choice in one way* although there 
were other good reasons for choosing it. Problems were fore­
seen in the wheel section because of work piling up: the
route cord was on attempt to rectify thie: yet thie problem
was by-passed in the pilot run because the wheel section did 
not deloy SPI work onyway - it wos other section's work, e.g. 
bows thot tended to be left*)
So for success seems to hove been meosured in terms of keep­
ing batch cards with the botch tins* It remains to be seen 
whether the system is continued and whether productivity or 
efficiency in meeting orders is raised*
Looklno Ahead
The introduction of route cards was llways seen os on interim step* 
Full computerised production control was always an ultimate aim*
As this has become increasingly probable in the last couple of
months, it might be right to try and onticipote some of the pressures 
that ore likely to come with it*
4*1 Anticipated Pressures
(i) Pressure from outside concerning amount of capital end 
resources involved*
(ii) Resistance from inside the company because of per­
ceived threat to their own Jobs, fear of change, loss
of control over aspects of their jobs, being 'watched**
(iii) Pressures through lack of recognition of any personal 
benefit from implementing the innovation*
(iv) Resentment at the amount of work involved with no 
perception of any recognition or reward for that work*
(v) Confusion over new responsibilities and demarcation of 
areas of work*
(vi) Pressures from lack of involvement creating a 'them 
end us' situation*
4.2 Suggested Guidelines for honffllino Innovation
(i) Arrange for the innovation plan to bo sponsored by 
a board member who will be seen to have influence 
and enthusiasm.
(ii) Tell employees of the plan so that they will know 
likely time-scole, probable risks and any radical 
changes that might follow.
(iii) Set up recognised lines of communication to employees 
and board.
(iv) Be aware of the need to graft the innovative group 
on to the existing organisation through effective 
communication and initiating procedures which clarify 
the manner in which responsibilities are shored 
among, or passed to, appropriate departments*
(v) Set up a steering committee for policy and a more 
grass-roots implementation committee*
(vi) Evaluate staff abilities and continue to make use
of their full potential: Provide opportunities for
continual growth - specialist function? training?
(vii) Encourage enthusiasm in a learning situation: allow
those involved to benefit from their participation: 
foster feedback of perception and information*
Research Role
In continuing to look at Innovation situations I would like to 
co-operate with others as co-researchers* This would mean explo­
ring ideas end suggestions with them and gaining feedback on the 
usefulness of these ideas when put into practice*
APPENDIX 6
fl REVIEW OF THE
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
A REVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Introduction
This report has been published to clorify the role of the Indust­
rial Engineering Department end its staff within C.D. (SheffleldO Ltd*
The report covers the existing organisation and structure of the 
department together with areas of responsibility of departmental staff 
and proposals for a revised organisation within the Sheffield unit*
Departmental Role
The role of the Industrial Engineering Department ie to provide an 
engineering support service for the Sheffield manufacturing unit so that 
the unit can maintain its agreed scheduled output levels*
The support service includes the provision of tool room, maintenance 
and new product development facilities under the supervision of the 
Works Engineer, a production engineering service involving improvements 
to existing manufacturing methods supervised by the Production Engineer 
and a tooling drawing facility supervised by the Industrial Engineer*
The overall industrial engineering function is controlled by the 
Industrial Engineer*
Existing Organisation
The existing Industrial Engineering Department meeting structure 
is shown in Figure 1* An examination of the chert reveals that there 
is the framework for good communications between members within the 
department and some other employees* However links with other areas 
of responsibility have the following short comingsi-
(i) There is no link between the Plant Accountant, Works Superin­
tendent, their staff and the Industrial Engineering Department 
other than through occasional 'ad hoc' discussion groups*
These discussions usually take place after a specific problem
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has occurred.
(ii) There is no link between the formal weekly meeting of the 
General Manager, Industrial Engineer, Works Engineer, Prod­
uction Engineer and the Management Committee meeting.
(iii) There is no link between production unit employees, the Works 
Superintendent and Industrial Engineering staff other than on 
an individual to individual basis.
The reporting structure of the department is shown in figure 2.
Detailed job descriptions indicating areas of responsibility are 
available.
The organisation of the tool room, maintenance and drawing office 
ore detailed below:-
1. Tool Room
The role of the tool room is to provide jigs, fixtures, press 
tools and a cutter grinding eervice for the Sheffield factory to enable 
the production unit to maintain its agreed scheduledoutput levels. In 
addition the tool room provides a tool and cutter grinding service for 
other production unite of the C.D. group.
Supervision of all work carried out in the tool, room is the 
direct responsibility of the Works Engineer including:
(a) The receipt of job requests and estimation of the time required 
to complete each job.
(b) The allocation of Job priorities is referred for approval to the 
General Manager through the Industrial Engineer.
(c) The allocation of work to individual toolmakers.
(d) The reporting of work in progress, together with estimated com­
pletion dates to the Industrial Engineer on a weekly basis.
(e) The cs-ordination of the design and development of requested 
tooling in conjunction with the Toolmaker, Draughtsman, Production 
Engineer and Foreman as required.
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All work loaded into the tool room must be recoived in the form 
detailed in the Industrial Engineering Department Request and Author- 
isation Prodedure, dated 17 October, 1979,
To meet current tooling requirements the minimum manning levels 
are two toolmakers, one apprentice toolmaker and one tool and cutter 
grinder* Any increase in demand above current levels for production 
tooling will require additional toolmaking capacity, i,e, meg, machines 
and floor area or sub-contract manufacture, A statement of work com­
pleted and the foreard loading of jobs on the toolroom is detailed in 
the Industrial Engineering Department period report. In addition a 
Job status and progress report is compiled and updated by the liiorks 
Engineer on a weekly basis,
2, Maintenance Department
The role of the maintenance department is to provide maintenance 
cover for the plant, buildings and services on the Sheffield factory 
to enable the production unit to maintain its agreed scheduled output 
levels.
Supervision of all work serried out by the maintenance department 
is the direct responsibility of the Works Engineer, including:-
(a) The allocation of work to Individual maintenance staff,
(b) The report of work in progress with estimated completion dates
to the Industrial Engineer on a weekly basle,
(c) The monitoring of orders placed against the repairs and mainten­
ance budget on 8 period basis,
(d) The formulation end control of a planned maintenance scheme,
(e) The supervision of a sub-contract labour.
All work loaded into the maintenance department must be received in the 
form detailed in the Industrial Engineering Request and Authoolsation 
Prodedure, dated 17 October, 1979,
3. OrawlnQ Offlco
The role of the Drawing Office Is to provide, for the Industrial 
Engineering Department, a formal record of the design and development 
of production tooling for use in the Sheffield factory*
Additionally there is a link, through the Group Technical Services 
Office, with the Orthopaedic Product Draughtsman based in Sheffield* 
Supervision and allocation of work for the Tooling Draughtsman is 
the direct responsibility of the Industrial Engineer includingt
(a) The receipt of job requests and estimation of the time required
to complete each job*
(b) The allocation of job priorities*
(c) The reporting of work in progress and compltod together with the
forward loading in the Industrial Engineering Period report*
The tooling draughtsman will keep a record of job requests received 
together with project starting and completion dotes. A weekly job 
status and progress report ie compiled by the draughtsman for tho Ind­
ustrial Engineer on a weekly basis*
4* Production Engineering
The role of the production engineering function ie to employ 
production engineering techniques to improve machining processes so 
that the Sheffield production unit can achieve the agreed scheduled 
output levels*
Supervision of the work of the Production Engineer is the direct 
responsibility of the Industrial Engineer*
Conclusion
There is e need to reduce the number of formal meetings end to 
integrate the method of collating information for formal meetings to­
gether with the creation of strong links with the production unit 
organisation* Details of possible improvements are dealt with in the 
following section*
PROPOSED ORCEilSATION
The proposed Industrial Engineering Department meeting structure
together with suggested relevant meeting structures are shown in figure
3* The function of eabh meeting is os follows:-
(i) flaintenance Fleeting - carried out as on on-going informal 
dialogue between the Works Engineer and the maintenance 
department staff to discover problem areas and to establish 
Job priorities* Information obtained from this source is pre­
sented by the Works Engineer to the Engineering fleeting for 
discussion*
(ii) Project fleeting - carried out on an informal basis between 
the Works Engineer, toolroom, production foreman concerned end 
the tooling draughtsman to ensure that toolingsis produced to 
the optimum design for the task required* The basis for dis­
cussion will be detailed on Job requests received for tooling* 
When Job requests are originated by the Production Engineer his 
presence will also be required at these meetings* Information 
from this source is presented by the Works Engineer to the 
Engineering fleeting for discussion*
(ill) Drawing Office fleeting - carried out on on informal basis
between the Industrial Engineer and the Tooling Draughtsman to 
formulate a drawing office programme* Information from this 
source is presented by the Industrial Engineer to the Engineer­
ing fleeting*
(iv) Section fleeting - carried out on an informal basis between 
Senior and Ounior Foremen to identify problem areas* Inform­
ation from this source is presented by the Senior Foreman to 
the Production fleeting*
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(v) Production nesting - carried out on o formal basic with tho 
Works Superintendent as chairman and attended by the Senior 
Foremen, Quality Controller and Production Controller to dis­
cuss problem areas. Information from thie source is presented 
by the Works Superintendent to the Engineering end senior Man­
agement Meetings#
N«B« Meeting (iv) and (v) ore only a suggested framework by 
which production can accurately relate its specific problems 
to the Industrial Engineering Department for action#
(vi) Engineering Meetino - carried out on a formol basis with the 
Industrial Engineer as chairman and attended by the Works 
Superintendent, Works Engineer and Production Engineer to discuss 
problem areas and formulate cn Industrial Engineering Deportment 
work programme# Information from this source is presented by 
the Industrial Engineer to the Senior Management Meeting#
(vii) Senior Management Meeting - remain in its present form#
Recommendation
The correct implementation of the above proposals will enable a 
more formal interchange of ideas and information whilst fcfeeping the 
number of meetings to an absolute minimum# It will also enable pro­
duction foremen to have a closer involvement with the Industrial 
Engineering Department developing an stmosphere of mutual co-operation 
rather than mistrust# Implementation of the proposals can only tjeke 
place when the format of the suggested Production and Section meetings 
has been formulated by the Works Superintendent#
fiPPENOIX 7
ft REVIEW OF ORTHOPAEDIC MACHINE SHOP PROCEDURE
No# 1 The Production of Hip Nalls
Introduction
Following receipt of the "Cuban” order, which included a high 
proportion of Smith-Petersen nails, it was decided that this would be 
an ideal opportunity to review machine shop procedures concerning all 
hip nails, with an ultimate eimoof increasing the quality of the 
machined component, to such an extent that hand finishing (glazing end 
polishing) was minimised or phased out completely thus achieving a 
reduction in works costs per item#
The main area of consideration was the milling of the fins, which 
fall into two categories:
1# The fin that runs out at the blunt end of the nail#
2# The fin that reaches a ’dead end* at the blunt end of the nail#
Those two types are machined in two entirely different waye:-
This first report deals with nails with ’run out* fins, e#g# Smith- 
Pstorsen, McKee, Northampton# Before the review of methods, these were 
manufactured using the following methods- 
FORMER METHOD
The machine used was the Csepel horizontal milling machine using a gang 
of three form cutters# The work holding fixture consisted of three 
semi-circular section grooves, in which the components were clamped by 
means of a toggle tightened by a nut and spanner# The operation sequence 
was as follows:—
1# Load one component in groove 1, machine one face of nail to } full 
depth, return table to start position, raise table to allow cutters
to cut full depth and machine one fece of nail to full depth
return table to start position un-clamp component#
2# Remove component from groove 1 rotate through 60 degrees end
insert into groove 2 (Locating on angled key in groove)#
3# Insert blank nail in groove 1#
4# Repeat 1#
5# Remove nail from groove 2 rotate through 60 degrees end insert in
groove 3#
6, Repeat 2#
7# Repeat 3#
8# Repeat 1#
9# Remove nail from groove 3 noil complete#
10# Repeat 5#
11# Repeat 2#
12# Repeat 3#
13# Repeat 1#
14# Repeat 9#
Table feed 0#64" per min#
Cutter speed 75 R#P#M#
All this action was producing nails of poor surface finish and Inaccurate
fin thickness at a rate of 200/week, each nail needed the following
subsequent treatmenti-
1# 12 mine# each glazing# 200/fi}eek#
2# 6 mine# each polishing# 400/week#
3# 10 min8# load of 10 Poligrat# 2400/week#
With the output of the two other operations involved, Blanking end 
Cannular drilling standing at 1200 end 200 per week respectively, it 
can be seen the maximum output was 200 items per week when running at 
a through flow rate#
PRESENT METHOD
With the purchase of a new Cannular drilling machine drilling capacity 
is going to be increased to at least 400 per week* This would leave 
"bottlenecks” at milling and glazing and therefore the new method of 
milling had to take care of both these areas* The successful method 
chosen included a re-design of the existing fixture* Indexing was 
improved by incorporating a dovetail slide arrangement at the rear of 
the fixture* The component was located by being screwed on to one end 
of a i "  diameter pin, Pig* 1* At the opposite end of tho pin was fixed 
a triangular block, which located in the dovetail slide* The opposite 
end of the nail located the Cannular hole on a teporod pin* Clomping 
was effected by 3 hydraulic rams, 1 behind each triangular block push­
ing the nail on to the tapered pin and 2 Clamping a bar downwards across 
the three i*” Pino (see diagram 2)* This resulted in far more work 
support than had been experienced before, which allowed cut depth and 
feed to be increased accordingly and resulted in an improved surface 
finish*
The operation sequence was as follows:- 
1* Assemble three nails on to three location pins*
2* Load three assemblies into fixture, lower bar ”A” (Fig* 2) and 
damp*
3* Machine three nails*
4* Unclamp, lift bar ”A” and Index three nail assemblies, lower bar 
"A” and Clamp*
5* Repeat 3*
6* Repeat 4*
7* Repeat 3 and 1*
8* Unclemp, lift bar ”A” remove three finished nail assemblies*
9* Repeat 2*
Table feed l” pOBrmin*Cutter speed 75 R*P*M*
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The provision of o bias valve in the hydraulic circuit ensured that the 
threo rams at the rear clamped before the tuo on top.
sugary
It can be seen from the attached Labour Cost Calculation Sheets that 
the savings uere gained entirely from milling and glazing/polishing* 
Hilling uas speeded up by removing the need for tuo passes ecross the 
uork end also by increasing feed rate* e.g. 3? minutes/item, neu method, 
12 minutes/item old method.
By improving surfiace finish end also by increasing the accuracy of 
fin thickness, glazing was speeded up as follous: 5 minutes/item neu
method, 12 minutes/itcm old method. Plus a further 6 minutes polishing, 
uhich uos not necessary uith the neu mfebhod.
CONCLUSION
Although significant improvements have been made, it may still be poss­
ible to increase output further by reducing or removing loading time, 
i.e. ue are looking at the possibility of incorporating tuo fixtures on 
one milling table, thus ellouing loading of one fixture uhile the other 
is being used. The projected saving from this exercise uould be 3p. per 
nail.
In addition to this if ue decide to adopt the "dooley point” the 
savings gained in increased productivity uould yield a further 16p. per 
nail. This uould reduce the uorks cost to £2.87 per nail.
When this idea has been fully explored it ie our intention to carry 
out a similar exercise uith reference to McKee, Uatson-Oones and Tulloch- 
Broun nails and Oeuett and Barnes nail plates.
Production engineer. 
21.3.80.
SAVINGS ACHIEVED ON THE CUBAN ORDER FOR SMITH-PETERSEN NAILS
A Direct Comparison of the coats involved
Old Method
Average Labour Cost per item £5.26
Material cost .25
Total Works Cost £5.51 per item
Total Works Cost for the order 2600 items
2600 x £5.51 *=
£14.326.00
Neu Mfethod
Average Labour Cost per item £2.81 
Material cost .25
Total Works Cost £3.06 per item
Total Works Cost for the order 2600 items
2600 x £3.31 «
£7.956.00
Saving by adopting neu method 
£6,370.00
25.3.80
SMITH-PETERSEN NAILS
(OLD METHOD)
BATCH: 100
Labour Cost Calculations
ref.
no* operation
SM
each
SM
batch
eetup
SM
total
SM
total 
S Hrs
labour
rate
labour
cost
5 Knurl & Part Off 2.00 200 240 440 7.33 4.69 34.39
10 Face one end & 
centre both ends 1.20 120 30 150 2.5 3.86 9.65
15 Drill & Tap 2.40 240 30 270 4.5 3.86 17.37
20 Cannular Drill 6.0 800 10 810 13.5 3.86 52.11
25 Tri Fin Mill 12.0 1200 30 1230 20.5 6.62 135.71
30 Mill Point 3.0 300 18 315 5.25 6.62 34.75
35 Glaze & Polish lfi... 1800 - 1800 30 7.06 212
40 Poligrat 1.0 100 • 100 1.6 7.06 11.7
45 Mark 0.4 40 10 50 •83 7.06 5.88
50 De-grease & Passivate 0.2 20 - 20 •33 7.06 2.35
55 Final Inspect 0.5 50 mm 50 .83 7.06 5.88
60 Pack 0.5 50 - 50 .83 5.00 4.15
TOTAL LABOUR COST £525.94
MATERIAL: i" 0 £2.23/Kg
■ £0.25/Component
WORKS COST PER COM0ONENT £5.51
5MITH-PETER5EN NAILS
(NEU METHOD)
BATCHt 100
Labour Cost Calculations
ref*
no* operation
SM
each
SM
aatch
3etup
SM
total
SM
total 
S Hrs
Labour
rate
labour
coat
5 Knurl & Part Off 2.0 200 240 440 7.33 4.69 34.34
V10 Face One End & 
Centre Both Ends 1.2 120 30 150 2.5 3.86 9.65
15 Orill & Top 2.4 240 30 270 4.5 3.86 17.37
20 Cannular Drill B.O 800 10 810 13.5 3.86 52.11
25 Tri Fin Mill 3.75 375 30 405 6.75 6.62 44.68
30
n , ,  r
Hill Point 3.00 300 15 315 5.25 6.62 34.75
35 Glaze 5.00 500 - 500 8.33 7.06 58.8
40 Poligrat 1.00 100 - 100 1.6 8.06 11.7
45 Mark 0.4 40 10 50 .63 7.06 5.88
50 De-grease & Ffeesivote 0.2 20 - 20 .33 7.06 2.35
55 Final Inspect 0.5 50 - 50 .83 7.06 5.88
60 Pack 0.5 50 - 50 .83 5.0 4.15
TOTAL LABOUR COST £281*71
MATERIAL! 0 £2*23/Kg 
■ £Q.25/Coraponent
UORKS COST PER COMPONENT £3.06
APPENDIX 8
A Summary of the Skills 
& Characteristics of the Integrator
This research has uncovered a number of skills of integration 
which would be'importent to recognise in the training of personnel 
as integrators or innovation consultants. They can be grouped under 
three main headings
(i) neutrality and credibility
(ii) diagnostic and interpretative skills
(iii) high ‘people orientation* process skills.
(i) neutrality & eredibility 
This area includes such things as!-
- on intimate knowledge of the .organisation end people - contextual 
knowledge
- mobility and access to all parts of the organisation
- continuing work at;1 remaining trustworthy and credible
- a willingness to look at issues perceived as relevant and important 
by individuals end group members
- an ability to see the total process and where different contributions 
fit in - skills of inclusion
- tangible results to increase credibility end provide incentives for 
othors to operate in a similar manner
- having a ‘stateless* position unidentifiable with any onB particular 
set of people
(il) diagnostic & interpretative skills 
these would include:-
- skills in analysis,/ summary and presentation
- boing in touch uith a large repe&oire of appropriate strategies
- skills in diagnosing integration needs
- ability to perceive *in depth* end deal with root problems rather
than symptoms
- an understanding of innovation implementation os a human process 
of adjustment and compromise
- communication skills of listening and feedback
- interviewing skills
- ability to translate meanings into an acceptable appropriate 
vocabulary
- creating on-going links between outside developments and inside needs, 
linking theory and practice
- ability to distill learning and present it with concrete examples of 
the 'here and now* type
- skills in 'abstracting* ideas, making neu idea associations
(ili) high 'people orientation* process skills
- a concern for task and process as equal partners
- acting os the 'human' promoter in the task of implementation
- skills in interaction; 'group' skills
- ability to foster learning about communication processes end 'social 
interaction*
- ability to heighten others* awareness of process issues and enable 
them to use the some skills
- con-threatening behaviour - non judgemental
- ebility to communicate at all levels, particularly with power
promoters
Ideal qualities In on Integrator would include:*-
(i) creative beheviour: an ability to be aware of all your resources 
(both internal end external) and be able to bring them to bear 
on the innovation situation
(ii) perceptual openness: - n receptivity to ideas - on
acceptance of feelings, sensation, hunches
(iii) risk-taking behaviour - cbility to loam
(iv) ability to influence - take the initiative - promote
others1 learning
(v) ability to include, develop, foster relationships
(vi) ability to withdraw effectively
In listing these attributes they seem to bear all the marks of a
process consultant* The main difference is one of emphasis, in that 
the integrator is just ss concerned with the task of innovation imple­
mentation* She is using her process skills to foster integration to 
facilitate the process of innovation implementation - that is tho 
prime underlying motivation* To remain credible the use of process 
skills must be seen to have an impact not only on people end relation­
ships per se, but on creating a more effective process* To summarise 
- integration is a facilitating farce in tho process of implementing 
technological innovation but can only be achieved through thei use of 
process type skills with the peoplo involved*
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